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Preface 

Computer software and network protocols are increasingly important in daily 
life. At the same time the complexity of software has rocketed, so that its 
correctness is at stake. New methodologies and disciplines are being devel
oped to bring structure to the ever growing jungle of computer technology. 
(Semi-)automated manipulation has become an important means in discover
ing flaws in software and hardware systems. Process algebra is a mathematical 
framework in which system behaviour is expressed in the form of algebraic 
terms, enhancing the available techniques for manipulation. 

Concurrency is omnipresent in system behaviour, and in a large part 
responsible for its complexity: even simple behaviours become wildly compli
cated when they are executed in parallel. In order to study such systems in 
detail, it is imperative that they are dissected into their concurrent compo
nents. Fundamental to process algebra is a parallel operator, to break down 
systems into their concurrent components. A set of equations is imposed 
to derive whether two terms are behaviourally equivalent. In this framework, 
non-trivial properties of systems can be established in an elegant fashion. For 
example, it may be possible to equate an implementation to the specification 
of its required input/output relation. In recent years a variety of automated 
tools have been developed to facilitate the derivation of such properties. 

Applications of process algebra exist in diverse fields such as safety criti
cal systems, network protocols, and biology. In the educational vein, process 
algebra has been recognised to teach skills to deal with complex concurrent 
systems, by representing and reasoning about such systems in a mathemati
cally clear and precise manner. 

This text developed from an undergraduate course on process algebra at 
the computer science department of the University of Wales Swansea during 
the autumn of 1997 and of 1998. Chapters 2-7 contain sufficient material 
for more than twenty hours of lecturing; a set of slides and further mate
rial to support such a course are available from my homepage (currently 
at http://www.cwi.nl/,..,,wan). It is recommended to use a tool set based on 
process algebra, such as the µCRL tool set or the Concurrency Workbench 
Edinburgh, to enliven the course. Appendices A and B provide useful back
ground information; they are not intended to be included in the course. 
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L 

System behaviour generally consists of processes and data. Processes are 
the control mechanisms for the manipulation of data. While processes are 
dynamic and active, data are static and passive. System behaviour tends 
to be composed of several processes that are executed concurrently, where 
these processes exchange data in order to influence each other's behaviour. 
The picture below presents a typical architecture for a concurrent system. 
Each process Pi sends messages to its neighbouring processes Pi-I and Pi+1, 
giving them information on the state of Pi. The neighbouring processes use 
this information in their internal computations, to update their own states. 

Po 

Some examples of concurrent systems are: 

e A colony of ants: 

Ants behave as separate entities, which influence each other's behaviour. As 
soon as one ant discovers a goody such as a lump of sugar, it radiates a smell 
to attract other ants. Tofts [186] was able to explain certain phenomena of 
colonies of ants by modelling such colonies as concurrent systems in process 
algebra. 

e A network protocol, being a high-level description of a data communication 
procedure. 
As an example we consider the so-called alternating bit protocol [31). A 
Sender and a Receiver are the separate processes, which in concurrency 
make up the system: 
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I Sender 

Data elements d1 , d2 , d3 , . • • are sent from the Sender to the Receiver via 
a faulty channel, so that data may be corrupted. In the alternating bit 
protocol, the Sender attaches a bit 0 to data elements d21c,_ 1 and a bit l 
to data elements d2 1c, for positive natural numbers k. As soon as the Re
ceiver receives a datum, it sends the attached bit to the Sender via a faulty 
channel, to acknowledge reception. If the Receiver receives a corrupted 
message, then it resends the previous acknowledgement. The Sender keeps 
on sending out the pair (di, b) until it receives the acknowledgement b. 
Then it starts sending out the next pair (di+I, l ·- b) until it receives the 
acknowledgement l - b, et cetera. Alternation of the attached bit enables 
the Receiver to determine whether a received datum is really new, and al
ternation of the acknowledgement enables the Sender to determine whether 
a datum reached the Receiver unscathed. 

0 A pocket calculator: 

The buttons represent the separate actions of this system, which all influ
ence the state (Le., the intermediate result of a computation) of the pocket 
calculator in a different way. The pocket calculator in combination with a 
user make up a concurrent system. 

In this text, system behaviour is represented as a labelled transition sys
tem, which basically consists a set of nodes together with a set of labelled 
edges between these nodes. For example, a fraction of the full labelled tran
sition system of the pocket calculator is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Each node in 
this labelled transition system represents a different state of the calculator, 
and an edge from one node to the other expresses that the calculator can 
change from one state to the other, by pushing a button; the label of an edge 
represents the button that has to be pushed in order to realise this state 
transition. 

In general it is much easier to study a concurrent system such as the 
pocket calculator by breaking it up into its concurrent components. Although 
its full labelled transition system is enormous, the process behaviour of the 
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1.1. Labelled transition system of a pocket calculator 

pocket calculator is not so difficult. It can be captured by specifying the 
behaviour of the separate buttons, and putting them in parallel. For example, 
the behaviour of the +-button is displayed in Fig. 1.2, where d1 , ... , dk are 
digits and m = n + d1 · · · dk. Execution is started in the state that is pictured 
at the top, where the computation has the intermediate value n. Similarly, 
the arithmetic operations subtraction and multiplication can be specified on 
the data domain of numbers. An extra error element needs to be added to 
the data domain, to represent that the result of an arithmetic computation 
exceeds the screen size, or that an operation is undefined (such as division 
by zero). 

n 

t+ 
n+ .. 

td1 

tdk 
+ c 

m + .. .- n + d1 ... d1< .. --;;,... 0 

-/ t* ~ 
m- .. m*.. rn 

Fig. 1.2. Behaviour of the plus button 

A process graph is a labelled transition system in which one state is se
lected to be the root state, i.e., the initial state of the process. If the labelled 
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transition system contains an edge s _; s1, then the process graph can evolve 
from state s into state s' by the execution of action a. Process graphs are 
distinguished modulo some behavioural equivalence. For example, such an 
equivalence may relate two process graphs if and only if they can execute 
exactly the same strings of actions. This text focuses on bisirnulation equiv
alence, which is the finest of all known process equivalences. Bisimulation 
equivalence requires not only that two process graphs can execute the same 
strings of actions, but also that they have the same branching structure. Ex
perience has shown that bisirnulation is a suitable equivalence when reasoning 
about concurrent processes. 

For the purpose of mathematical reasoning it is often convenient to repre
sent process graphs algebraically in the form of terms. Process algebra focuses 
on the specification and manipulation of process terms as induced by a col
lection of operator symbols. This symbolic notation facilitates manipulation 
by a computer. Most process algebras contain basic operators to build finite 
processes, communication operators to express concurrency, and some notion 
of recursion to capture infinite behaviour. Moreover, it is convenient to in
troduce two special constants: the deadlock enables us to force actions into 
communication, while the silent step allows us to abstract away from internal 
computations. Structural operational semantics is used to formally provide 
each process term over these operators and constants with its intended pro
cess graph. The crux of process algebra is that it imposes an equational logic 
on process terms, such that two process terms can be equated if and only if 
their graphs are behaviourally equivalent. A process algebra can be extended 
with fresh operators, to enhance its expressivity or to facilitate the specifica
tion of system behaviour. Such a fresh operator requires an extension of the 
structural operational semantics and of the equational logic. 

Process algebra constitutes a framework for formal reasoning about pro
cesses and data, with the emphasis on processes that are executed concur
rently. It can be used to detect undesirable properties and to formally derive 
desirable properties of a system specification. Notably, process algebra can be 
used to verify that a system displays the desired external behaviour, meaning 
that for each input the correct output is produced. First, the implementation 
of the system is expressed in the form of a process term, using the basic 
operators, the communication operators, and recursion. Next, the deadlock 
is used to force actions into communication, and the silent step is used to 
abstract away from internal computations, so that only the input/output re
lation of the implementation remains. Finally, the resulting process term is 
manipulated by means of equational logic, to prove that its graph conforms 
with the desired external behaviour. 

The foundations of process algebra were developed, largely independently, 
by Milner [149, 150, 151] and Hoare [125, 126, 127]. These foundations are 
partly rooted in Petri nets [168], automata theory [178], formal languages [7], 
and work by BekiC [33]. Milner devised the process algebra CCS (Calculus of 
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Communicating Systems) [155], while Hoare pioneered CSP (Communicating 
Sequential Processes) [177]. The current exposition is based on the approach 
of Bergstra and Klop [41] called ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes) 
[28], which is closely related to CCS. Interesting early accounts of ACP are 
[47, 48, 50]. 

Data and time often play an important role in system behaviour. Similar 
to processes, data can be specified algebraically by means of an equational 
logic; see (51, 143). In this text it is usually assumed implicitly that the data 
types have been specified beforehand. Furthermore, in an example verifica
tion, time is modelled using special timer processes, which can pass on timing 
information. Alternatively, time could be modelled by adding time stamps to 
actions, to fix the moment in time at which such an action can be executed, 
and adapting the semantics to take into account such timing information. 

Some expositions on process algebra, notably the one by Baeten and Weij
land [10, 28], start by defining a set of equations, and give semantic models 
for which this equational logic is sound and complete, meaning that two pro
cess terms can be equated if and only if they are equivalent in the model. 
Advantages of this approach are that results for several models can be de
rived simultaneously, and the emphasis that process algebra is relatively in
dependent of its models. Following for instance Milner (155] and Baeten and 
Verhoef [27], the focus in this text is on a single model, based on structural 
operational semantics. An advantage of the latter approach is that it allows 
us to place the exposition more firmly on an intuitive basis. 

This text is set up as follows. Chapter 2 introduces basic process algebra, 
which can express finite process graphs; an equational logic is presented that 
is sound and complete modulo bisimulation equivalence. Chapter 3 features 
merge operators to express processes that are executed in parallel. Chapter 
4 defines recursion to describe infinite process behaviour. Chapter 5 explains 
how to abstract away from internal computations. Chapter 6 applies the 
framework from the previous chapters to verify the correctness of two net
work protocols. Furthermore, it gives an overview of existing techniques and 
automated tools to support such verification efforts. Chapter 7 gives examples 
of further operators that can be added to the framework. 

Appendices A and B provide background material for the theory devel-

in the earlier chapters. Appendix A presents the basics of equational 
logic, while Appendix B gives an overview of structural operational seman
tics. The reader is adviced to use these appendices to become acquainted 
with basic notions and definitions when they are encountered in the remain-

Pointers to relevant definitions in the appendices are when 
appropriate. 





2. Basic Process Algebra 

This chapter presents a basic framework for process algebra. It introduces 
simple operators that enable us to construct finite processes from scratch. 

1 Bask Process Terms 

The signature (see Definition of a basic framework for process algebra 
consists of the following operators. 

* First of all, we assume a finite, non-·empty set A of (atomic) actions, rep
resenting indivisible behaviour (such as reading a datum, or sending a 
datum). Each atomic action a is a constant that can execute itself, after 
which it terminates successfully: 

The predicate 
of action a. 

J represents successful termination after the execution 

* Moreover, we assume a binary operator+ called alternative composition. If 
closed terms t 1 and t 2 (see Definition A.1.2) represent processes p1 and p2 

(see Definitions B.1.1 and B.3.1), respectively, then the closed term ti + t 2 

represents the process that executes either p1 or p2 . In other words, the 
process graph of t1 is obtained by joining p1 and p2 at their root states: 

* Finally, we assume a binary operator · called sequential composition. If 
closed terms t 1 and t 2 represent processes p1 and p2 , respectively, then the 
closed term t 1 · t2 represents the process that executes first p1 and then p2 • 

In other words, the process graph of t 1 · t 2 is obtained by replacing each 
successful termination s 4 in p1 by a transition s 4 s', where s' is the 
root of pz: 
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P2 

Example 2.1.1. Let a, b, c, and d be actions. The closed term ((a+ b) · c) · d 
represents the following process, with the root state presented at the top: 

Each finite process (see Definition B.3.1) can be represented by a closed 
term that is built from the set A of atomic actions, the and the ·. Such 
terms are called. basic process terms, and the collection of all basic process 
terms is called basic process algebra, abbreviated to BPA. 

Exercise 2.1.1. Find the basic process terms that to the following 
two process graphs (with their root states presented at the top): 

Rules BP.A 

We have provided a syntax for basic process terms, together with some in
tuition for the process graph that belongs to such a term. This relationship 
has to be made formal in order for it to become really meaningful. For this 
purpose we apply structural operational semantics, as explained in Appendix 
B. This involves giving a collection of transition rules (see Definition B.1.2), 
which define transitions t ~ t1 (see Definition B.1.1) to express that term t 
can evolve into term t1 by the execution of action a, and predicates t 4 to 
express that term t can terminate successfully by the execution of action a. 
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Table 2.1 presents the TSS (see Definition B.1.2) that constitutes the 
structural operational semantics of BPA. The variables :i:, x 1, y, and y1 in 
the transition rules range over the collection of basic process terms, while v 
ranges over the set A of atomic actions. 

Table 2.1. Transition rules of BPA 

x ~ y' 

x +y x +y 4 y1 

x~ x~x1 

x · y y x · y 4 x 1 • y 

The TSS of BPA provides each basic process term with a process graph, 
according to the intuition that was presented in the previous section: 

0 the first transition rule says that each atomic action v can terminate suc
cessfully by executing itself; 

0 the next four transition rules express that t + t 1 executes either t or , 
0 the last two transition rules express that t · t1 executes t until successful 

termination, after which it proceeds to execute t 1• 

Example 2.2.1. The transition rules in Table 2.1 provide the basic process 
term ( (a + b) · c) · d with the following process graph ( cf. Example 2 .1.1): 

the transition ((a+ b) · c) · d c · d can be proved 
from the transition rules in Table 2.1 as follows: 
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b 
a+ b-+ 

b 
(a+b)·c-+c 

(~, v:=b) 
v-+ v 

y J 
( v v' v := b, x :=a, y := b) 
x-+y-+ 

x J 
(---,-, -, v := b, x :=a+ b, y := c) 
x·y-+y 

b x x' 
-+b)·c)·d-+c·d ----c---- v:=b, x:=(a+b)·c, 

x·y x, ·y 
X I ·- C Y ·- d) .- 1 .--

At the right-hand side, the transition rules are displayed that are applied 
in the consecutive proof steps, together with the dosed substitutions (see 
Definition A.1.3) that are applied to them. 

Exercise 2.2.L Find the process graph that belongs to the basic process 
term ((a+ b) · (a+ c)) ·d. Give the derivations of the transitions in this 
process graph from the transition rules in Table 2.1. 

From now on, as binding convention we assume that the · binds stronger 
than the +. For example, a· b +a· c represents (a· b) + (a· c). Occurrences 
of are often omitted from process terms; that is, st denotes s · t. 

In the previous section, each basic process term has been provided with a 
process graph using structural operational semantics. Processes have been 
studied since the 60's, first to settle questions in natural languages, 
later on to study the semantics of programming languages. These studies were 
in general based on so-called trace equivalence, in which two processes are 
said to be equivalent if they can execute exactly the same strings of actions. 

for system behaviour this equivalence is not satisfactory, 
which is shown by the following example. 

read ( df'\ead ( d) 

write1 (d) ! ! write2(d) 

J J 
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The first process reads datum d, and then decides whether it writes d on 
disc 1 or on disc 2. The second process makes a choice for disc 1 or disc 
2 before it reads datum d. Both processes display the same strings of ac
tions, read(d)write1 (d) and read(d)write2(d), so they are trace equivalent. 
Still, there is a crucial distinction between the two processes, which becomes 
apparent if for instance disc 1 crashes. In this case the first process always 
saves datum d on disc 2, while the second process may get into a deadlock 
(i.e., may get stuck). 

Bisimulation equivalence (see Definition B.3.2) discriminates more pro
cesses than trace. equivalence. Namely, if two processes are bisimilar, then 
not only they can execute exactly the same strings of actions, but also they 
have the same branching structure. For example, the two processes in Exam
ple 2.3.1 are not bisimilar. Definition B.3.2 is presented below for the relations 
~and the predicates~ .J, for a EA. 

Definition 2.3.1 (Bisimulation). A bisimulation relation l3 is a binary 
relation on processes such that: 

1. if p l3 q and p ~ p', then q ~ q' with p' B q'; 
2. if p l3 q and q ~ q', then p ~ p1 with p' l3 q'; 
3. ifpl3q andp~.J, thenq~.J; 
4. ifpl3q andq~.J, thenp~.J. 

Two processes p and q are bisimilar, denoted by p +-t q, if there is a bisimu
lation relation B such that p l3 q. 

Example 2.3.2. (a+ a)b +-tab+ a(b + b). 
A bisimulation relation that relates these two basic process terms is defined 
by (a+a)bBab+a(b+b), bBb, and bl3b+b. This bisimulation relation can 
be depicted as follows: 

(a+ a)b - - - - - - - - - ·ab + a(b + b) 

aOa ~a 
b :: - - - - - - - - b _b + b 

b t ---------~b 
v v 

Exercise 2.3.1. Say for each of the following pairs of basic process terms 
whether they are bisimilar: 

- (b + c)a + ba +ea and ba +ea; 
- a(b + c) + ab + ac and ab + ac; 
- (a+ a)(bc) + (ab)(c + c) and (a(b + b))(c + c). 
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For each pair of bisimilar terms, give a bisimulation relation that relates 
them. 

Exercise 2.3.2. Show that the basic process terms read(d) · ( write 1 (d) + 
write2 ( d)) and read ( d) · write 1 ( d) + read ( d) · write2 ( d) are not bisimilar. 

Exercise 2.3.3. Prove that ak+1 .fr ak+2 for natural numbers k. 

Exercise 2.3.4. Verify that bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. 

Checking whether the process graphs of two basic process terms are bisimilar 
requires hard labour. First these process graphs have to be computed, and 
next a bisimulation relation has to be established. This section introduces an 
axiomatisation for BPA, to equate bisimilar basic process terms. This avoids 
the computation of process graphs and bisimulation relations altogether. The 
axioms have the additional advantage that they can be used in automated 
reasoning, so that they facilitate a mechanised derivation that two basic pro
cess terms are bisimilar. 

We are after an axiomatisation (see Definition such that the in-
duced equality relation = (see Definition A.2.2) on basic process terms char
acterises bisimulation equivalence over BPA in the following sense ( cf. Defi
nition A.3.1): 

1. the equality relation is sound, meaning that ifs = t holds for basic process 
terms s and t, then s ++ t; 

2. the equality relation is complete, meaning that if s H. t holds for basic 
process terms s and t, then s = t. . 

Soundness ensures that if terms can be equated, then they are in the same 
bisimulation equivalence class, while ensures that bisimilar 
terms can always be equated. 

Table 2.2. Axioms for BPA 

Al x + y = y + x 
A2 (x + y) + z = x + (y + z) 
A3 x + x = .T 

A4 (x + y) · z = x · z + y · z 
A5 (x·y)·z=x·(y·z) 

Table 2.2 presents an axiomatisation lBPA for BPA modulo bisimulation 
equivalence. The variables x, y, and z in the axioms range over the collection 
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of basic process terms. The equality relation on basic process terms induced 
by the axiomatisation t'aPA is obtained by taking the set of dosed substitu
tion instances (see Definition A.1.3) of axioms in £apA, and dosing it under 
equivalence and contexts; see Definition A.2.2. 

Exercise 2.4.1. Prove that the axioms Al-3 are equivalent to axiom A3 
together with 

A2' (x+y)+z = y+(z+x). 

The equality relation that t'aPA induces on BPA is dosed under contexts. 
So in order to coridude that this equality relation is sound and complete 
for BPA modulo bisimulation, we need to know that this equivalence is a 
congruence (see Definition B.3.3) with respect to BPA. That is, ifs t-t s' and 
t t-t t', then s + t t-t s' + t' and s · t t-t s' · t1. 

Theorem 2.4.1. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to 
BPA. 

Proof. The transition rules in Table 2.1 are in panth format (see Definition 
B.3.4). So the bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence; see 
Theorem B.3.1. D 

Exercise 2.4.2. Verify that the TSS of BPA is in panth format. 

Theorem 2.4.2. CBPA is sound for BPA modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for BPA, 
we only need to check that the first clause in the definition of the relation = 
is sound. That is, if s = t is an axiom in t'aPA and er a dosed substitution 
that maps the variables in s and t to basic process terms, then we need to 
check that cr(s) t-t cr(t). We only provide some intuition for soundness of the 
axioms in Table 2.2: 

e Al ( commutativity of +) says that both s + t and t + s represent a choice 
betweens and t; 

e A2 (associativity of +) says that both (s + t) + u and s + (t + u) 
represent a choice betweens, t, and u; 

e A3 ( idempotency of +) says that a choice between t and t amounts to a 
choice for t; 

o A4 (right distributivity of ·)says that both (s + t) · u and s · u + t · u 
represent a choice between s and t, followed by u; 

e A5 (associativity of ·)says that both (s · t) · u and s · (t · u) represent 
s followed by t followed by u. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit bisimulation re
lations between the left- and right-hand sides of closed instantiations of the 
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axioms in CBPA· Hence, aB such instantiations are sound modulo bisimulation 
equivalence. D 

Note that left distributivity of sequential composition, x · (y + z) = 
x · y + x · z, is in general not sound modulo bisimulation equivalence; see 
Exercise 2.3.2. 

Exercise 2.4.3. Prove that s + t tt t + s, (s + t)u t:?.. su +tu, and (st)u tt 
s(tu) for all basic process terms s, t, and u. 

It remains to prove that l'BPA is complete for BPA modulo bisimulation 
equivalence, meaning that s H t implies s = t. The following completeness 
proof is based on turning the axiomatisation l'BPA into a TRS (see Definition 
A.4.1), by directing the axioms from left to right. 

Theorem 2.4.3. EBPA is complete for BPA modulo bisimulation eqtiiva
lence. 

Proof. We consider basic process terms modulo associativity and commuta
tivity (AC) of the +, and this equivalence relation is denoted by =Ac; see 
Section A.4. That is, s =AC t if and only if s and t can be equated by axioms 
Al and A2. A basic process term s then represents the collection of basic 
process terms t such that s =Ac t. Each equivalence class s modulo AC of 
the +- can be represented in the form s 1 + · · · + Sk with each s; either an 
atomic action or of the form t 1 · t 2 ; we refer to the subterms s1 , ... , sk as the 
summands of s. 

The three remaining axioms A3-5 are turned into rewrite 
ing them from left to right: 

x+x·-·tx 
(x +- y) · z--+ x · z + y · z 
( x . y) . z -+ x . (y . z) 

direct-

These rewrite rules are applied to basic process terms modulo AC of the +. 
For example, none of the three rewrite rules applies to + b) +a, but 

+ b) +a. =Ac b +(a+- a) -+ b +a. 

The TRS is terminating (see Definition modulo AC of the+. That 
is, each reduction of a basic process term ends up in a normal form n (see 
Definition A.4.3), meaning that the rewrite rules do not apply to any of the 
basic process terms that are equivalent ton modulo AC of the+. This follows 
from the weight function (cf. Example A.4.2) on basic process terms that is 
defined inductively as follows, where v ranges over A. The symbol 4 stands 
for "equals by definition". 

weight(v) ~ 2 
weight(s +- t) ~ weight(s) + weight(t) 
weight(s · t) ~ weight(s) 2 · weight(t). 
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(Here, + and · refer to addition and multiplication on the natural numbers, 
respectively.) It is not hard to see that each application of a rewrite rule 
strictly decreases the weight of a basic process term, and that moreover basic 
process terms that are equivalent modulo AC of the + have the same weight. 
Since each sequence of natural numbers k1 > kz > ks > · · · is finite, it follows 
that the TRS is terminating modulo AC of the+. 

Owing to the forms of the left-hand sides of the three rewrite rules, normal 
forms are built from distinct summands a and as, with a an atomic action 
and s a normal form. We prove for normal forms n and n' that n +t n' implies 
n =AC n'. The proof is based on induction with respect to the sizes of n and 
n', meaning the number of function symbols that they contain. Let n ++ n'. 

e Consider a summand a of n. Then n ~ .,/, so n ++ n1 implies n' ~ .,/, 
meaning that n' also contains the summand a. 

e Consider a summand as of n. Then n ~ s, so n +t n' implies n' ~ t with 
s ±±. t, meaning that n' contains a summand at. Since sand tare normal 
forms and have sizes smaller than n and n', respectively, by induction s ++ t 
implies s =Act. 

Hence, each summand of n is also a summand of n'. Vice versa, each summand 
of n1 is also a summand of n. In other words, n =Ac n1• 

Finally, let the basic process terms s and t be bisimilar. The TRS is 
terminating modulo AC of the +, so it reduces s and t to normal forms n 
and n', respectively. Since the rewrite rules and equivalence modulo AC of 
the + can be derived from the axioms, s = n and t = n1 • Soundness of the 
axioms then yields s ++ n and t ++ n1 , so n ++ s ++ t ++ n'. We showed that 
n ++ n' implies n =Ac n'. Hence, s = n =Ac n' = t. D 

The proof of Theorem 2.4.3 points out a mechanised way to verify whether 
two basic process terms are bisimilar. First, reduce both basic process terms 
to a normal form, by means of the rewrite rules. Next, check whether the two 
resulting normal forms are equivalent modulo AC of the +. If so, then the 
original terms are bisimilar; if not, then the original terms are not bisimilar. 

Exercise 2.4.4. Verify for the TRS in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3 that if 
s -t t then weight(s) > weight(t), and ifs =Ac·t then weight(s) = weight(t). 

Exercise 2.4.5. Suppose the definition of the weight function in the proof 
of Theorem 2.4.3 would be adapted by putting weight(s · t) ~ weight(s) · 
weight(t). Give basic process terms s and t of the same weight such that 
s -t t. 

Example !L4.1. We equate the bisimilar basic process terms (a+ b) +a and 
(b +a)+ b. First, they are reduced to normal form: 

(a+ b) +a =Ac b +(a+ a) ~ b +a, 

(b +a)+ b =Ac a+ (b + b) ~a+ b. 
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Finally, since the two normal forms are equivalent modulo AC of the +, 
b + a =AC a + b, we con dude that the two original terms are provably equal. 

Example 2.4.2. We equate (a+ a)(cd) + (bc)(d + d) and ((b + a)(c + c))d. 
First, these basic process terms are reduced to normal form. In each step, the 
subterm that is reduced is underlined. 

(a+ a)(cd) + (bc)(d + d) 
~ a(cd) + (bc)(d + d) 

~~ a(cd) + (bc)d 
A5 -
-+ a(cd) + b(cd) 

((b +a)(£+ c})d 
~~ ((b + a)c)d 

~ (b + a)(cd) 
A4 -+ b(cd) + a(cd). 

Finally, since the two normal forms are equivalent modulo AC of the +, we 
conclude that the two original terms are provably equal. 

Note that the reductions in the last example are not unique, because in 
several cases more than one subterm can be reduced. Therefore, a mechanised 
proof calls for a rewriting strategy, to determine which subterm is reduced 
by which rewrite rule. In the proof of the completeness theorem for BPA it 
was ensured that each of these rewriting strategies produces the same normal 
form from a given input term, modulo AC of the +. 
Exercise 2.4.6. Derive the following three equations from l'BPA: 

- ((a+ a)(b + b))(c + c) = a(bc); 
- (a+ a)(bc) + (ab)(c + c) = (a(b + b))(c + c); 
- ((a+ b)c + ac)d = (b + a)(cd). 

The axiomatisation EBPA is w-complete (see Definition A.3.2), meaning 
that if all closed instantiations of an equation can be derived from this ax
iomatisation, then the equation itself can be derived from this axiomatisation. 

Theorem 2.4.4. The axiomatisation l'BPA is w-complete. 

Though Theorem 2.4.4 is independent of bisimulation equivalence, it can 
be proved in a similar fashion as completeness of fsPA for BPA modulo 
bisimulation equivalence; see the proof of Theorem 2.4.3. The only extra is 
that variables need to be supplied with an operational semantics, giving rise 
to an extension of bisimulation equivalence to open terms Definition 

This extension should be such that for all open terms s and t: 
(1) if a(s) t-t a(t) for all dosed substitutions a, then s t-t t; 
(2) ifs t-t t, then s = t. 
Namely, by soundness of the axioms, a(s) = a(t) implies a(s) f-l> a(t) for all 
closed substitutions a. According to (1) this yields s tt t, so (2) s = t. 
See [2, 101, 156] for examples of this proof technique. 

For the w-completeness proof of fspA, variables are to be as 
atomic actions, meaning that the transition rule -. - is added to the TSS of 

x-+.j 
BPA. Then (2) can be proved along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.4.3. 
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Atomic actions and the operators alternative and sequential composition from 
the previous chapter provide relatively primitive tools to construct an LTS. In 
general, the size of a basic process term is comparable to the size of the related 
process graph. This chapter introduces operators to express parallelism and 
concurrency, which enable us to capture a large process graph by means of a 
comparatively small process term. 

In practice, process behaviour is often composed of several processors that are 
executed in parallel, where these separate entities may influence each other's 
execution. One could say. that the processors are the building blocks that 
make up the complete system, cemented together by mutual communication 
actions. In order to model such concurrent systems, Milner [151] introduced 
the merge, which is a binary operator that executes the two process terms 
in its arguments in parallel. That is, silt can choose to execute an initial 
transition of s (i.e., a transition s ~ s1 or s .!'.'.> J) or an initial transition of 
t. This is formalised by four transition rules for the merge: 

x xliY -4 xliY1 

Moreover, slit can choose to execute a communication between initial tran
sitions of s and t. For this purpose we assume a communication function 
"Y : A x A -+ A, which produces for each pair of atomic actions a and b 
their communication 1(a, b). This communication function is required to be 
commutative and associative; that is, for a, b, c E A, 

1(a, b) ::.::: 1(b, a) 
f'("Y(a, b), c) ::.::: !'(a, f'(b, c)). 
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The next four transition rules for the merge express that silt can choose to 
execute a communication of initial transitions of s and t: 

x -'+ v y ~ v x v y ~t y1 

xllY 'Y('!!.f') V xllY 'Y(."..+w) Y1 

x -'+ X 1 y ~ ,,j x _v+ x' y ~ y' 
--1,-'Y(V~ -II 'Y(v\w) ·-,,-, -, xy--tx xy--txy 

The variables x, x', y, and y' in the eight transition rules for the merge range 
over the collection of process terms, while v and w range over the set A of 
atomic actions. 

Example 3.1.1. Let the communication of two atomic actions from {a, b} 
always result to c. The process graph of the process term (ab)il(ba) is depicted 
in 3.1. 

(ab)ll(ba) 

bll(ba) 

~ 

3.1. Process graph of (ab)IJ(ba) 

Example 3.1.l shows that the merge of two simple process terms produces 
a relatively large process graph. This partly explains the strength of a theory 
of communicating processes; in general it is much easier to study the separate 
components of a concurrent system than the full system itself. 

Exercise 3.1. L Let the communication of two atomic actions from {a, b} 
always result to c. Find the process graph that belongs to the process term 
((ab)a)llb. Give the derivations of the transitions in this process graph from 
the transition rules of BPA with the merge operator. 
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3.2 Left Me:rge and Communication Merge 

Moller [159) proved that there does not exist a sound and complete finite ax
iomatisation for BPA extended with the merge, modulo bisimulation equiv
alence. This problem is overcome by defining two extra operators called left 
merge and communication merge, which both capture part of the behaviour 
of the merge. These operators were introduced by Bergstra and Klop [41], to 
answer an open question posed by de Bakker and Zucker [29]. 

The left merge sll.t takes its initial transition from the process term s, 
and then behaves as the merge II· This is expressed by two transition rules 
for the left merge, which correspond with the first two transition rules for 
the merge: 

x4 J x4x' 
xll.y 4 y xll.y x'llY 

The communication merge sit executes as initial transition a communication 
between initial transitions of the process terms s and t, and then behaves 
as the standard merge operator II· This is expressed by four transition rules 
for the communication merge, which correspond with the last four transition 
rules for the merge: 

x 4 J y ~ J x 4 J y ~ y' 

xly 'Y(4w) J xly 'Y(4w) y' 

x 4 x 1 y ~ J x 4 x' y ~ y' 

I 'Y(v\w) ' I 'Y(v\w) 'II ' xy __, x xy __, x y 

As binding convention we assume that the II, lL, and I bind stronger than 
the +. For example, all.b + allc represents (allb) + (allc). We refer to BPA 
extended with the three parallel operators II, lL, and I as PAP (for process 
algebra with parallelism). 

The left and communication merge together cover the behaviour of the 
merge, in the sense that slit+-+ (sll t + tlls) +sit for all process terms sand t 
in PAP. Namely, slit can execute either an initial transition of sort, which is 
covered by sllt or tlls, respectively, or a communication of initial transitions 
of sand t, which is covered by sjt. This point will be elaborated later on. 

Exercise 3. 2 .1. Prove that the following pairs of process terms are bisimilar, 
for process terms s, t, and u in PAP: 

- silt and (sllt + tlls) +sit; 
- slit and tlls; 
- sit and tjs; 
- (sllt)llu and sll(tllu); 
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- (s!t)/u and s/(tju); 
- (sll t) !l u and sll (ti/u); 
- (slLt)/u and (s/u)lLt. 

We want the TSS of PAP to be a conservative extension (see Definition 
B.5.1) of the TSS of BPA, meaning that the fourteen transition rules for the 
three parallel operators do not influence the process graphs of basic process 
terms. That is, an initial transition of a basic process term should be derivable 
from the TSS of PAP if and only if this transition can be derived from the 
TSS of BPA. 

Theoren1 3.2.1. PAP is a conservative extension of BPA. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the following two facts. 

1. The transition rules of BPA in Table 2.1 are all source-dependent (see 
Definition B.5.2). 

2. The sources (see Definition B.1.2) of the fourteen transition rules for the 
three parallel operators all contain an occurrence of II, lL, or /. 

Since the TSS of BPA is source-dependent, and the transition rules for the 
three parallel operators contain a fresh operator (see Definition B.5.3) in their 
sources, Theorem B.5.1 says that PAP is a conservative extension of BPA. D 

Exercise 3,:;i,::;t Show that the transition rules ofBPA are source-dependent. 

PAP can only have a sound and complete axiomatisation modulo bisimu
lation if this equivalence is a congruence with respect to PAP. In other words, 
if s ±i s 1 and t H t', then it has to be the case that s + t ±± s1 + t 1, s · t ++ s' · t 1, 

H s'llt', t H s1!lt1 , and sjt H s'/t'. 

Theorem 3.2.2. Bisirnulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to 
PAP. 

Proof. The transition rules for the three parallel operators, as well as of BPA, 
are all in panth format. So the bisimulation equivalence that they induce is 
a congruence; see Theorem B.3.1. 0 

Exercise 3.2.3. Verify that the transition rules for the three parallel oper
ators are in panth format. 

We are after an axiomatisation [PAP such that the induced equality relation 
characterises bisimulation equivalence over PAP in the following sense: 

is sound, if B = t can be derived from the axioms in for 
certain process terms s and t in then s ±± t; 
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2. l'PAP is complete, i.e., ifs +-+ t holds for certain process terms s and t in 
PAP, then s = t can be derived from the axioms in £PAP· 

Table 3.1 presents the axioms for the three parallel operators modulo 
bisimulation equivalence. We already noted that the merge can be split into 
the left merge and the communication merge, in the sense that silt is bisimilar 
with (sllt+tlls)+slt; this is exploited in axiom Ml. Axioms LM2-4 and CM5·· 
10 enable us to eliminate occurrences of the left merge and the communication 
merge from process terms. The variables x, y, and z in the axioms range over 
process terms, while v and w range over the set A of atomic actions. The 
axiomatisation £PAP consists of £BPA together with the axioms in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Axioms for merge, left merge, and communication merge 

Ml 

LM2 
LM3 
LM4 

CM5 
CM6 
CM7 
CMS 
CM9 
CMlO 

xllY = (xlly + yllx) + xly 

vlly = v · y 
(v · x)lly = v · (xllY) 

(x-1-y)!Lz = xllz+yllz 

vlw = 'Y(v,w) 
vl(w · y) = 1(v,w) · y 
(v · x)lw = 1(v,w) · x 

(v · x)l(w · y) = 1(v,w) · (xllY) 
(x + y)lz = xlz + ylz 
xl(Y + z) = xly + :i.:lz 

'I'heorem ::UtL £PAP is sound for PAP modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

P:roof. Since bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence, we only 
need to check that the first clause in the definition of the relation = is sound. 
That is, ifs = t is an axiom in f PAP and a a closed substitution that maps the 
variables ins and t to process terms, then we need to check that a(s) +-+ 
Soundness of the axioms Al-5 can be checked as in the of soundness of 
£BPA, in Theorem 2.4.2. Here, we only provide some intuition for soundness 
of the axioms in Table 3.1: 

e Ml is the defining axiom for the merge, which says that each initial tran
sition of silt stems from s (expressed by the summand sli.t) or from t (ex
pressed by the summand t ll s), or is a communication of initial transitions 
from sand t (expressed by the summand sit); 

e LM2,3 are the defining axioms for the left merge, which say that takes 
its initial transition from s; 

0 LM4 (right of U.) says that in a term ( s + t) 
choice for an initial transition from s or t is a choice for s ll u or 
respectively; 
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® CM5-8 are the defining axioms for the communication merge, which say 
that sit makes as initial transition a communication of initial transitions 
from s and t; 

ii CM9 (right distributivity of I) says that in a term (s + t)lu, a choice 
for an initial transition from s or t is a choice for slu or tiu, respectively; 

ii CMlO (left distributivity of J) says that in a term si(t+u), a choice 
for an initial transition from tor u is a choice for sit or sju, respectively. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit bisimulation re
lations between the left- and right-hand sides of closed instantiations of the 
axioms in .Table 3.1. Hence, an such instantiations are sound modulo bisim
ulation equivalence. D 

Exe:rc.i.se iL3, l, Prove soundness of the axioms and that is, 
the following four statements are valid for actions a and b and process terms 
s, t, and u in PAP: 

- (as)lLt ++ a(sllt); 
- (s + t)llu ++ sU.u + tU.u; 
- (as)l(bt) ++ 7(a, b)(sllt); 
- sl(t + u) ++ sit+ slu. 

Exe:rdse 3.3,2, Give counter-examples to show that right distributivity of 
the merge, (x + y)llz = xllz + Yllz, and left distributivity of the left merge, 
xll(y + z) = xlly + xllz, are not sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Exe:rdse 3.3.3. Let t be a process term in PAP, and let 

{ t '.".} ti I i E { 1, . < • ' k}} u { t JI j E {1, < •• , £}} 

be the set of initial transitions oft. Prove that the equation 

can be derived from £PAP· (Hint: apply structural induction with to 
the size oft.) 

We proceed to prove that l°PAP is complete for PAP modulo bisimulation 
equivalence, meaning that s .++ t implies s = t. As before, the proof is based 
on a term rewriting analysis, in which the axioms are directed from left to 
right. 

Theorem 3.3.2, £PAP zs complete for PAP modulo bisimulation equiva
lence. 

Prnof. The axioms A3-5 in l'BPA and the axioms Ml, and CM5-
10 are turned into rewrite rules, directing them from left to right. The 
resulting TRS is applied to process terms in PAP modulo AC of the+. 
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The TRS is terminating modulo AC of the+. That is, each reduction of a 
process term ends up in a normal form, which cannot be reduced any further. 
This can be seen by defining inductively an appropriate weight function on 
process terms, which extends the weight function in the proof of Theorem 
2.4.3 as follows: 

weight(sllt) ~ 3 · (weight(s) · weight(t)) 2 + 1 
weight(sllt) ~ (weight(s) · weight(t))2 

weight(sit) ~ (weight(s) · weight(t))2 • 

It is not hard to se.e that each application of a rewrite rule strictly decreases 
the weight of a process term, and that moreover process terms that are equiva
lent modulo AC of the + have the same weight. Hence, the TRS is terminating 
modulo AC of the+. 

We prove that normal forms n do not contain occurrences of the three 
parallel operators I I, lL, and I· The proof is based on induction with respect 
to the size of the normal form n. 

e If n is an atomic action, then it does not contain any parallel operators. 
e Suppose n =Ac s +torn =Ac s · t. Then by induction the normal forms 

s and t do not contain any parallel operators, so that n does not contain 
any parallel operators either. 

e n cannot be of the form silt, because in that case the directed version of 
Ml would apply to it, contradicting the fact that n is a normal form. 

o Suppose n =Ac sllt. By induction, the normal forms does not contain any 
parallel operators. We distinguish the possible forms of the normal forms: 
- if s = a, then the directed version of LM2 applies to s lL t; 
- ifs =Ac a'IJ,, then the directed version of LM3 applies to sllt; 
- if s =AC 'IJ, + u', then the directed version of LM 4 applies to s lL t. 
These three cases, which cover the possible forms of the normal form s, 
contradict the fact that n is a normal form. We conclude that n cannot be 
of the form s lL t. 

e Suppose n =Ac sit. By induction the normal forms sand t do not contain 
any parallel operators. Similar as in the previous case, we can distinguish 
the possible forms of s and t, which all lead to the conclusion that one of 
the directed versions of CM5-10 can be applied ton. We conclude that n 
cannot be of the form sit. The analysis of the possible forms of s and t is 
left to the reader. 

Hence, normal forms do not contain occurrences of parallel operators. In 
other words, normal forms are basic process terms. 

We proceed to prove that the axiomatisation l'PAP is complete for PAP 
modulo bisimulation equivalence. Let the process terms s and t be bisimilar. 
The TRS is terminating modulo AC of the+, so it reduces sand t to normal 
forms n and n1 , respectively. Since the rewrite rules and equivalence modulo 
AC of the + can be derived from £PAP, s = n and t = n1 • Soundness of 
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the axioms then yields s t+ n and t t+ n1 , so n t+ s t+ t t+ n 1• We showed 
that the normal forms n and n1 are basic process terms. Then it follows, 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3, that n ++ n 1 implies n =AC n/. Hence, 
s = n =Ac n' = t. D 

The proof of Theorem 3.3.2 points out a mechanised way to whether 
two process terms in PAP are bisimilar. First, reduce both process terms to 
a normal form, by means of the rewrite rules. Next, check whether the two 
resulting normal forms are equivalent modulo AC of the +. If so, then the 
original terms are bisimilar; if not, then the original terms are not bisimilar. 

Exercise 3,3.4, Verify for the TRS in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 that if 
s-+ t then weight(s) > weight(t). 

Example 3.3.1. Let the communication of two actions from {a, b} always re
sult to c. We show how (ab)llb is reduced to its normal form; in each step, 
the subterm that is reduced is underlined. 

(ab)llb 

!\# (ab)lLb + bll(ab) + (ab)lb 

L_~p a(bllb)+ bll(ab) + (ab)jb 

a(bllb) + b(ab) + (ab)lb 

c~7 a(bllb) + b(ab) +-;;;;-
!\# a(bllb + blLb +bib)+ b(ab) + cb 
~ a(bllb +bib)+ b(ab) + cb 
L~2 a(bb +bib)+ b(ab) + cb 
CM5 -
-+ a(bb + c) + b(ab) + cb. 

Exercise 3.3.5. Let the communication of two actions from {a, b} always 
result to c. Reduce the process term bll(ab) to its normal form. Derive the 
equation (ab)llb = blJ(ab) from £PAP· 

Exercise 3.3.6, Derive ali((b + c)d) = ((b + c)d)lla from £PAP· 

The axiomatisation £PAP is not w-complete. For instance, silt t+ t!is for 
all process terms s and tin PAP (see the second case of Exercise 3.2.1), so 
according to Theorem 3.3.2, all closed substitution instances of the equation 

= yJJx can be derived from CPAP· However, xllY = y!Jx itself cannot be 
derived from CPAP, which follows from the fact that only the right-hand side 
of A3 applies to (a subterm of) xlly or y!Jx. 
Exercise 3.3.7, Derive the equations sit= 
all process terms s and t in PAP. 

and slit= from f PAP for 

Exercise 3.3.8. Give counter-examples to show that commutativity and as
sociativity of the left merge, x ll y = y ll x and ( x ll y) ll z = x U. (y ll z), are not 
sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. 
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3.4 Deadlock and Encapsulation 

If two atomic actions are able to communicate, then often we only want these 
actions to occur in communication with each other, and not on their own. For 
example, let the action send ( d) represent sending a datum d into one end of 
a channel, while read(d) represents receiving this datum at the other end of 
the channel. Furthermore, let the communication of these two actions result 
in transferring the datum d through the channel by the action comm(d). For 
the outside world, the actions send(d) and read(d) never appear on their own, 
but only in communication in the form comm(d). 

In order to enforce communication in such cases, we introduce a special 
constant Ii called deadlock, which does not display any behaviour. The com
munication function "f is extended by allowing that the communication of two 
atomic actions results to Ii, i.e., "f: Ax A -t AU {Ii}. This extension of 'Yen
ables us to express that two actions a and b do not communicate, by defining 
"!(a, b) ~Ii. Furthermore, we introduce unary encapsulation operators {)H for 
sets Hof atomic actions, which rename all actions in H into 6. Deadlock and 
encapsulation were introduced by Milner [151]; our treatment of these notions 
is based on [41]. PAP extended with deadlock and encapsulation operators is 
called the algebra of communicating processes (ACP). 

Since the deadlock does not display any behaviour, there is no transition 
rule for this constant. Furthermore, since the communication of actions can 
result to 8, the last four transition rules for the merge and the four transition 
rules for the communication merge need to be supplied with the requirement 
"!( v, w) ~ 8. Finally, the behaviour of the encapsulation operators is captured 
by the following transition rules, which express that 8H(t) can execute all 
transitions oft of which the labels are not in H: 

x4J 
{)H(X) 4 J 

x4x' 

The variables x and x' range over process terms, while v ranges over A. 

Exercise 3.4,l, Verify, using the transition rules for sequential composition, 
left merge, and communication merge, that process terms of the form r5t, 8 ll t, 
£It, and t16 do not display any behaviour. In other words, these process terms 
are bisimilar to r5. 

Exercise 3.4.2. Derive the process graphs of the following process terms: 

- O{a}(ac); 
- {){a}((a + b)c); 
- 8{c}((a + b)c); 
- a{a,b}((ab)ll(ba)) with "((a,b) =c. 

Exercise 3 .. ~t3. Prove that the following pairs of process terms are bisimilar, 
for process terms s and t in A CP: 
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- (s8)11t and (sllt)8; 
- 8a(8H(t)) and 8auH(t); 
- 8A(t) and 8; 
- 80(t) and t, where 0 denotes the empty set. 

In Example 3.1. l we drew the relatively large process graph of the process 
term (ab)ll(ba), with all communications between atomic actions resulting to 
c. The last case in Exercise 3.4.2 shows that encapsulation can be an effective 
means to limit the size of the process graph of such a concurrent system. We 
give a further example of the use of encapsulation operators. 

Example 3.4.1. Suppose a datum 0 or 1 is sent into a channel, which is ex
pressed by the process term send(O) + send(l). Let this datum be received 
at the other side of the channel, which is expressed by the process term 
read(O) + read(I). The communication of send(d) and read(d) results to 
comm(d) for d E {O, 1}, while all other communications between actions 
result to 8. The behaviour of the channel is described by the process term 

O{send(O), send(l), read(O), read(l)}((send(O) + send(I))ll(read(O) + read(l))) 

The encapsulation operator enforces that the action send(d) can only occur 
in communication with the action read(d), ford E {O, l}. 

Exercise 3.4.4. Prove from the transition rules that the process term in Ex
ample 3.4.1 displays the desired behaviour of the channel; that is, it executes 
either comm(O) or comm(l), after which it terminates successfully. 

Beware not to confuse a transition of the form t ~ 8 with a transition of 
the form t ~ /; intuitively, the first transition expresses that t gets stuck 
after the execution of a, while the second transition expresses that t termi
nates successfully after the execution of a. A process term t is said to contain 
a deadlock if there are transitions t ~ t 1 ~ · · · ~ tn such that the process 
term tn does not have any initial transitions (i.e., tn H 8). In general it is 
undesirable that a process contains a deadlock, because it represents that 
the process gets stuck without producing any output. Experience learns that 
non-trivial specifications of system behaviour often contain a deadlock. For 
example, the third sliding window protocol in [183] contains a deadlock; see 
[107, Stelling 1]. It can, however, be very difficult to detect such a deadlock, 
even if one has a good insight into such a protocol. Automated tools have 
been developed to help with the detection of deadlocks; see Section 6.4. 

Exercise 3.4.5. Let 1(a, c) 4 fJ and 1(b, c) 4 a. Say for each of the following 
process terms whether it contains a deadlock: 

- 8{b}(ab+c); 
- a{b}(a(b+c)); 
- 8{11,c}(a(b+c)); 
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- 8{b}((ab)lic); 
- O{b,c}((ab) 

As before, we want ACP to be a conservative extension of PAP. That 
the transition rules for the encapsulation operators should not influence the 
process graphs belonging to process terms in PAP. 

Theorem 3.,Ll. ACP is a conservative extension of PAP. 

P:roo[ This theorem follows from the following two facts. 

l. The transition rules of PAP are aH source-dependent. 
2. The sources of the transition rules for the encapsulation operators contain 

an occurrence of 

Since the TSS of PAP is source-dependent, and the transition rules for encap
sulation contain a fresh operator in their sources, Theorem B.5.1 says that 
ACP is a conservative extension of PAP. O 

Exercise 3.4.6. Verify that the transition rules for the parallel operators 
are source-dependent. 

In order to be able to capture bisimulation equivalence over ACP by a 
sound and complete axiomatisation, it needs to be a congruence. In other 
words, if s ++ s1 and t H t', then it has to be the case that s + t ,<-+ s1 + t', 
s · t ++ s' · t', silt i-± s' llt', slL t H: s' lL t1, sit H s1it', a.nd finally 8H ( s) .tt OJI(s1) 

for all subsets 1-I of A. 

Theorem 3.4.2. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect; to 
ACP. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the fact that the transition rules for the 
encapsulation operators, as well as of PAP, are in panth format; see Theorem 
B.3.l. 0 

Table 3.2 presents axioms A6,7 for the deadlock, axioms Dl-5 for encap
sulation, and axioms LMU and CM12,13 to deal with the interplay of the 
deadlock with left and communication merge. The variables x and y range 
over process while v ranges over A. The axioms in Table 3.2 "~''v"'"'0' 
with £PAP are denoted by CACP· 

Theorem ~'.L4.3. fAcP is sound for ACP modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence, we 
need to check that the first clause in the definition of the relation = is sound. 
That is, ifs= t is an axiom in £AcP and a a dosed substitution that maps the 
variables ins and t to process terms, then we need to check that H 
Soundness of the a,xioms in £PAP can be checked as before. we 
r.rrmu• 0 some intuition for soundness of the axioms in Table 3.2: 
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Table 3.2. Axioms for deadlock and encapsulation 

A6 
A7 

Dl v f/_ Ii 
D2 v EH 
D3 
D4 
D5 

LMll 
CM12 
CM13 

x+o=x 
0. x = 0 

aH(V) = V 

OH(v) = o 
Bn(o) = o 

an(x + y) = 8n(x) + aH(Y) 
8n(x · y) = 8u(x) · 8u(y) 

ollx = 0 
olx = 0 
xlo = (j 

e A6 says that the deadlock 8 displays no behaviour, so that in a process 
term t + 8 the summand o is redundant; 

e A7, and CM12,13 say that the deadlock 8 blocks all behaviour, so 
that process terms at, t, ojt, and do not display any behaviour (see 
Exercise 3.4.1); 

e Dl-3 are the defining equations for the encapsulation operator D2 says 
that it renames atomic actions from H into .5, while say that it leaves 
atomic actions outside H and the deadlock {J unchanged; 

e D4,5 say that in Bs(t), all transitions of t labelled with atomic actions 
from H are blocked. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit bisimulation re·· 
lations between the left- and right-hand sides of closed instantiations of the 
axioms in Table 3.2. Hence, all such instantiations are sound modulo bisim
ulation equivalence. Cl 

Exercise 3.4.1. Give a counter-example to show that the equation (xllY) 
= OH(x)jjlh1(y) is not sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Theorem 3A.4. £AcP is complete for ACP modulo bisimu.lation P.m1.1.111J.

lence. 

Proof. The axioms Dl-5, and CM12,13 are turned into rewrite 
directed from left to right, and added to the thirteen rewrite rules for 

PAP in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2. The resulting TRS is modulo 
AC of the+, which ca.n be seen by inductively defining an appropriate weight 
function on process terms, which extends the weight function in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.2 as follows: 

weight(8) 4 2 

(s)) £!, 
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It is not hard to see that each application of a rewrite rule strictly decreases 
the weight of a process term, and that moreover process terms that are equiva
lent modulo AC of the + have the same weight. Hence, the TRS is terminating 
modulo AC of the+. 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2, it can be shown that normal forms do 
not contain occurrences of the three parallel operators II, ll., and[. We proceed 
to show that normal forms are not of the form OH ( s). This fact is proved by 
an analysis of the possible forms of s, where we may assume that s is a normal 
form that does not contain occurrences of encapsulation operators: 

• ifs= a, then the directed version of Dl or D2 applies to 8n(s); 
e ifs= 8, then the directed version of D3 applies to OH(s); 
e if s =AC t + t', then the directed version of D4 applies to o H ( s); 
e ifs =Ac tt', then the directed version of D5 applies to 8H(s). 

These four cases, which cover the possible forms of the normal form s, all 
lead to the conclusion that OH(s) is not a normal form. Hence, normal forms 
are process terms in BPA extended with the deadlock. 

We proceed to prove that the axiomatisation EAcP is complete for ACP 
modulo bisimulation equivalence. Let the process terms s and t be bisimilar. 
The TRS is terminating modulo AC of the +, so it reduces s and t to normal 
forms n and n', respectively. Since the rewrite rules and equivalence modulo 
AC of the +can be derived from EAcP, s = n and t = n'. Soundness of the 
axioms then yields s tt n and t tt n', so n tt s tt t tt n'. We showed that 
the normal forms n and n' are basic process terms with possible occurrences 
of deadlocks. Then it follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3, that n tt n' 
implies n =Ac n'. Hence, s = n =Ac n' = t. D 

The proof of Theorem 3.4.4 points out a mechanised way to verify whether 
two process terms in ACP are bisimilar. First, reduce both process terms to 
a normal form, by means of the rewrite rules. Next, check whether the two 
resulting normal forms are equivalent modulo AC of the +. If so, then the 
original terms are bisimilar; if not, then the original terms are not bisimilar. 

Exercise 3.4.8. Prove for the TRS in the proof of Theorem 3.4.4 that if 
s -t t then weight(s) > weight(t). 

Exercise 3.4.9. Suppose s + t = 8 can be derived from £AcP for certain 
process terms sand tin ACP. Derives= 8 from £ACP· 

Exercise 3.4.::rn. Reduce the following process terms to their respective nor
mal forms; 

- 8lla; 
- o{a,b}((ab)ll(ba)) with 'Y(a, b) = c (cf. the fourth case of Exercise 3.4.2); 
- O{send(O), send(l), read(O), read(l)} ( ( send(O) +send(!) )II( read(O) +read(l))) ( cf. 

Example 3.4.1). 
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Exercise 3.4.11. Let the binary operator alt alternately execute an atomic 
action from its first and second argument. That is, the transition rules for alt 
are: 

x-4x1 

alt(x,y) -4 y alt(x,y) -4 alt(y,x') 

Add this operator to ACP, give axioms for the operator alt, and argue why 
they are sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Explain why it is possible to eliminate all occurrences of alt from process 
terms in ACP extended with alt, using your axioms together with fACP· Fi
nally, show that this axiomatisation is complete for ACP with the alt operator 
modulo bisimulation equivalence. 



4. R,ecursion 

Up to now we have focussed on finite processes. However, systems can often 
exhibit unlimited behaviour. In this chapter it is shown how such infinite 
behaviour can be specified using recursive equations. For an exposition on 
alternative, iterative operators to express infinite behaviour, see [37]. 

Recursive Specifications 

Consider the process that alternately executes actions a and b until 
with the root node at the 

Since ACP can only specify finite behaviour, there does not exist a process 
term in ACP with this (or a bisimilar) process graph. Intuitively, the process 
above can be captured by means of two recursive equations: 

X=aY 
Y =bX. 

X and Y are recursion variables, which intuitively represent the two 
states of the process in which it is going to execute a or b, respectively. 

Definition 4.1.1 (Recursive specification). A recursive specification is 
a finite set recursive equations 

' ... ' 

where the left··hand sides X; are recursion variables, and the right-hand sides 
, ... , are process terms in ACP with possible occurrences the 

recursion variables ' ~ . . ' 
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Definition 'Ll.2 o .Processes p1 , ... ,Pn are a solution a re-
cursive specification , ... , Ii E {1, ... ,n}} (with respect to 
bisimulation equivalence) if Pi ++ t;(pi, ... ,pn) i E ... , 

A recursive specification should represent a unique process, so we want its 
solution to be unique, modulo bisimulation equivalence. That is, if pi, ... ,pn 
and q1 , .•. , qn are two solutions for the same recursive specification, then 
p; ++ q; for i E { 1, ... , n}. However, there exist recursive specifications that 
allow more than one solution modulo bisimulation equivalence. We give some 
examples. 

Example 4.1.1. Let a EA. 

l. All processes are a solution for the recursive spec1.ncar,11on 
2. AU processes p that can execute an initial transition p 

for the recursive specification {X=a+X}. 
3. All processes that cannot terminate successfully are a solution for the 

recursive specification {X =X a}. 

Exercise 4.1.1. Give two solutions for the recursive specification { X =ajjX} 
that are not bisimilar. 

The following example features recursive specifications that do have a 
unique solution modulo bisimulation equivalence . 

Example . 2. Let a,b EA. 

l. The only solution for {X =aY, Y =bX}, modulo bisimulation equivalence, 
is X B abab · · · and Y tt baba · · · . 

2. The only solution for {X=Y, Y=aX}, modulo bisimulation equivalence, 
is X tt aaa · · · and Y tt aaa · · · . 

a. The only solution for {X=(a+b)lL , modulo bisimulation equivalence, 
is X tt + b) (a + b) (a + b) .... 

A recursive specification allows a unique solution modulo bisimulation 
vcu•c;,",c if and only if it is guarded. 

Definition 4.1,3 (Guarded :recursive 
fication 

'' .. ' 

. A recursive speci-

i:s guarded if the nLrni··n1J;na sides its recursive equations can be nr1,nrntPr1 to 
the form 

' ... ' , ... , Xn) + b1 + · · · + be 
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with a 1 , ... ,ak,b1 ,. .• ,be EA, by applications of the axioms in CACP and 
replacing recursion variables by the right-hand sides their recursive equa
tions. The sum above is allowed to be empty {i.e., k and£ can both be zero), 
in which case it represents the deadlock J. 

The recursive specifications in Example 4.1.1 are all unguarded; that is, 
their right-hand sides cannot be brought into the desired form presented in 
Definition 4.1.3. 

Exercise "-LL2, Show that the recursive specifications in Example 4.1.2 are 
guarded. 

Exercise 4.L3, Show that {X=YIJZ,Y=Z+a,Z=bZ}, with all communi
cations between actions from {a, b} resulting to c, is guarded. 

If Eis a guarded recursive specification, and X a recursion variable in E, then 
intuitively (XIE) denotes the process that has to be substituted for X in the 
solution for E. For instance, if Eis {X=aY, Y=bX}, then (XJE) represents 
the process abab · · ·, while (YIE) represents the process baba · · ·; see the first 
recursive specification in Example 4.1.2. We extend ACP with the constants 
(XIE) for guarded recursive specifications E and recursion variables X in E. 

Assume that the guarded recursive specification E is of the form 

= tn(X1, ... , Xn). 

The TSS of ACP with guarded recursion is obtained by extending the TSS of 
ACP with two transition rules from [98], which express that the behaviour of 
the solutions (XilE) for the recursion variables Xi in E, for i E {l, ... , n}, 
is exactly the behaviour of their right-hand sides t;(X1 , ... , Xn): 

t;((XijE), ... , (XnlE)) 4 J 

(XilE) -·'!+ J 

t;((XilE), ... , (XnlE)) 

IE) 4 y 

The variable y ranges over process terms, while v ranges over A. 

y 

Example 4.2.1. Let E ~ {X=aY, Y=bX}. The process graph of (XIE) is 

(XIE) 

bOa 
(YIE) 
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The transition (XIE) ~ (YIE) can be derived from the TSS of ACP with 
guarded recursion as follows: 

(-v--;;, 
v-+ v 

v :=a) 

a(YIE} ~ (YIE) ( x ~ ../, 
xy-+ Y 

v :=a, x :=a, y := (YIE)) 

(XIE) ~ (YIE) (a(YIE) ~ y v ·-a 
Y := (YIE)) 

(XIE) ~ y ' .- ' 

Exercise 4.2.1. Derive the transition (YIE) -'+ (XIE) from the transition 
rules, for the guarded recursive specification E in Example 4.2.1. 

From now on, for notational convenience, terms are often considered mod
ulo associativity of sequential composition (i.e., modulo axiom A5). 

Exercise 4.2.2. Derive the process graphs that belong to the following four 
process terms from the transition rules: 

- (X I X=ab); 
- (X I X=YX, Y=bY); 
- (XIX=aXb); 
- (XIX=aXb+c). 

Theorem 4.2.1. ACP with guarded recursion is a conservative extension of 
ACP. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the following two facts. 

1. The transition rules of ACP are all source-dependent. 
2. The sources of the transition rules for guarded recursion are of the form 

(XIE}. 

Since the TSS of ACP is source-dependent, and the sources of the transition 
rules for guarded recursion consist of a fresh constant, Theorem B.5.1 says 
that ACP with guarded recursion is a conservative extension of ACP. D 

Theorem 4.2.2. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to 
A GP with guarded recursion. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the fact that the transition rules for 
guarded recursion, as well as of ACP, are all in panth format; see Theorem 
B.3.1. o 

As an example of the use of guarded recursion we consider the bag process 
over the set {O, l}; this example stems from [42] (see also [28]). 
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Example 4.2.2. We specify a process that can put elements 0 and 1 into a bag, 
and subsequently collect these elements from the bag in arbitrary order. The 
actions in(O) and in(l) represent putting a 0 or 1 into the bag, respectively. 
Similarly, the actions out(O) and out(l) represent collecting a 0 or 1 from the 
bag, respectively. All communications between actions result to 8. Initially 
the bag is empty, so that one can only put an element into the bag. The 
process graph in Fig. 4.1 depicts the behaviour of the bag over {O, l}, with 
the root state placed in the leftmost uppermost corner. Note that this bag 
process consists of infinitely many non-bisimilar states. 

in(O) in(O) 

out(O) 

in(O) 

out(O) 

in(l) out(l) 

4. L Process graph of the bag over { 0, 1} 

The bag over {O, 1} can be specified by a single recursive equation, using 
the merge II· Namely, let E denote the guarded recursive specification 

X = · (Xjjout(O)) + in(l) · (XIJout(l)). 

The process graph of (XIE) is bisimilar with the behaviour of the bag over 
as depicted above. Namely, initially (XJE) can only execute an action 

in(d) for d E {O, l}. The subsequent process term (XIE)llout(d) can put 
elements 0 and l in the bag and take them out again (by means of the 
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parallel component (XIE)), or it can at any time take the initial element d 
out of the bag (by means of the parallel component ou,t(d)). 

Exe:rdse 4.2.3. Give a bisimulation relation that relates the root state of 
the bag over {O, l} in Fig. 4.1 and the process term (XIE) in Example 4.2.2. 

Exercise 4.2.4. Suppose it would be allowed to use infinitely many recur
sion variables. Give a guarded recursive specification of the bag over {O, 1} 
that consists of infinitely many recursive equations, without using the three 
parallel operators. 

As before, we want to fit guarded recursion into an axiomatic framework. 
Table 4.1 contains two axioms for guarded recursion, the recursive definition 
principle (RDP) and the recursive specification principle (RSP) from (44, 
154]. The guarded recursive specification E in the axioms is assumed to be 
of the form 

, ... ,Xn) 

Intuitively, RDP expresses that (X1 jE), ... , (XnJE) is a solution for while 
RSP expresses that this is the only solution for E modulo bisimulation equiv
alence. 

Table 4.1.. Recursive definition and specification principles 

RDP IE) = t;((X1IE), · · · , (XnlE)) (i E 

RSP If y; = ti(y1, ... , Yn) for i E {l, ... , n}, then 

Yi = IE) (iE{l, ... , 

Theorem 4.3.1. t.'AcP+RDP, RSP is sound for ACP with guarded rernrsion 
modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence, we only 
need to check that ifs= t is an axiom in lAcP + RDP,RSP and a a dosed 
substitution that maps the variables ins and t to process terms, then a(s) B 

a(t). Soundness of the axioms in £AcP can be checked as before. we 
only provide some intuition for soundness of RDP and RSP: 
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e soundness of RDP follows immediately from the two transition rules for 
guarded recursion, which express that (XilE) and ti((XilE), ... , (XnlE)) 
have the same initial transitions for i E {1, ... , n}. 

e soundness of RSP follows from the fact that guarded recursive specifica-
tions have only one solution modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit bisimulation rela
tions between the left- and right-hand sides of RDP and closed instantiations 
ofRSP. D 

Exercise 4.3.1. Give a counter-example to show that RSP is not sound for 
unguarded recursive specifications. 

Exercise 4.3.2. Give a counter-example to show that the equation (XIE) !Ly 
= (XIE) y, for guarded recursive specifications E, is not sound modulo bisim
ulation equivalence. 

Example 4.3.1. The bisimilar process terms (X I X=aY, and 
I W=aaW) can be equated by means of the axioms. This derivation con

sists of equating both process terms to the process term (V I V =a V). 

(VIV=aV) RgP a(VIV=aV). 

Hence, substituting (V I V =a V) for the recursion variables X, and Z in 
{ X =a.Y, Z =aX} is a solution for this guarded recursive specification. 
So RSP, 

IV=aV) = (XIX=aY,Y=aZ,Z=aX). 

Furthermore, 

(VI V=aV) 
RDP RDP 
= a(V I V=aV) = aa(V IV=aV). 

Hence, substituting (VI V=aV) for the recursion variable Win {W=aaW} 
is a solution for this guarded recursive specification. So by RSP, 

= (WI W=aaW). 

I V=alf) = 

Exercise 4.3.3. Derive the following equations from £AcP + RDP,RSP: 

(X I X=aX+b) =(YI Y=aY +b); 
- (X IX =aX) = (Y1 I Yi =aY2, Y2=aYi ); 
- (X IX =aaX) = (YI Y =aaaY); 

IX =aX +-b(a+b)X) = (YI Y =bY+a(a+b)Y); 
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- (X I X=aX)jj(Y I Y=bY) = (Z I Z=(a+b+y(a, b))Z); 
- (X I X=aX+b) ·(YI Y=(a+b)Y) = (Z I Z=(a+b)Z); 
- (X X =aX) = (X I X =aX)b; 
- (X I X=aX) =(YI Y=aYb). 

Exercise 4,3A, Let t 1 , t 2, and t 3 be process terms with ti = a(t2b + c), 
t2 = ct2 + bt3, and t3 = a(t1 + t3)t2. Prove ti, t2, and tg equal to process 
terms of the form (XIE), for some guarded recursive specification E. 

Exercise 4.3,5. Let t 1 and t 2 be two process terms with t 1 = at2 and t2 = 
. Derive the equation t 1 = (X IX =aX). 

In the current framework it is not allowed to apply 
hand sides of recursive equations directly, but only indirectly 
RSP. For example, consider the bisimilar process terms I and 

IX =a)I'.). They can be equated using A3 in conjunction with RDP and 
RSP: 

JX=aX+aX) a· (X I X=a.X:+aX) +a· (.X I X=aX+aX) 

a· I X=aX+aX), 

so 

(.X I X=aX+aX) ~P IX 

It is tempting, however, to conclude that these process terms are a 
direct application of A3 with respect to the right-hand side of the recursive 
equation X = aX + aX in the first process term. Although in principle such 
an application would be illegal, the following result purports the soundness 
of applications of axioms to right-hand sides of recursive equations. At the 
same time, Theorem 4.3.2 justifies the manipulation of right-hand sides of 
recursive equations in the definition of guarded recursive see 
Definition 4.1.3. 

Theorem 4.3.2. Let E 1 and E 2 be guarded recursive specifications, where 
is obtained from E1 by adapting the right-hand sides of its recursive 

equations, using the axioms in EAcP and the JJOssibility to replace recur
sion variables by the right-hand sides of their rernrsive equations. Then 

) = (XJE2) can be derived from lACP + RSP all reC'ursion 
variables X in 

Proof. Let E 1 consist of recursive equations = t;(X1 , ... , 

{1, ... , n }. Fix a j E {l, ... , n }; we distinguish the two possible 
of the right··hand side of Xj = (;(X1 , ... , X 11 ) in E 1 . 

1. Suppose t.1(X1, ... , = Sj(X1, ... , X 11 ) can be derived from £ACP· 
Let E2 be obtained from by adapting the right-hand side of the 
recursive equation in to s j (X 1 , ... , X n). 
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So replacing Xi by (XilE1) for i E {l, ... , n} is a solution for E2· Hence, 
by RSP, (XilE1) = (XilE2} for i E {l, ... ,n}. 

2. Suppose Sj(Xi, ... , Xn) is the result ofreplacing an occurrence of Xk in 
tj(Xi, ... ,Xn) by tk(Xi, ... ,Xn), for some k E {l, ... ,n}. Let E2 be 
obtained from E1 by adapting the right-hand side of the j-th recursive 
equation in Ei to si(X1, ... ,Xn)· 

So replacing X, by (XilE1 } for i E {l, ... , n} is a solution for E2 • Hence, 
by RSP, (XilE1) = (XilE2} for i E {l, ... , n }. 

Since = is closed under transitivity, the two cases above together yield the 
desired result. D 

Exerdse 4.3.6. Let t be a process term in ACP with guarded recursion, 
and let 

{ t ~ ti I i E { 1, ... ' k}} u { t ~ v' Ii E { 1, ... , l}} 

be the set of initial transitions of t. Prove that the equation 

can be derived from CACP + RDP. 

4.4 Completeness fo:r Regular Processes 

ACP with guarded recursion does not allow a straightforward complete ax
iomatisation modulo bisimulation equivalence. In particular, the axiomatisa
tion £AcP + RDP, RSP is incomplete for ACP with guarded recursion. For 
instance, the following two symmetric guarded recursive specifications of the 
bag over {O, l} (see Example 4.2.2) are bisimilar, but cannot be proved equal 
by means of CACP + RDP,RSP: 

X = in(O) · (Xllout(O)) + in(l) · (Xllout(l)) 

Y = in(O) · (out(O)llY) + in(l) · (out(l)llY). 
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(In this particular case, this could be remedied by adding a commutativity 
axiom for the merge.) 

In this section it is shown that EAcP + RSP is for the 
subclass of linear recursive specifications. 

Defi:nJ.tion 4,<Ll recursive specu:u:a1;1on A recursive 
tion is linear if its recursive equations are of the 

A regular process, which can reach only finitely many states from its root 
state Definition , can always be described by a linear recursive 
specification. Namely, each reachable state s in the regular process can be 
represented by a recursion variable X 8 • If state s can evolve into state s1 by 
the execution of an action a, then this is by a summand at 
the right-hand side of the recursive equation for Moreover, if states can 
terminate successfully by the execution of an action a, then this is expressed 
by a summand a at the right-hand side of the recursive equation for X 8 • 

The result is a linear recursive specification and IE) +-+ s for all states 
s in the regular process. Vice versa, a linear recursive specification always 
gives rise to a regular process. Note that a linear recursive specification is by 
default guarded. 

Exercise 4.4,L Give a linear recursive specification E such that the regular 
h{ a b a } ·h · process grap so -> so, so -+ si, s1 so, s1 -+ s1 , wit root state so, IS 

bisimilar to (XjE) for some recursion variable X in E. 

Exercise 4.4.2. Prove that each process term in ACP with linear recur
sion produces a regular process graph. (Hint: apply structural induction with 
respect to term size.) 

We prove completeness of the axiomatisation EAcP + 
with linear recursive specifications. This completeness result 

154]. 

Theorem 4.4.L EAcP + RDP,RSP is complete for ACP with linear recur
sion modulo bi.simulation equivalence. 

Proof. As a first step we note that each process term ti in ACP with linear 
recursion is provably equal to a process term IE) with Ea linear recursive 
specification. Namely, each such process term t 1 generates a regular process 
graph (see Exercise 4.4.2), with states say t 1 , ... , tn. This process graph can 
be expressed in the form of equations 

t; = ai1 + · · · + a;k, + b;i + ... + 
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for i E {1, ... , (see Exercise 
E consist of the recursive equations 

=ail + · · · + aik, + 
for i E { 1, ... , n}. Since replacing by ti for i E { 1, ... , n} is a solution for 
E, RSP yields t1 = (X1 IE). 

It remains to prove that if (X1 IE1 ) H. (Yi!E2) for linear recursive spec
ifications E 1 and E2 , then (X1 I E1 ) = (YiJE2 ). Let E1 and E2 consist of 
recursive equations X = tx for X E X and Y = ty for YE 
The linear recursive specification E is defined to consist of the recursive equa-
tions Zxy = txy for X E X and Y E Y with H , where 
consists of the following summands: 

l. contains a summand if and only if tx and contain the 
summands aX' and aY', respectively, and (X'IE1) H (Y'IE2); 

2. txy contains a summand b if and only if both tx and ty contain the 
summand b. 

Let the substitutions (J and 'If; from recursion variables to process terms 
be defined as follows: 

o a maps recursion variables X in E1 to 
o '!j; maps recursion variables in E to 

We proceed to show that substituting (XIE1) for recursion variables 
E is a solution for that is, = 'lf;(txy) for recursion variables 
in E. 

Consider a recursion variable Zxy in E. Then (XIE1) H (YIE2), so for 
each summand aX' of tx there is a summand aY' of ty with (X'IE1) ±± 
(Y'IE2). Moreover, each summand b of tx is also a summand of ty. Then 
the definition of txy yields that for each summand aX' or b of tx there is 
a summand aZx'Y' orb of txy. Vice versa, if aZx'Y' orb is a summand of 
txy, then according to the definition of , aX' or bis a summand of tx. 
Since a(aX1 ) :::= a(X'IE1) = 'ljJ(aZx'Y') and a(b) = b = it follows that 

) and consist of the same summands. So we can apply A3 to 
derive 

RDP 
(XJE1) = O"(tx)='l/J(txy). 

We conclude from the derivation above that substituting process terms 
(XIE1 ) for recursion variables Zxy in E is a solution for E. Then RSP 
yields (XIE1 ) = (ZxylE) for recursion variables Zxy in E, so in particular 

IE1) = y1 IE). Likewise we can derive (Y1 = (Zx1 y1 IE). 

lets and t be bisimilar process terms in ACP with linear recursion. 
At the start of this proof it was shown that s = IE1) and t = 
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where E 1 and E 2 are linear recursive specifications. Soundness of the axioms 
yields {X1IE1 ) ++ s ++ t H (Y1 IE2), which implies (XilE1) = (Yi!E2). So 
s = IE1) = (YilE2) = t. 0 

Note that in the proof of Theorem 4.4.l, the procedure to equate bisimilar 
process terms is not based entirely on a term rewriting analysis. In general, 
automated verification tools (see Section 6.4) can be used to reduce process 
terms to normal form using the axiomatisation of ACP. However, applica
tions of RDP and RSP often require human insight. Therefore, verifications 
of protocols in process algebra in practice ask for an interplay between a 
verification tool and its user. In this scenario the tool performs routine work, 
such as applications of rewrite rules, and the user provides manual input of 
tactics that involve RDP and RSP. 

App:roximatio:n Induction 

At the start of the previous section we mentioned that l'AcP + RSP is 
not complete for ACP with guarded recursion modulo bisimulation equiva-
lence. In we gave two symmetric guarded recursive specifications 
of the over { 0, 1}, and claimed that they cannot be proved equal by means 
of l'AcP + RDP, RSP. In this section we present an approximation induction 
principle (AIP), introduced by Bergstra and [44] (see also (19]), which 
can be used to try and equate bisimilar guarded recursive specifications. In
tuitively, AIP says that if two process terms are bisimilar up to any finite 
depth, then they are bisimilar. 

Let IN denote the collection of natural numbers {O, 1, 2, ... }. In order to 
formalise the notion of "bisimilar up to any finite depth", we need ~""""''" 
unary projection operators 7rn for n E IN. The process term "Trn(t) can execute 
all transitions oft up to depth n, which is expressed by the following transition 
rules for n E li'J: 

v 
x-+ x-.:+ x' 

"lfn+l (x) 

The subscript n of the projection operator works as a counter, which is de
creased by one at every transition of the subject term. Note that process 
terms do not display any behaviour, so that are bisimilar with a. 
Exercise 4,lLL Compute the process graphs that belong to the process 
terms 11n( (X IX ::::aY, Y =bX) )., for n E IN. 

Theorem 4.5.L ACP with projection operators and mu',,.,""'' recursion is a 
conservative extension of A GP with guarded recursion. 

Proof. The sources of the transition rules for the projection contain 
the fresh function symbol rr n. Since furthermore the transition rules of ACP 
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with guarded recursion are source-dependent, the extension of this algebra 
with projection operators is conservative; see Theorem B.5.1. D 

Theorem 4.5.2. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to 
A GP with projection operators and guarded recursion. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the fact that the transition rules for the 
projection operators, as well as of ACP with guarded recursion, are all in 
panth format; see Theorem B.3.1. D 

Table 4.2 presents axioms for the projection operators, modulo bisimu
lation equivalence. FUrthermore, Table 4.3 presents AIP, stating that two 
process terms are equal if all their projections are equal. The variables x and 
y in the axioms range over process terms, v ranges over A, and n ranges over 
IN. 

Table 4.2. Axioms for projection operators 

PRl 11'n(X + y) = 11'n(X) + 7rn{Y) 
PR2 7rn+1(v) = v 
PR3 7rn+1(v · x) = v · 7rn{x) 
PR4 no(x) = 6 
PR5 nn(6) = 6 

Table 4.3. Approximation induction principle 

AIP If 7rn{x) = 7rn(Y) for n E IN, then x = y 

Soundness of AIP for ACP with projection operators and guarded re
cursion modulo bisimulation equivalence was proved by van Glabbeek [98], 
using in an essential way the fact that the LTS generated by this algebra is 
finitely branching (see Definition B.1.1), meaning that each dosed term has 
only finitely many initial transitions. 

Theorem 4.5.3. £AcP + PRl-5 + RDP,RSP,AIP is sound for ACP with 
projection operators and guarded recursion modulo bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence, we only 
need to check that if s = t is an axiom in £ ACP + RDP, RSP, AIP and a 
a closed substitution that maps the variables in s and t to process terms, 
then a(s) ++ u(t). Soundness of RDP, RSP, and the axioms in £AcP can be 
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checked as before. 
axioms in Table 4.2: 

we only some intuition for soundness of the 

@ PRl says that 1fn(s + t) can execute transitions of sand t up to depth n; 
0 PR2 says that 7rn+l (a) executes action a to terminate successfully; 
0 PR3 says that 7rn+i(at) executes action a, after which it executes transi

tions oft up to depth n; 
0 PR4,5 say that 7ro(t) and 7r,,(J) do not execute any transitions. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit bis.imulation re
lations between the left- and right-hand sides of dosed instantiations of the 
axioms in Table 4.2. 

We proceed with a detailed proof of the soundness of AIP. Let s0 and 
t0 be process terms with 11",,(so) ++ n,,(t0 ) for n E tN. We want to to find a 
bisimulation relation B that relates s0 and t0 . We define that s 13 t if and only 
if 11" n ( s) rl 7r n ( t) for n E tN. Clearly so 13 t0 ; we proceed to show that 13 is a 
bisimulation relation. 

Lets B t and s 4 V· Then ?T1 (s) .J, so ?J"i(s) ++ 7r1 (t) yields 7r1 (t) -'-'t V· 
Thus, t 4 V· Likewise, t 4 v implies s 4 

Let s 13 t and s s1• We define the following sets of process terms for 
n E tN: 

We make three observations on the sets Sn for n E tN. 

1. Since 1fn+i(s) ++ 'lfn+1 (t) and 'lrn+i(s) 7r,,(s1), there exists a t1 with 
t t' and 7r,,(s1 ) ++ 7r,,(t'); hence, S,, is not empty. 

2. There are only finitely many process terms t' such that t ~t t 1 (see Exer
cise 4.5.2), so S,, is finite. 

3. Since 11" n+i ( s1) ++ 7r n+i (t') implies 7r ,,( s1 ) ++ 7r n (t') (see Exercise 
we have Sn 2 Sn+l· 

These three observations together imply that the sets for n E tN have a 
non-empty intersection. Select a process term t 1 in this intersection. Then 
t ~~ t 1 , and 7r,,(s1) ++ 7rn(t1 ) for all n E fN, so by the definition of l3 we have 
s' 13 t'. Likewise we can show that s 13 t and t 4 t 1 implies s s1 with s' 13 t 1• 

Hence, B is a bisimulation relation, and so so ++ t0 • O 

Exercise 4.5.2. Prove that the LTS generated by ACP with projection op
erators and guarded recursion is finitely branching. 

Exercise 4.5.3. Prove that 11"n+i ( s) ++ 7rn+i ( t) implies 
all process terms s and t. 

for 

Exercise 4.5.4. Give non-empty (not necessarily finite) sets Sn for n E tN 
such that So ;;:i Si ;;:i 8 2 2 · · · and the intersection of all these sets is empty. 
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Exercise 4.5.5. Give two non-bisimilar, infinitely branching process graphs 
that are bisimilar up to any finite depth. 

The following theorem bears witness to the strength of AIP. Note that 
RSP is not needed to derive the equations ?Tn(s) :::: n11 (t). 

Theorem 4.5.4. For each pair of bisimilar process terms s and t in ACP 
with projection operators and guarded recursion, the equations 'lT n ( s) = 
for n E fN can be derived from EAcP + PRl-5 + RDP. 

Proof. Each process term tin ACP with projection operators and guarded 
recursion can be equated to a process term of the form 

+ b1 +···+be 

by means of EAcP + RDP (cf. Exercise 4.3.6). 
Lets H t, and fix an n E IN. By the observation above, 7rn(s) and 7rn(t) 

can be equated to process terms s' and t', respectively, in BPA extended with 
J. Moreover, since bisimulation equivalence is a congruence, s H t implies 
7rn(s) H 7rn(t). So soundness of the axioms yields s' H 1fn(s) H 11'n(t) t+ t'. 
Then, by completeness of the axiomatisation of BPA extended with 8 modulo 
bisimulation equivalence, s' = t'. Hence, 11'n(s) = s' = t' = 'lTn(t). D 

Given two bisimilar process terms in ACP with projection operators and 
guarded recursion, Theorem 4.5.4 implies that all their projections are prov
ably equal. So by AIP the two process terms themselves are provably equal. 
However, assuming it is unknown that the two process terms are bisimilar, 
one cannot derive equality of their projections one by one, as there are in
finitely many such projections. Hence, some inductive argument is needed to 
master these derivations. 

Example 4.5.1. We equate the following two symmetric guarded recursive 
specifications E and E' of the bag over { 0, 1}: 

X in(O) · (Xllout(O)) + in(l) · (Xllout(l)) 

Y in(O) · (out(O)llY) + in(l) · (out(l)llY). 

This derivation is based on an application of AIP. First, we prove by induction 
on n E IN that 

Trn((· · · (((XIE)J!out(di))llout(d2))!I · · · )llout(dk)) 

= 7f n (out( dk) II ( ... II (out( d2) II ( out(d1) II (YIE'))) ... ) ) 

for sequences d1 · · · of elements in { 0, 1}. The base case n ::::: 0 is 
because then both process terms can be equated to 8 by an 
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PR4. We focus on the inductive case, assuming that has already been 
proved for n E {1, ... , m }. For finite data sets let LdELl t(d) denote the 
alternative composition of process terms t(d) for aH elements d in Ll. (For 
example, if Ll is {O, then it denotes t(O) + Using RDP, t'AcP, and 
induction we derive: 

7rm+i((· · · ((XIE)ilout(di))ll · · · )IJout(dd) 

= LdE{O,l} in(d) · 11·m((· · · (((XJE)IJout(d))Jlout(d1))I! · · · )Jlout(dk)) 

+ LiE{l, ... ,k} out(di) · 7rm((· · · ((XIE)ll · · · llout(d;_i))jjout(d;+i))I! · · ·) 

= LdE{O,l} in(d) · 7rm(out(dk)ll(· · · IJ(out(d1)1i(out(d)ll(YIE1))) • • • )) 

+ LiE{l, .. ,k} out(d;) . 7rm (· . · II( out( di+i) II ( out(d;._i) II .. · II . . ) ) 
= 'lrm+l (out(dk)IJ(· · · ll(out(di)Jl(YIE')) · · · )). 

This concludes the derivation of ( 4.1) for n E IN. By AIP it follows that 

(· · · llout(d1))llout(d2))ll · · · )llout(dk) 

= out(dk)il(· · · ll(out(d2)IJ(out(di)ll(YIE'))) · · · ). 

In particular, the case k :::: 0 yields the desired equation (XIE) = 

Exercise 4.5.6. Derive (X I X=aXb+b) = I Y=aZb+b, 
fAcP + PRl-5 + RDP, AIP. 

from 
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If a customer asks a programmer to implement a product, ideally this cus
tomer is able to provide the external behaviour of the desired program. That 
is, he or she is able to tell what should be the output of the program for each 
possible input. The programmer then comes up with an implementation. The 
question is, does this implementation really display the desired external be
haviour? To answer this question, we need to abstract away from the internal 
computation steps of the program. 

5.1 Rooted Branching Bisimu.lation Equivalence 

In order to abstract away from internal actions, Milner [151] introduced a 
special constant r, called the silent step. Intuitively, a r-transition represents 
a sequence of internal actions that can be eliminated from a process graph. As 
any atomic action, the constant r can execute itself, after which it terminates 
successfully. This is expressed by the transition rule 

From now on, v and w in the transition rules and the axioms of ACP with 
guarded recursion range over AU{ r}. (So the transition rule for atomic actions 
in Table 2.1 yields the transition rule for the silent step r presented above.) 
The domain of the communication function 'Y is extended with the silent 
step, 'Y : AU { r} x AU { r} -+ AU { o}, by defining that each communication 
involving r results too. 

In the presence of the silent step r, bisimulation is no longer a satisfactory 
process equivalence. Namely, if processes p and q are equivalent, and p can 
execute an action r, then it need not be the case that q can simulate this 
r-transition of p by the execution of an action r. The intuition for the silent 
step, that it represents an internal computation in which we are not really 
interested, asks for a new process equivalence. The question that we must 
pose ourselves is: 

which r-transitions are truly silent? 
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The obvious answer to this question, "all r-transitions are truly silent", turns 
out to be incorrect. Namely, this answer would produce an equivalence rela
tion that is not a congruence. 

As an example of an action r that is not silent, consider the process 
terms a + rb and a. If the r in the first term were silent, then these 
two terms would be equivalent. However, the process graph of the first term 
contains a deadlock, a+ ro 2+ J, while the process graph of the second term 
does not. Hence, the r in the first term is not truly silent. In order to describe 
this case more vividly, we give an example. 

Example 5.1.1. Consider a protocol that first receives a datum d via channel 
1, and then communicates this datum via channel 2 or via channel 3. If the 
datum is communicated through channel 2, then it is sent into channel 4. 
If the datum is communicated through channel 3, then it gets as the 
subsequent channel 5 is broken. So the system gets into a deadlock if the 
datum d is transferred via channel 3. This deadlock should not disappear 
if we abstract away from the internal communication actions via channels 2 
and 3, because this would cover up an important problem of the protocol. 

5. L Protocol with a malfunctioning channel 

The which is depicted in Fig. 

O{s5 (d)}(r1(d) · (c2(d) · s4(d) + C3 

ri(d) · (c2(d) · s4(d) + c3(d) · 6) 

is described by the process term 

· S5(d))) 

where s;(d), ri(d), and ci(d) represent a send, read, and communication action 
of the datum d via channel i, respectively. Abstracting away from the internal 
actions c2 ( d) and c3 ( d) in this process term yields r 1 ( d) · ( r · s4 ( d) + r · 8). 
The second r in this term cannot be deleted, because then the process would 
no longer be able to get into a deadlock. Hence, this r is not truly silent. 

As a further example of a r-transition that is not truly silent, consider the 
process terms a+ rb and a+ b. We argued previously that the process terms 

(a+rb) = a+rS and a{b}(a+b):::::: a are not equivalent, because the first 
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term contains a deadlock while the second term does not. Hence, a+ 1b and 
a+ b cannot be equivalent, for else the envisioned equivalence relation would 
not be a congruence. 

Problems with congruence can be avoided by taking a more restrictive 
view on abstracting away from silent steps. A correct answer to the question 

which 1-·transitions are truly silent? 

turns out to be 

those r-transitions that do not lose possible behaviours ! 

For example, the process terms a+ r(a +· b) and a+ b are eu•Hv""'"""· 
because the r in the first process term is truly silent: after execution of this 
1 it is still possible to execute a. In general, process terms s + 1(s + t) and 
s + t are equivalent for all process terms s and t. By contrast, in a process 
term such as a + rb the 1 is not truly silent, since execution of this T means 
losing the option to execute a. 

The intuition above is formalised in the notion of branching bisimulation 
equivalence (see Definition . Let the processes p and q be branching 
bisimilar. If p p1, then q does not have to simulate this r-transition if it 
is truly silent, meaning that 1l and q are branching bisimilar. Moreover, a 
non-silent transition p ~ p1 need not be simulated by q immediately, but 
after a number of truly silent r-transitions: q ..!:> · · · 2:t q0 ~ q1 , where p and qo 
are branching bisimilar (to ensure that the r-transitions are truly silent) and 
p' and q' are branching bisimilar (so that p ~ p' is simulated by q0 q1). A 
special termination predicate + is needed in order to relate branching bisimilar 
process terms such as a1 and a. Definition B.4.1 is presented below for the 
relations ~ for a E A and the predicate +. 
Definition 5olol , Assume a special term·ina-
tion predicate +, and let represent a state with +. A branching bisimu-
lation relation l3 is a binary relation on the collection of processes such that: 

if p 13 q and p p', then 
- either a:::.::. T and p' l3 q; 
- or there is a sequence of (zero or more) T-transitions q 2:t q0 

such that p l3 Qo and Qo ··~ q1 with p1 !3 q1; 

2. if p l3 q and q ~ q', then 
- either a:::.::. T and pl3 q1 ; 

- or there is a sequence of (zero or more) r-transitions p 2:t .!...> p0 

such that Po J3 q and Po p1 with p1 B q1 • 

3. if p B q and p ..j.., then there is a sequence (zero or more) r-transitions 
q qo such that q0 ..j..; 

4. if p B q and q . .).., then there is a sequence of (zero or more) ;-transitions 
p Po such that Po +. 
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Two processes p and q are branching bisimilar, denoted by p i:ti, q, if there 
is a branching bisimulation relation J3 such that p l3 q. 

Example 5.1.2. a+ r(a + b) fu r(a + b) +b. 
A branching bisimulation relation that relates these two process terms is 
defined by a+ r(a + b) Br(a + b) + b, a+ bBr(a + b) + b, a+ +· b) Ba+ b, 
a+ b Ba+ b, and ,/. This relation can be as follows: 

a+ r(a + b), - - - - - - - - -/s(a + b) + b 
a~T ',,'v//// r~b 

/ a ~ ,~ ', / a ~ 
J~ a + b".:. - ... - - ':_·a + b ~ J 
' b b /. ' ~ 

---~--------~---~----

It is left to the reader to verify that this relation satisfies the requirements 
of a branching bisimulation. 

Exe:rdse 5 .1.1. Give branching bisimulation relations to prove that the pro
cess terms a, ar, and ra are branching bisimilar. 

Exercise 5.1.2. Give a branching bisimulation relation to prove that the 
process terms r(r(a + b) + b) +a and a+ bare branching bisimilar. 

Exe:rdse 5.1.3. Explain why ra + rb and a+ bare not branching bisimilar. 

Branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation; see [32]. Branching 
bisimulation equivalence, however, is not a congruence with respect to BPA. 
For example, ra and a are branching bisimilar (see Exercise 5.Ll), but ra+b 
and a+ b are not branching bisimilar. Namely, if ra + b executes r then it 
loses the option to execute b, so this r-transition is not silent. 

Milner (155] showed that this problem can be overcome by adding a root
edness condition: initial r-transitions are never truly silent. In other words, 
two processes are considered equivalent if they can simulate each other's ini
tial transitions, such that the resulting processes are branching bisimilar. 
This leads to the notion of rooted branching bisimufation equivalence; see 
Definition B.4.2. This definition is presented below for the relations ~ for 
a E A and the predicate _J_. 

Definition 5.1.2 (Rooted branching . Assume the termi-
nation -J.., and let represent a state with -J... A rooted 
bisimulation relation B is a binary relation on processes such that: 

1. if p B q and p ~ p', then q ~ q' with p' fu q'; 
2. if p B q and q ~ q', then p ~ p' with p1 fu q'; 
3. if pB q and p -J.., then q -!.; 
4. if p l3 q and q -!., then p -J... 

Two processes p and q are rooted bisimilar, denoted p q, if 
there is a rooted branching bisimulation relation B .mch that p B q. 
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Since branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, it is not hard to 
see that rooted branching bisimilarity is also an equivalence relation. Branch
ing bisimulation equivalence strictly includes rooted branching bisimulation 
equivalence, which in turn strictly includes bisimulation equivalence: 

+-+ C +-+rb C tl-0 . 

In the absence of r (for example, in ACP), bisimulation and branching bisim
ulation induce exactly the same equivalence classes. In other words, two pro
cess terms in ACP are bisimilar if and only if they are branching bisimilar. 

Exercise 5.1.4. Say for the following five pairs of process terms whether or 
not they are bisimilar, rooted branching bisimilar, or branching bisimilar: 

- (a + b) ( c + d) and ac + ad + be + bd; 
- (a+ b)(c + d) and (b + a)(d + c) + a(c + d); 
- r(b +a) + r(a + b) and a+ b; 
- c(r(b +a)+ r(a + b)) and c(a + b); 
- a(rb + c) and a(b +re). 

In each case, give explicit relations, or explain why such relations do not 
exist. 

Exercise 5.1.5. Prove that a(sll(rt)) +-+rb a(s!lt) for process terms sand t. 

Exercise 5.1.6. Verify that rooted branching bisimilarity is an equivalence 
relation. 

5.2 Guarded Linear Recursion Revisited 

Assume a recursive specification E that consists of linear recursive equations 
Xi = ti(X1 , •.• , Xn) for i E {l, ... , n }. Since from now on we consider pro
cesses in the setting of rooted branching bisimulation equivalence, processes 
pi, ... ,pn are said to be a solution for E (with respect to rooted branch
ing bisimulation equivalence) if pi +-+rb ti(pi, ... ,Pn) for i E {l, ... ,n} (cf. 
Definition 4.1.2). 

In the setting with the silent step, the notion of guardedness ( cf. Definition 
4.1.3), which aims to classify those recursive specifications that have a unique 
solution modulo the process equivalence under consideration, needs to be 
adapted. For example, all process terms rs are solutions for the recursive 
specification X = r X, because rs +-+rb rrs holds for all process terms s. 
Hence, we consider such a recursive specification to be unguarded. The notion 
of guardedness is extended to linear recursive specifications (see Definition 
4.4.1) that involve silent steps by requiring the absence of r-loops. 
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Definition 5.2.l (Guarded linear recursive specification). A recursive 
specification is linear if its recursive equations are of the form 

with a1, ... , ak, b1, ... , be E A U { T}. 
A linear recursive specification E is guarded 

infinite seq1wnce of r-transitions (XIE) -2+ (X'IE) 
there does not exist an 
(X 11 jE) -2+ · · ·. 

The guarded linear recursive specifications are exactly the linear recursive 
specifications that have a unique solution, modulo rooted branching bisimu
lation equivalence. 

Exercise 5.2.L Show that {X=aY+rY, is not Give 
two solutions for this linear recursive specification that are not rooted branch
ing bisimilar. 

Theorem 5.2.1. ACF with silent step and guarded linear recursion is a con-
servative extension ACF with linear recursion. 

Proof. This theorem follows from the following three facts. 

l. The transition rules of ACP and for linear recursive specifications that 
do not include a r are all source-dependent. 

2. The source of the transition rule for the silent step is the fresh constant T. 

The source of a transition rule for a guarded linear recursive specification 
E that includes a T is the fresh constant (XIE). 

3. Each transition rule for alternative composition, v~·-·~·""' 
or linear recursion that involves 

x x' 

includes a premise containing the fresh relation symbol or predicate 
and a left-hand side of which all variables occur in the source of 

the transition rule. 

Hence, Theorem B.5.1 says that ACP with silent step and guarded linear 
recursion is a conservative extension of ACP with linear recursion. D 

Theorem 5.:.t2. Rooted branching bisimulatfon equivalence is a congruence 
with to A GP with silent step and guarded linear recursion. 

Proof, The TSS of ACP with silent step and guarded linear recursion can 
be brought into R.BB cool format (see Definition B.4.5), by incorporating the 
successful termination predicate .j. from Definition 5.1.l in the transition rules. 
That the symbol is added to the signature as a and 
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the transition rule 0 is added to the TSS. Moreover, transition rules that 

contain an occurrence of a predicate symbol ~ .J are adapted accordingly. 
It is left to the reader to verify that the adapted TSS of ACP with silent 

step and guarded linear recursion is RBB cool (see Exercise 5.2.2). This fact 
implies that the rooted branching bisimulation equivalence that this TSS 
induces is a congruence; see Theorem B.4.1. D 

Exercise 5.2.2. Spell out the adapted TSS of ACP with silent step and 
guarded linear recursion from the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, and verify that it 
is RBB cool. 

5.3 Axioms fo:r the Silent Step 

Table 5.1 presents the axioms Bl,2 for the silent step, modulo rooted branch
ing bisimulation equivalence. The variables x and y in the axioms range over 
process terms, while v ranges over AU { r}. 

Tuble 5.1. Axioms for the silent step 

Bl v · r = v 
B2 v-(r·(x+y)+x)=v·(x+y) 

Theorem 5.3.:L EAcP+Bl, 2+RDP, RSP is sound for ACP with silent step 
and guarded linear recursion, modulo rooted branching bisimulation equiva
lence. 

Proof. Since rooted branching bisimulation is both an equivalence and a 
congruence, we only need to check that if s = t is an axiom in E ACP + 
BI, 2 + RDP, RSP and a a closed substitution that maps the variables in 
s and t to process terms, then a(s) ++rb a(t). Soundness of the axioms in 
EAcP + RDP,RSP can be checked as before. 

The axioms Bl,2 say that a non-initial r-transition that does not lose 
any possible behaviour is truly silent. This intuition can be made rigorous by 
means of explicit rooted branching bisimulation relations between the left
and right-hand sides of closed instantiations of Bl,2. D 

Exercise 5.3.1. Prove that each process term in ACP with silent step and 
guarded linear recursion generates a regular process graph that does not 
contain a loop of r-transitions. 

Exercise 5.3.2. Suppose we would allow !'(a, b) = r. Give an example of two 
guarded recursive specifications of which the merge can only be described by 
an unguarded recursive specification. 
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The following completeness result is due to van Glabbeek [101]. (See [45, 
156) for similar completeness results with respect to observation equivalence.) 

Theorem 5.3.2. CACP + Bl, 2 + RDP, RSP is complete for ACP with silent 
step and guarded linear recursion, modulo rooted branching bisimulation 
equivalence. 

Proof. As a first step we note that each process term t 1 in ACP with silent 
step and guarded linear recursion is provably equal to a process term (Xi!E) 
with E a guarded linear recursive specification. Namely, each such process 
term t1 generates a regular process graph that does not contain a loop of r
transitions (see Exercise 5.:3.1), with states say ti, ... , tn. (This observation 
uses in an essential way that communications between atomic actions do not 
result to r; see Exercise This process can be in the 
form of equations 

for i E { 1, ... , n} ( cf. Exercise 4.3.6). Let the guarded linear recursive sped·· 
fication E consist of the recursive equations 

+ · · · + aik; + b;1 + ... + 

for i E , ... , n}. Since replacing by ti for i E { 1, ... , is a solution for 
RSP yields t1 = IE). 
It remains to prove that if (XilE1) (Yi IE2) for guarded linear re-

cursive specifications E1 and Ez, then (X1IE1) = (YdE2). First, suppose 
contains a recursive equation W = r + · · · + r with W f'. . Let Ei 

be obtained from by removing the recursive equation for and replac-
ing summands aW in right--hand sides of recursive equations of E 1 by a. 
Using R.DP, A3, and Bl, it can be derived that substituting process terms 

) for recursion variables X in Ef is a solution for . So RSP we 
have (X1!E1) = (X1IED. Thus, recursive equations W = r + · · · + r with 
W tc X 1 can be eliminated from E 1 , and likewise such recursive equations 
with W tc can be eliminated from E 2 • 

Let and B1. consist of linear recursive equations X = for X E X 
and Y = ty for YE Y, respectively, where the tx for X 1. and the ty for 
Y =} are not of the form r+· · ·+r. The recursive Eis defined 
to consist of the linear recursive equations = for X E X and Y E Y 
with (XfE1) .:Lt,, (YIE2 ), where txy consists of the following summands: 

1. contains a summand aZx'Y' if and if and ty contain the 
summands aX1 and aY1 , respectively, and (X'JE1) 

2. txy contains a summand b if and only if both 
summand b; 

contains a summand 
the summand r ){1 , and 

if and if XY =} , t x contains 
(YIE2); 
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4. txy contains a summand rZxY' if and only if XY ':j= X1 Yi, ty contains 
the summand rY1 , and (XIE1) ±4 (Y'IE2). 

Since E1 and E2 are guarded, all chains (XIE1) -4 (X1IE1) -4 (X11 IE1) -4 · · · 
and (YIE2) -4 (Y'IE2} -4 (Y"IE2) -4 · · · are finite (see Definition 5.2.1). 
This implies that all chains (ZxylE) ..:!+ (Zx1y1jE) ..:!+ (Zx11y11jE) ..:!+ · · · are 
finite, so E is guarded. 

For recursion variables Zxv in E, let the process term uxy consist of the 
following summands: 

l. uxy contains a summand a(X'IE1 } if and only if tx and ty contain 
summands aX' and aY', respectively, with (X'IE1} ±4 (Y'IE2); 

2. uxy contains a summand b if and only if both tx and ty contain the 
summand b; 

3. uxy contains a summand r(X'IE1} if and only if XY ':j= X1Yi, tx con
tains the summand rX', and (X'IE1) ±4 (YIE2). 

Furthermore, for recursion variables Zxy in E, let the process term sxy be 
defined by: 

{ 
r(XIE1) + uxy if XY ':j= X1Yi and ty contains a summand 

sxy 4 rY' with (XIE1) ±4 (Y1IE2), 
(XIE1) otherwise. 

By RDP and A3, 

(5.1) 

So for a E A U { r}, 

(5.1) 
a(r(XIE1)+uxy) = a(r((XIE1)+uxv)+uxy) 

B2 = a((XIE1)+uxy) 
<5,ll a(XIE1). 

Hence, for a E AU { r} and recursion variables Zxv in E, the definition of 
sxy yields 

(5.2) 

Let the substitutions a and 'I/; from recursion variables to process terms 
be defined as follows: 

e a maps recursion variables X in E1 to (XIE1}; 

e 'I/; maps recursion variables Zxy in E to sxy. 

We proceed to show that substituting sxy for recursion variables Zxy in E 
is a solution for E; that is, sxy = 'l/;(txy) for recursion variables Zxy in E. 
We distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not XY = X 1 Y1 . 
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1. Let XY:::: X1Yi-
By assumption, (X1IE1) IEz). and do not 
contain recursive equations W = r + · · · + T for recursion variables W 
unequal to and Y1 , respectively. These observations together imply 
that for each summand aX 1 of tx1 there is a summand aY1 of ty1 with 
(X1IE1) ++b (Y'JE2 ). Likewise, each summand b of is also a summand 
of ty1 • the definition of tx1 y1 , for each summand aX 1 orb of 
there is a summand aZx'Y' orb of tx 1 y 1 • Vice versa, by the definition of 
tx1 Yi, for each summand aZx'Y' or b of there is a summand aX1 

orb of tx1 • Hence, each summand a(X'IE1 ) orb of u(tx,) corresponds to 
a summand asx'Y' orb of 'lj;(tx1 y1 ), and vice versa. So by equation (5.2) 
together with u(tx1 ) = ·ij;(tx1 y1 ). Hence, 

(5.3) 

2. Let XY 1:-
0nce more we distinguish two cases. 

2.1. Let not contain a summand rY 1 with IE1 ) fu (Y'IE2). 
is a recursion variable in E, so (XIEi) fu (YIE2 ). By assumption, ty 

does not contain a summand TY' with (XIE1) 
and do not contain recursive equations W = T + · · · + r for recursion 

variables W unequal to X 1 and Y1 . These observations together imply 
that for each summand of with a not a silent r a 'I- T 

or ) iii, there is a summand aY1 of with ) fu 
(Y'IE2 ). Likewise, each summand b of is also a summand of ty. Hence, 
the first three clauses in the definition of yield that for each summand 
aX' orb of there is a summand aZx'Y' orb of . Since ty does not 
contain a summand TY' with (XIE1 ) (Y1JE2), the fourth clause in the 
definition of txy is vacuous. So vice versa, the first three clauses in the 
definition of that for each summand orb of txy there is 
a summand aX' orb of each summand orb of ) 
corresponds to a summand asx'Y' orb of 'lj;(txy), and vice versa. So by 

(5.2) together with A3, 

a(tx) = 1/;(txy ). 

contain one or more summands T }n with 
the fourth clause in its definition, contains one or more 

summands T Z XY'. Furthermore, by the first three clauses in the definition 
of together with the definition of 'UXY, for each summand 

a =f. r or X' ;:/:. of there is a summand b or 
a(X1IE1) of uxy, and vice versa. Hence, 'lj;(txy) contains one or more 
smnmands TBXY', while each remaining summand b or asx'Y' (with a;:/:. T 
or X' ;:/:. of with a summand b or ) of uxy 1 

and vice versa. So 
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(XIE ) (5.2),A3 
sxv = r i + uxy = 

We conclude from equations (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) that substituting pro
cess terms sxy for recursion variables Zxv in E is a solution for E. 
RSP yields sxy = (ZxylE) for recursion variables Zxy in E, so in particular 
(X1IE1) = (Zx1 v1 IE). Likewise we can derive (YilE2) = (Zx1 y1 IE). So 

Finally, let s and t be rooted branching bisimilar process terms in ACP 
with silent step and guarded linear recursion. At the start of this proof it 
was shown that s = (X1 IE1 ) and t = (YilE2 ) where Ei and are guarded 
linear recursive specifications. Soundness of the axioms yields IEi) ±:t,.b 
s B,.b t B,.b (Y1IE2), which implies (X1IEi) = (Yi/Ez). Sos= (X1 = 

IE2) = t. D 

Exercise l'L:':L3. Derive the next equations from l'AcP + 2+ R.SP: 

- a( rb + b) = ab; 
- a(r(b + c) + b) = a(r(b + c) + c); 
- a(sil(rt)) = a(s!Jt) for process terms sand t; 

(X I X=aY, Y=rX) = (Z I Z=aZ); 
I Y =(1+b)X) = (Z I Z=(a+b)Z). 

Exercise 5.3.4. Give a counter-example to show that rooted branching 
bisimulation equivalence is not a congruence in the presence of the 
tion operators from Section 4.5. Why is it not possible to bring the second 
transition rule of the projection operators into RBB cool format? 

Exercise 5.3.5. Adapt the transition rules for the projection operators, so 
that r-transitions do not decrease the counter n. Verify that the resulting 
transition rules can be brought into RBB cool format, by incorporating the 
successful termination predicate+. Give axioms for the adapted interpretation 
of projection operators. 

Exe:rdse 5.3.6. Prove soundness of AIP for ACP with silent step modulo 
rooted branching bisimulation equivalence, for the adapted of 
the projection operators from the previous exercise. 

We introduce unary abstraction operators r1 , for subsets I of A, which rename 
all atomic actions in I into r. The abstraction which enable us to 
abstract away from the internal computation steps of an implementation, 
were introduced by Bergstra and Klop [43). The behaviour of the abstraction 
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operators is by the following transition rules, which express that in 
TJ(t) all labels of transitions oft that are in I are renamed into r: 

v 
x 4 x 1 x-+ 

vf!.I vf!.I 
r1(x) r1(x) rr(x1) 

v 
x-.".tx1 x-+ 

vEl vEl 
rr(x) r1(x) r1(:1: 1) 

The variables x and x 1 range over process terms, while v ranges over AU { r}. 
ACP extended with silent step and abstraction operators is denoted by 

Exercise 5.4.1. Let 1(a, b) ~c. Derive the transition 

'{c} ( O{a,b} ( (aa) II (bb))) 

from the transition rules of 

Exercise 5.4.2. Show that the process term T{a}((X I X=aX)) and the 
deadlock o are branching bisimilar. 

Exercise 5A.3. Prove that for each process term t in , the process 
term r A is bisimilar to T, TO, or r + TO. 

Exerdse 5.4.4. Give a counter-example to show that in the equa
tion TJ(8H(x)) = 8H(r1(x)) is not sound modulo rooted branching bisimula
tion equivalence. 

Exercise 5.4.5. Let t 1 and t 2 be process terms with t1 tt,.b and 
t2 <-+rb rt2. Can it be concluded from these two equivalences that t1 is rooted 
branching bisimilar with T{b} ( (X1 I , X2=bX2) )? 

Theo:rem 5.4.1. ACPr with guarded linear recursion is a conservative ex-
tension A GP with silent step and guarded linear recursion. 

Proof, This theorem follows from the following two facts. 

1. The transition rules of ACP, the silent step, and guarded linear recursion 
are all source-dependent. 

2. The sources of the transition rules for the abstraction operators contain 
an occurrence of TJ. 

Theorem B.5.1 says that with guarded linear recursion is a 
conservative extension of ACP with silent step and guarded linear recursion. 
0 

Theorem 5.4,2. Rooted bisimulation P.rm.1.m1:1P.n. is congruence 
with respect to ACPr with guarded linear recursion. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, the transition rules of ACP r with 
guarded linear recursion can be brought into RBB cool format, by incorpo
rating the successful termination predicate -!.. That is, the symbol v is added 
to the signature as a special constant, and the transition rule VJ is added to 
the TSS. Moreover, transition rules that contain an occurrence of a predicate 
symbol __:;. j are adapted accordingly. 

It is left to the reader to verify that the adapted TSS of with 
guarded linear recursion is RBB cool. This fact implies that the rooted 
branching bisimulation equivalence that this TSS induces is a congruence; 
see Theorem B.4.l. D 

Table 5.2 presents axioms for the abstraction operators, modulo rooted 
branching bisimulation equivalence. The variables x and y in the axioms 
range over process terms, while v ranges over A U { r}. Let E ACP r denote 
EAcP extended with Bl,2 and Til-5. 

Table 5.2. Axioms for abstraction operators 

TH v </, I TJ ( v) = v 
TI2 v E I r1 ( v) = r 
TI3 r1(0) = o 
TI4 TJ(x + y) ~.-= n(x) + TJ(y) 
TI5 r1(x · y) = n(x) · r1(y) 

Theorem 5.<L3. £AcPr + RSP is sound ACPr with guarded linear 
recursion, modulo rooted branching bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof, Since rooted branching bisimulation is both an equivalence and a 
congruence, we only need to check that if s = t is an axiom in + 

RSP and a a closed substitution that maps the variables in s and t to 
process terms, then a(s) Hrb a(t). Here, we only provide some intuition for 
soundness of the axioms in Table 5.2: 

oo Tll-3 are the defining equations for the abstraction operator TJ: TI2 says 
that it renames atomic actions from I into T, while Til,3 say that it leaves 
atomic actions outside l and the deadlock i5 unchanged; 

oo say that in r1(t), all transitions oft labelled with atomic actions from 
I a.re renamed into T. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit rooted branch
ing bisimulation relations between the left- and right-hand sides of closed 
instantiations of TI1·5. D 

Exercise 5.4.tt Derive 
axiomatisation + 

from the 
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5.5 An Example with Queues 

To give an example of the use of abstraction, we consider two queues of 
capacity one that are put in sequence: queue Q1 reads a datum from a channel 
1 and sends this datum into channel 3, while queue Q2 reads a datum from a 
channel 3 and sends this datum into channel 2. This system can be depicted 
as follows: I r-----3--~ 

--------------
Action r;(d) represents reading datum d from channel i, while action 

si(d) represents sending datum d into channel i. Q1 and Q2 are defined by 
the recursive specifications 

Here, L'.l denotes a finite set of data elements, and as before t( d) de
notes the alternative composition of process terms t(d) for all elements d E L'.l. 
In the remainder of this section, for notational convenience, the process 
terms (Q1 I Q1= LdEL!. r1(d)s3(d)Q1) and (Q2 I Q2= LdE.4 r3(d)s2(d)Q2) are 
abbreviated to Q1 and Q2 , respectively. 

Action c3 (d) denotes communication of datum d through channel 3. 
Similar as in Example the communication function 'Y is defined by 
?(s3(d), rs(d)) ~ c3 (d), while all other communications between atomic ac
tions result to 15. The system that consists of queues and in parallel is 
described by the process term 

The encapsulation operator enforces send and read actions over channel 3 
into communication, while the abstraction operator makes internal commu
nication actions over channel 3 invisible. 

We show algebraically that the two buffers Q2 and Q1 of one in 
parallel behave as a buffer of capacity two, which can read two data elements 
from channel 1 before sending them into channel 2. The buffer of 
two over L'.l is described by the linear recursive 

X = LdE.1 r 1 (d) · Y(d) 

Y(d) = Ld'E.4 r1(d1 ) • Z(d,d') + s2(d) · X 

Z(d, d1) = s2(d) · Y(d'). 

In state the buffer of capacity two is empty, so that it can only read 
a datum d from channel 1 and proceed to the state where the buffer 
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contains d. In Y(d), the buffer can either read a. second datum d' from channel 
1 and proceed to the state Z(d, d') where the buffer contains d and d', or send 
datum d into channel 2 and proceed to the state X where the buffer is empty. 
Finally, in state Z(d, d') the buffer is full, so that it can only send datum d 
into channel 2 and proceed to the state Y(d') where it contains d'. 

In order to simplify the presentation, we assume that the data set .1 con
sists of the single element 0, and atomic actions are abbreviated by omitting 
the suffix (0). We proceed to derive that T{ca}(8{83 ,r3 }(Q2llQi)) is a solution 
for X in the recursive specification for the buffer of capacity two. First we 
expand a{s3,r3}(Q2llQi); in each derivation step, the subterms that are re
duced are underlined. Since ')'(r3, ri) = o, the axioms in t'AcP together with 
RDP yield: 

92llQ1 

Q2llQ1 +Q1llQ2 +Q2IQ1 

RDP (r3s2Q2)11Q1 + (r1s3Q1)llQ2 + (r3s2Q2)l(r1s3Qi) 

LM3±CMB ;~02Q2)i1Qi) + r1((s3Qi)llQ2) ~ o((s2Q2)li(s3Qt)) 

r3((s2Q2)llQi) + r1((s3Qi)llQ2) + o 
r3((s2Q2)llQi) + r1 ((s3Q1)llQ2). 

So the axioms for deadlock and encapsulation yield: 

0{s3 ,r3 }(Q2llQ1) 
8{s3 ,r3 }(;:-~Q2)llQi) + r1((s3Qi)llQ2)) 

8{s3 ,r3 }h(~2Q2)i1Qi)) + O{ss,r3 }(r1 ((s3Qi)JIQ2)) 
D5 

8{s3 ,r3 } (r3)8{s3,rs} ( ( s2Q2) llQ1) + O{ss ,rs} (r1 )8{•s,r3} ( (s3Qi)llQ2) 

DJ:,Z 0G{s3 ,r·3 }((s2Q2)llQ1) + T10{s3 ,r3 }(~Qi)llQ2) 
0 + r18{s3 ,r3 }((s3Q1)llQ2) 

r1 a{s3,r3} ( ( s3Q1) llQ2). 

Summarising, we have derived 

We proceed to expand 8{s3 ,,.3 }((s3Qi)llQ2). As above, it can be derived 
from the axioms in £AcP together with RDP that 

Using the equation above, it can be derived from the axioms for deadlock 
and encapsulation that 
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We proceed to expand a{s3,r3}(Qill(s2Q2)). By the axioms in EAcP to
gether with RDP, 

Qill(s2Q2) = r1((s3Q1)ll(s2Q2)) + s2(Q2JIQ1). 

So by the axioms for encapsulation, 

O{s3 ,r3 } (Qi II (s2Q2)) 

= r18{s3 ,r3 }((s3Qi)ll(s2Q2)) + s28{s3 ,r3 }(Q2llQ1). (5.8) 

We proceed to expand 8{sa,rs}((s3Qi)ll(s2Q2)). By the axioms in EAcP 

together with RDP, 

So by the axioms for deadlock and encapsulation, 

O{a3 ,r3 } ( (s3Qi) ll(s2Q2)) = s28{s3 ,r3 } (Q2i1(s3Q1) ). 

Commutativity of the merge with respect to bisimulation equivalence ( cf. the 
second case of Exercise 3.2.1) together with completeness of£ ACP + RDP, RSP 
for ACP with linear recursion modulo bisimulation equivalence (see Theorem 
4.4.1) yield Q2ll(s3Qi) = (s3Qi)llQ2, so 

8{s3 ,r3 }((s3Q1)ll(s2Q2)) = s28{s8 ,r3 }((s3Qi)llQ2). 

Summarising, we have algebraically derived the following relations: 

8{ss,rs}(Q2llQ1) 

! r1 

82 O{a3 ,r3 }((s3Q1)llQ2) 

lea 
8{a3 ,r3 }(Q1ll(s2Q2)) s2 

!r, 
O{s3 ,r3 } ( (s3Q1)ll (s2Q2)) 

(5.9) 

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) together with the axioms for silent step and ab
straction yield: 
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Moreover, equation (5.8) together with the axioms for abstraction yield: 

T{c3} ( 8{a3 ,r3} ( Ql ll(s2Q2))) 
(5.8) 
= Tfc3}(r18{s3 ,r3}((s3Qi)ll(s2Q2)) + SzO{s3 ,rs}(Q2llQi)) 

Tl?=4•5 r1 T{cs}(8{ 83 ,r3 }((s3Q1)ll(s2Q2))) + SzT{c3}(8{s3 ,rs}(Q21lQ1)). 

Finally, equations (5.7) and (5.9) together with the axioms for silent step and 
abstraction yield: 

(5.9) 
( 8{s3 ,r3 } ( ( s3Qi)ll (s2Q2))) = T{c3 } (s28{s3 ,r3 } ( ( s3Qi) llQ2)) 

Tll,5 
= s2T{c3 }(8{•3 ,r3 }((s3Qi)llQ2)) 

(5.7) = S2T{c3 } (c3G{s3 ,r3 }(Q1 IJ(s2Q2))) 

S2TT{ C3} (a{ 83 ,rs} ( Q1 II ( s2Q2))) 
Bl 
= SzT{ c3} ( 8{ 83 ,rs} ( Qill ( s2Q2))) · 

The last three derivations together show that 

X := T{c3}(8{s3 ,r3}(Q2JIQ1)) 
Y := T{c3 }(&{a3 ,r3 }(QiJl(s2Q2))) 
Z := T{c3 }(8{83 ,r3}((s3Qi)IJ(s2Q2))) 

is a solution for the linear recursive specification E for the buffer of capacity 
two over {O}: 

X = r1Y 
Y = rlZ + s2X 
Z = s2Y. 

T{cs}(8{s3,r3}(Q2llQ1)) =(XIE). 

Exerdse 5.5.1. Fill in the omitted details of the derivations of equations 
(5.7), (5.8), and (5.9). 

Exercise 5.5,2. Prove that T{c3 }(8{83 ,r3}(Q1llQ2)) behaves as a buffer of 
capacity two. (Hint: this requires one extra application of commutativity of 
the merge.) 

Exercise 5.5.3, Prove that two buffers of capacity one over a finite data set 
L1 in parallel form a buffer of capacity two over L1. 

Fair Abstraction Rule 

Though r-loops are prohibited in guarded linear recursive specifications, 
can be constructed using the abstraction operator. For example, the process 
term ( (X I X =aX)) can only execute T's until infinity. This observation 
motivates the following distinction between specifiable and constructible reg
ular processes (see [28]): 
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® specifiable regular processes are the process graphs belonging to process 
terms in ACP with silent step and guarded linear recursion; 

® constructible regular processes are the process graphs belonging to process 
terms in ACP,. with guarded linear recursion. 

rrr · · · is the simplest example of a regular process that is constructible, 
being the process graph of r{ a} ( (X I X =aX)), but not specifiable. In general, 
a constructible regular process is specifiable if and only if it is free of r-loops. 
One extra axiom is needed to equate process terms of which the regular 
process graphs are constructible but not specifiable. For example, 

T{a} ( (X IX =aX)) +-+rb T{a,b} ((YI Y =aZ, Z =bY)) 

because both process terms execute r's until infinity. these process 
terms cannot be equated by means of £AcPT + RDP, RSP, due to the guard
edness restriction on RSP, which is essential for soundness of this axiom. In 
order to get rid of r-loops, we introduce the notion of fair abstraction. For 
example, let E denote a guarded linear recursive specification 

= aXn + Sn-l 

= aX1 +sn 

for some a E A. The process term T{a} ( (X1 IE)) executes r-transitions that 
are the result of abstracting away from the occurrences of a in front of the 
recursion variables Xi, until it exits this r-loop by executing one of the process 
terms r{a}(s;) for i E {l, ... , n}. Note that the transitions in the r--loop are all 
truly silent, because they do not lose possible behaviours; after the execution 
of such a r, it is still possible to execute any of the process terms T{a}(si) for 
i E { 1, ... , n}. Fair abstraction says that r{ a} does not stay in the 
r-loop forever, so that at some time it will start executing a r{a} Hence, 

T{a} tt,.b T{a}(s1 + r(s1 +···+Sn)). 

Namely, initially T{a}((X1IE)) can execute either r{a}(si) or r. In the latter 
case, this initial (so non-silent) r-transition is followed by the execution of a 
series of truly silent r's in the r-loop, until one of the process terms T{a}(si) 
for i E { l, ... , n} is executed. 

Exe:rdse 5.6.1. Show that the following 
branching bisimilar: 

• r{a} IX =aX)) and rJ; 
- T{a}((XIX=aX+b)) andb+rb; 
• T · T{a} I X=aY +b, Y=aX +c)) and r(b + 

of process terms are rooted 
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We proceed to present an axiom to eliminate a duster of r-transitions, 
so that only the exits of such a duster remains. First, a precise definition is 
needed of a duster and its exits. 

Definition 5J:tl . Let E be a guarded linear recursive specifi
cation, and I <;;: A. Two recursion variables X and Y in E are in the same 
cluster for I if and only if there exist sequences of transitions (XIE) ~ · · · 
(YjE) and (YIE) ~···~(XIE) with b1, ... , bm,C1, ... , Cn EI U {r}. 

a or aX is an exit for the cluster C if and only if: 

1. a or aX is a summand at the right-hand side of the recursive equation 
for a recursion variable in C; and 

2. in the case of either a f/. I U { r} or X f/. C. 

Exercise 5.6.2. Let E be a guarded linear recursive specification, and I <;;: 
A. Verify that being in the same duster for I defines an equivalence relation 
on the recursion variables in E. 

Table 5.3 presents an axiom called cluster fair abstraction rule 
for guarded linear recursive specifications. CFAR allows us to abstract away 
from a cluster of actions that are renamed into r, after which only the exits 
of this duster remain. CFAR was introduced by Vaandrager [189]; it is a 
generalisation of a similar principle by Koomen [19, 44, 136). In Table Eis 
a guarded linear recursive specification, X, Y1 , ... , Y m are recursion variables 
in E, and v, Vi, ... , Vm, w 1 , ... , Wn range over AU{ r}. Owing to the presence 
of the initial act.ion v at the left- and right-hand side of the initial 
r-transit.ions of r1( (XIE)) can be truly silent. If the set of exits is empty, 
then as always the empty sum at the right-hand side of CFAR represents 6. 

Table !'UL Cluster fair abstraction rule 

CFAR If X is in a cluster for I with exits { v1 Yi, ... , Vm Y m, w1, ... , Wn}, then 

V· - V · 7J(V1 IE) + · · · + Vm(YmlE) + W1 + · · · 

Theorem 
ulation equivalence. 

P:roof" Let X be in a cluster for I with exits { a1 Yi, ... , b1 , ... , b,,}. 
Then (XIE) can execute a string of atomic actions from I U { r} inside the 
cluster of X, followed by an exit ai(YilE) (for some i E {1,. .. ,m}) or bi 

some j E {l,. .. , n} ). r1( (XIE)) can execute a string ofr's inside 
the cluster of X, followed by an exit r1(ai(Yi!E)) (for some i E {l, ... ,m}) 
or TJ some j E { 1, ... , n}). The execution of r's inside the duster 
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does not lose the possibility to execute any of the exits. Moreover, in the 
process graph of arr( (XIE)) these r's are non-initial, owing to the initial a
transition, so they are truly silent. This means that modulo rooted branching 
bisimulation equivalence only the exits of the cluster of X remain, i.e., 

a· rr((XjE)) ++rb a· r1(a1 (YijE} + · · · + am(YmlE) + b1 + · · · + bn)· 

So CFAR is sound modulo rooted branching bisimulation equivalence. D 

Example 5. 6.1. Let E denote the guarded linear recursive specification 

X = heads· X +tails. 

The process term (XIE) represents tossing a fair coin until the result is tails. 
We abstract away from throwing heads, expressed by 7{heads}((XIE)). 

{ X} is the only cluster for {heads}, and the only exit of this cluster is the 
atomic action tails. So 

CFAR TH 
7 · T{heads} ((XIE)) = 7 · T{heads} (tails) = 7 · tails. (5.10) 

Hence, 

T{heada}((XIE}) RgP r{heads}(heads · (XjE) +tails) 
Tu,2,4,5 ((XIE)) ·z = T • 1°{heads} + tai S 

(5.10) 'l 'l = r · tai s + tat s. 

In other words, fair abstraction implies that tossing a fair coin infinitely many 
times will eventually produce the result tails. 

Example 5.6.2. We show how to derive the equation 

r{a}((XIX=aX)) = r{a,b}((YIY=aZ,Z=bY)). 

{X} is the only duster for {a} in {X=aX}, with no exits, so 

7{a}((X I X=aX)) RDP:J'2•5 r · T{a}((X I X=aX)) 
CFAR = r·T{a}(o) 

TI3 715. (5.11) 

Furthermore, {Y, Z} is the only duster for {a, b} in {Y=aZ, Z=bY}, with no 
exits, so 

T{a,b}((Y I Y=aZ, Z=bY)) RDP:JI2'5 T · '{a,b}(Z I Y=aZ, Z=bY) 
CFAR 

TI3 

Hence, 

r · '{a,b}(8) 

r8. 

(5.11) (5.12) 
'{a}((X I X=aX}) = ro = '{a,b}((Y I Y=aZ, Z=bY)). 

(5.12) 
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The following completeness result is due to van Glabbeek [104]. 

Theorem 5.6.:2. £AcP~ + RDP,RSP,CFAR is complete for ACP., with 
guarded linear recursion, modulo rooted branching bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that each process term t in ACP., with guarded 
linear recursion is provably equal to a process term (XIE) with Ea guarded 
linear recursive specification. Namely, then the desired completeness result 
follows immediately from the fact that if (XilE1) tt.,6 (Y1 IE2) for guarded 
linear recursive specifications E1 and E2, then (X 1 IE1) = (YilE2) can be 
derived from £AcP + Bl, 2 + RDP, RSP; see the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. 

We apply structural induction with respect to the size oft. It was shown 
at the start of the proof of Theorem 5.3.2 that each process term in ACP 
with silent step and guarded linear recursion is provably equal to a process 
term (XIE) with E a guarded linear recursive specification. So the only 
case that remains to be covered is when t = r1(s). By induction it may be 
assumed that s = (XIE) with E a guarded linear recursive specification, so 
t = TJ ((XIE)). We divide the collection of recursion variables in E into its 
clusters C1, ... , CN for I. For i E {l, ... , N}, let 

be the alternative composition of exits for the cluster C;. Furthermore, for 
atomic actions a E A U { r} we define 

. {rifaEJ 
a= a otherwise. 

Finally, for Z E C; (i E {1, ... , N}) we define 

Sz 4 ai1r1((Y;ilE))+···+a;m,T1((Yim,IE))+b;i+···+b;n;· (5.13) 

For Z E C; and a E A U { r}, 

ar1( (ZIE)) C~R ar1 (ail (Y;i!E) + · · · +aim; (lim; IE) + b;i + · · · + b;n.) 
Tll-5 = asz. (5.14) 

Let the linear recursive specification F contain the same recursion vari
ables as E, where for each Z EC; the recursive equation in Fis 

We show that there is no sequence of one or more r-transitions from (ZIF) 
to itself. Suppose a;i = r for some j E { 1, ... , m;}. Then the fact that a;1 liJ 
is an exit for the duster C; ensures that Y;1 f/. C;, so there cannot exist a 

sequence of transitions (liJIE) .4 · · · ~ (ZjE) with di, ... ,d1 E I U {r}. 
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Then by the definition of F there cannot exist a sequence of transitions 
(Y';j/F) -1:+ · · · -1:+ (Z/F). Hence, Fis guarded. 

For each recursion variable Z E Ci ( i E { 1, ... , N}), 

(5,13),(5.14) A A lA 
Sz :::: ai1SY; 1 +··.+aim; Syim; + +.'' + Jin;· 

This means that substituting sz for recursion variables Z in F is a solution 
for F. Hence, by RSP, sz = (Z/F) for recursion variables Z in F. So for 
a E A U { T} and recursion variables Z in F, 

(5.14) 
ar1( (ZIE)) = asz = a(Z/F). (5.15) 

Recall that t = r1((XIE)). Let the linear recursive equation for X in E 
be 

Let the linear recursive specification G consist of F extended with a fresh 
recursion variable W and the recursive equation 

W = c1 + ·· · + 

Since F is guarded, it is clear that G is also guarded. 

r1((XIE)) agP T1(c1(Z1IE)+ .. ·+ck(Zk!E)+ +· .. + 
c1r1((ZijE)) + · · · + ((Zk/E)) + d1 + · · · + 

( 5~5 ) C1 (ZiJF) + ... + Ck(Zk IF) + + ... + 

Furthermore, for Z EC; (i E {l, ... , N} ), 

RDP A = a.;1 

Hence, substituting Tf((XIE)) for Wand (ZIP) for all other recursion vari
ables Z in G is a solution for G. So RSP yields 

= (WIG). o 

:Exercise 5.6.3. Derive the following equations from the axioms: 

I X::::aX+b)) =·= T{a}((Y I Y=aZ+b, Z=aY)); 
IX=aY,Y=aX+bX)) = I 

- T{a} ( (X IX =aY +b, Y =aX +c)) = r(b + c) + b; 
- T · T[a} ( (X IX =aY +bY, Y =aX +cX)) = T · (Z I 



6. Protocol Verifications 

Chapters 2-5 presented a standard framework ACP r with guarded linear re
cursion for the specification and manipulation of concurrent processes. Sum
marising, it consists of basic operators (A, +, ·) to define finite processes, 
communication operators (II, ll, I) to express parallelism, deadlock and en
capsulation (o, on) to force atomic actions into communication, silent step 
and abstraction ( r, r1) to make internal computations invisible, and guarded 
linear recursion ((XIE}) to capture regular processes. These constructs form 
a solid basis for the analysis of a wide range of systems. 

In particular, the framework is suitable for the specification and verifi
cation of network protocols. For such a verification, the desired external be
haviour of the protocol is represented in the form of a process term that 
is built from the basic operators of BPA together with linear recursion. 
Moreover, the implementation of the protocol is represented in the form of 
a process term that involves the basic operators, the three parallel opera
tors, and linear recursion. Next, the internal send and read actions of the 
implementation are forced into communication using an encapsulation op
erator, and the internal communication actions are made invisible using an 
abstraction operator, so that only the input/ output relation of the implemen
tation remains. Finally, if the two resulting process terms can be equated by 
CACP,,. + RDP, RSP, CFAR, then this proves that the process graphs belong
ing to the desired external behaviour and to the input/output relation of the 
implementation are rooted branching bisimilar. 

1 Alte:rnating Bit Protocol 

Suppose two armies have agreed to attack a city at the same time. The two 
armies reside on different hills, while the city lies in between these two hills. 
The only way for the armies to communicate with each other is by sending 
messengers through the hostile city. This communication is inherently unsafe; 
if a messenger is caught inside the city, then the message does not reach its 
destination. The paradox is that in such a situation, the two armies are never 
able to be 1003 sure that they have agreed on a time to attack the city. 
Namely, if one army sends the message that it will attack at say I lam, then 
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the other army has to acknowledge reception of this message, army one has 
to acknowledge the reception of this acknowledgement, et cetera. 

The alternating bit protocol (ABP) (31], which was already described 
in the introduction, is a method to ensure successful transmission of data 
through a corrupted channel (such as messengers through a hostile city). 
This success is based on the assumption that data can be resent an unlimited 
number of times. The protocol is depicted in Fig. 6. L 

Fig. 6.1. Alternating bit protocol 

Data elements d1 , . . . from a finite set Li are communicated be-
tween a Sender and a Receiver. If the Sender reads a datum from channel 
then this datum is communicated through channel B to the which 
sends the datum into channel C. However, channel Bis corrupted, so that a 
message that is communicated through this channel can be turned into an 
error message J_. Therefore, every time the Receiver receives a message via 
channel it sends an acknowledgement to the Sender via channel which 
is also corrupted. 

In the ABP, the Sender attaches a bit 0 to data elements dzk-l and a 
bit 1 to data elements d2k, when they are sent into channel B. As soon as 
the Receiver reads a datum, it sends back the attached bit via channel to 
acknowledge reception. If the Receiver receives a corrupted message, then it 
sends the previous acknowledgement to the Sender once more. The Sender 
keeps on sending a pair (di, b) as long as it receives the acknowledgement 1-b 
or .L When the Sender receives the acknowledgement b, it starts sending out 
the next datum di+1 with attached bit 1 -- b, until it receives the acknowl
edgement 1- b, et cetera. Alternation of the attached bit enables the Receiver 
to determine whether a received datum is really new, and alternation of the 
acknowledgement enables the Sender to determine whether it acknowledges 
reception of a datum or of an error message. 

We a linear recursive specification of the ABP in process 
we present an algebraic proof that the process term 

displays the desired external behaviour; that is, the data elements that are 
read from channel A by the Sender are sent into channel C the Receiver 
in the same order, and no data elements are lost. In other the process 
term is a solution for the recursive specification 

x = ·sc ·X 
dEL! 
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where action r A ( d) represents "read datum d from channel A", and action 
sc ( d) represents "send datum d into channel C". The verification of the 
ABP in this section is based on [44] (see also [28]). In comparison to [44], 
the modelling of the protocol in this section has been simplified in the sense 
that there are no explicit atomic actions to represent the non-deterministic 
behaviour of the communication channels in passing on or corrupting data 
(see Exercise 6.1.3). An alternative verification can be found in [140, 155]. 

First, we specify the Sender in the state that it is going to send out a 
datum with the bit b attached to it, represented by the recursion variable Sb 
for b E {O, l}: 

Sb = :~:::>A{d) · Tdb 

dELl 

Tdb = (sa(d, b) + sa(.l)) · Udb 

Udb = ro(b) · S1-1> + (rn(l - b) + ro(.l)) · Tdb 

In state Sb, the Sender reads a datum d from channel A. Then it proceeds to 
state Tdb, in which it sends datum d into channel B, with the bit b attached 
to it. However, the pair (d, b) may be distorted by the channel, so that it 
becomes the error message .l. Next, the system proceeds to state Udb, in 
which it expects to receive the acknowledgement b through channel D, en
suring that the pair ( d, b) has reached the Receiver unscathed. If the correct 
acknowledgement b is received, then the system proceeds to state Si-b, in 
which it is going to send out a datum with the bit 1 - b attached to it. If the 
acknowledgement is either the wrong bit 1 - b or the error message .l, then 
the system proceeds to state Tdb, to send the pair ( d, b) into channel B once 
more. 

Next, we specify the Receiver in the state that it is expecting to receive 
a datum with the bit b attached to it, represented by the recursion variable 
Rb for b E {O, l}: 

Rb= L {ra(d',b) · sc(d') · Qb + ra(d', 1- b) · Q1-b} + ra(.l) · Qi-b 
d'ELl 

Qb = (so(b) + so(.l)) · R1-b 

In state Rb there are two possibilities. 

1. If in Rb the Receiver reads a pair (d', b) from channel B, then this con
stitutes new information, so the datum d' is sent into channel C. Then 
the Receiver proceeds to state Qb, in which it sends acknowledgement 
b to the Sender via channel D. However, this acknowledgement may be 
distorted by the channel, so that it becomes the error message .l. Next, 
the Receiver proceeds to state R1-b, in which it is expecting to receive a 
datum with the bit 1 - b attached to it. 

2. If in Rb the Receiver reads a pair ( d', 1 - b) or an error message J_ from 
channel B, then this does not constitute new information. So then the 
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Receiver proceeds to state Qi-b straight away, to send acknowledgement 
1 - b to the Sender via channel D. However, this acknowledgement may 
be distorted by the channel, so that it becomes the error message .L 
Next, the Receiver proceeds to state R& again. 

A send and a read action of the same message ( ( d, b), b, or .l) over the 
same internal channel (B or D) communicate with each other: 

-y(sB(d,b),rB(d,b)) #o CB(d,b) 
'Y( SB ( J...), TB ( .l)) ~ CB ( .l) 
1(sn(b), rn(b)) 4 cn(b) 
-y(sn(.l.),ro(.i)) g, co(.l) 

for d E Ll and b E 
result to 6. 

1}. All other communications between atomic actions 

The recursive specification E of the consisting of the recursive equa-
tions for the recursion variables Sb, Tdbi Udb, and Qb for d E Ll and 
b E { 0, 1}, can easily be transformed into linear form introducing extra 
recursion variables to represent sc(d1 ) • Qb for d1 E .:.1 and b E {O, 1}. In the 
remainder of this section, for notational convenience, process terms (XIE) 
are abbreviated to X. The desired concurrent system is obtained by putting 
Ro and So in parallel, encapsulating send and read actions over the internal 
channels B and D, and abstracting away from communication actions over 
these channels. That is, the ABP is expressed by the process term 

with 

H = {sB(d,b),rB(d,b),so(b),ro(b) Id E b E 
u {SB (.1), TB (.1), so (.1), ro( .l)} 

I = {cB(d,b),cn(b)jdE .:.1,bE {0,l}}U{cB(.l),co }. 

Before indulging in the formal proof that the ABP is correct, first we 
explain the behaviour of the process term 8H(RollS0 ) on a more intuitive 
level; its process graph is depicted in Fig. 6.2. Initially, in state l, a datum 
d is read from channel A, resulting in state 2. Then an error message J_ is 
communicated through channel B zero or more times, each time invoking an 
incorrect acknowledgement 1 or .l. Finally, the pair (d, 0) is communicated 

channel resulting in state 4. Then datum d is sent into chan-
nel to reach state 5. The corrupted acknowledgement .l is communicated 
through channel D zero or more times, each time invoking a renewed attempt 
to communicate the pair (d, 0) through channel B. Finally, acknowledgement 
0 is communicated through channel D, resulting in state 7. There the same 
process is repeated, with the distinction that the bit 1 attached to the da
tum that is communicated through channel B. Note that states 2-6 and 8-12 
depend on the datum d that is read from channel A. 
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CB(d, 0) 

6.2. rrransition of OH(RollSo). 

\Ve proceed with the formal verification of the ABP. First, we derive from 
and RDP the six I-VI below, which establish the transitions 

between states 1-7 in the bottom half of Fig. 6.2. 

I: II So) 

V: 

= cB(d,O) · 8H(Udoll(sc(d)Qo)) 
+ cB(.l) · OH(UdollQi) 

= (co(l) + cn(.l)) · OH(TdollRo) 

= cn(O) · llSi) +en 

= (cs(d, 0) + cs(.l)) · oH(QollUdo) 

We start with the derivation of equation I. The process term RollSo can 
be expanded as follows. In each step, the subterms that are reduced are 
underlined. 
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Ml 

RolLSo + SqllRo + 
RDP 

LM4,<;2_M9,10 

Ld' ELi {(rs ( d', O)sc (d')Qo) 11 So_+ (rB (d1 , l)Q1) lL S2.} + (rs ( J_)Q1) lL So 

+ I:dEL1 (rA(d)Tdo)lLRo + I:d'EL1 I:dELi 
~~--~·~-~~--

+ ( r~~ d 1, l)Qi)I (r A (d)T:i.?l} + I:dELi _(rB_C~:-l9dl(r A (d)T,w) 

I:d'E.d {rs(d', O)((sc(d')Qo)llSo) + rs(d', 1) llSo)} + rs l!So) 

+ I:dEL1 TA (d)(Tdo!IRo) + I:d'EL1 I:dE.d { 8((sc;:_(d1 ~_99lllTdo) + 5( lh llTdol} 
+ o(Q1i1Tdo) ----

I;d' EL\ (d', 0)( ( sc (d')Qo) II So) + rs , 1) II So)} +TB 

+ I;dELi T'A(d)(TdolJRo). 

Next, we expand the process term 8H(Rol!So) 

= 
} 

D4 

{ 8H(rs (d1 , O)((sc(d')Qo)llSo)) + 8H(rs(d1, 1)(91 llSo))} 

+8H(r~Jl)(Q1 llSo)) + I:dEL1 8H(r.A.~~)(TdollRo)) 

I;d'ELl {'.?:_8s((sc(d')Qo) i!So) + 88H(Q1 II So)} + o8H( Qili~°-L 
+ I;dE4 rA(d)8u(Tdoi!Ro) 

This completes the of equation I. Similar to equation I, we can derive 
the remaining equations These derivations are sketched below. 
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TJollRo = (sB(d,O) + ss(-L))(UJollRo) 
+ Ld'E-<1 {'rs(d', O)((sc(d')Qo)llTJo) +TB , 1)( Q1 } 
+ Ts(.l.)(Q1llTdo) 
+ cB(d,O)(Udoll(sc(d)Qo)) 
+ CB(.l.)(UdollQ1) 

8H(TdollRo) = cB(d, 0)8H(Udoll(sc(d)Qo)) + cB(-1)8H(U,wllQ1) 

= To(O)(S1 
+ (To(l) + To(..l))(Tdol!Qi) 
+ (sn(l) + sn(-1))(.Ro!IUdo) 
+ (cn(l) + cn(..1))(1;wl1Ro) 

) = (cn(l) + cn(..1))8H(TJollRo) 

Udoll(sc(d)Qo) = To(O)(S1ll(sc(d)Qo)) 
+ (To(l) + Tn(-1))(1~1oll(sc(d)Qo)) 
+ sc(d)(QollUdo) 

Qul!Udo = (so(O) + sn(..L))(R1llUdo) 
+ TD (0) (S1 llQo) 
+ (Tn(l) + Tn(.l.))(TdollQo) 
+ cn(O)(R1llS1) 
+ cn(.l.)(R1llTdo) 

OH( Qo llUJo) = cn(0)8II(R1 llSi) + cn(.l.)8H (R1 llTJo) 

{rB(d', 1) (d')Qi)llTdo) +TB 
d'ELl. 

+ rB(..L)(QollTdo) 
+ (ss(d, 0) + sB(.l.))(UdollRi) 
+ (cs(d, 0) + cB(.l.))(QollUdo) 

8u llTdo) = (cs(d, 0) + cs(l.))8H(Qol!Udo) 

} 

Note that the process term 8H(R1 llS1 ) in the right-hand side of equation Vis 
not the left-hand side of an equation I-VI. We proceed to expand 8H(Ri!IS1 ). 

That is, similar to equations the following six equations VII-XII can be 
which establish the transitions between states 7-12 and 1 in the 

6.2. The derivations of these equations are left to the reader. 
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XI: 8H(Q1IJUdi) 

xn: aH(R-01lT,:11) 

l!Ri) 

= cs(d, 1) · 8H(Vd1il(sc(d)Q1)) 
+ cn(l.} · 8H(UdiJIQo) 

= (cn(O) + co(l.)) · OH(T,11 

= cn(l) · 8H(R.oJISo) + co(l.) · 8H(RollTdi) 

= (cB(d, l) + cn(J..)) · 8H(Q1llUdi) 

Thus, we have derived algebraically the relations depicted in Fig. 6.2. 
to equations R.SP yields 

= IE) 

where E denotes the linear recursive specification 

{ = Ld'ELl 1'A 

= CB(d,0) · 
Xsd = (co(l) +co 

= sc(d) · X5d, 
X5d = co(O) ·Yi + co(-L) · 
)(6d = (cB(d, 0) +CB 

Id E Ll }. 

=CB 

y3d = (cn(O) +CD 

= sc(d) · Y5d, 
= co(l) · X1 +co 
=(CB l)+cB 

1) 

We proceed to prove that the process term Tf ( (X 1 JE)) exhibits the desired 
external behaviour of the ABP. After application of the abstraction operator 
TJ to the process term (XiJE), the loops of communication actions in 
6.2 states 2-3, states 5-6, states 8-9, and states become r-

These loops can be removed using CFAR. For example, for d E. Ll the 
recursion variables and form a cluster for I with exit CB ( d, 0) · 
so 

CFAR 
. TJ 

Similarly, CFAR together with TI2,5 a.nd Bl can be applied to eliminate the 
other three loops of communication actions. we derive the following 
equations: 

IE)) 
rA(d) · r1((Y2dlE)) = TA(d) · r1((Y4dlE)) 
sc(d) · r1((Y5dlE)) 0 = sc(d) · r1((X1IE)). 
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Applying RDP, Til,4,5, and equations (6.2) and (6.3) we derive 

r1((XijE)) RDP,;;n,4'5 L rA(d) · r1((X2dlE)) 

RDP_JU,5 

dE..:l 

L rA(d) · r1((X4dlE)) 
dE..:l 

L rA(d) · sc(d) · n((XsdlE)) 
dE..:l 

L rA(d) · sc(d) · n((Y1IE)). 
dELl 

(6.6) 

Likewise, applying RDP, Til,4,5, and equations (6.4} and (6.5) we can derive 

r1((YilE)) = L rA(d) · sc(d) · r1((XilE)). (6.7) 
dE.d 

Equations (6.6) and (6.7) together with RSP enable us to derive the fol
lowing equation ( cf. Exercise 4.3.5): 

r1((X1IE)) = L rA(d) · sc(d) · r1((XdE)). 
dE.d 

In combination with equation (6.1) this yields 

r1(8H(RollSo)) = L TA(d) · sc(d) · r1(8H(RollSo)). 
dE.d 

In other words, the ABP exhibits the desired external behaviour. This finishes 
the verification of the ABP. 

Intuitively, the application of CFAR in the verification excludes the possi
bility that the channels B and D are completely defective, because a message 
can only be distorted a finite number of times. 

Exercise 6.1. 1. Complete the omitted details of the verification of the ABP. 

Exercise 6.1.2. Suppose the recursive specification of the Sender in the 
ABP were adapted as follows: 

Sb = LrA(d) · Tdb 

dE.d 

Tdb = (sa(d, b) + SB(..L)). udb 

Udb = (rn(b) + rn(..L)) · S1-b + rn(l - b) · Tdb 

That is, if the Sender receives an acknowledgement ..L, then it starts sending 
the next datum. Show that in that case r1(8H(RollSo)) would not display the 
desired external behaviour. 
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Exercise 6.1.3. Let us specify the non-deterministic behaviour of channels 
B and D. That is, the Sender sends (uncorrupted) data with attached bits 
into channel Bl and reads messages from channel D2, while the Receiver 
reads messages from channel B2 and sends (uncorrupted) acknowledgements 
into channel Dl. The processes K and L, which express that messages may 
be corrupted by channels B and D, respectively, are defined the recursive 
equations 

K = L L rs1(d,b)·(i·s32(d,b)+i·ss2 ·K 
dE.1 bE{0,1} 

L L ro1(b)·(i·s02(b)+i·s02(..L))·L 
bE{O,l} 

The atomic action i does not communicate with any atomic action and is 
added to the set I. Prove that r1(8u(RollSollKl!L)) displays the desired ex
ternal behaviour. 

Philips formulated a bounded retransmission protocol BRP for the imple
mentation of a remote control (RC). Data elements that are sent from the 
RC to their destination, say a may get lost .. For example, the user may 

the RC in the wrong direction. Therefore, if the TV receives a datum, it 
sends back a message to the RC, to acknowledge reception; this acknowledge
ment may also get lost. The RC attaches an alternating bit to each datum 
that it sends to the TV, so that the TV can recognise whether it received a 
datum before. 

Clearly, there is a strong similarity between the ABP and the BRP. How
ever, there are some fundamental distinctions between the two protocols, 
which are listed below. 

L In general, the data packets that are sent from the RC to the TV are 
large, so that cannot be sent in one go. This means that each data 
packet is chopped into little pieces, and the RC sends these pieces one 
by one. 
The RC attaches a label to the last element of a data 
that at of this datum the TV that this 
the data packet. 

2. In the ABP we took the view that a datum can be resent an unlimited 
number of times. Owing to this assumption, fair abstraction could be 
applied to conclude that each datum that is sent by the Sender will even
tually reach the Receiver. However, this assumption is not very practical, 
because here it would mean that the RC could get into an infinite 
while without success to communicate a datum to the TV. 
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Therefore, Philips requires that a datum can only be resent a limited 
number of times. This means that the correctness criterion cannot be 
that each datum that is sent by the RC will eventually reach the TV. In
stead, it is required that either the complete data packet is communicated 
between the RC and the TV, or the RC and the TV send appropriate 
messages to the outside world to inform their corresponding partners that 
this communication has (or may have) failed. 

3. In the ABP, data does not get lost, but can only be corrupted. This 
assumption ensures that the protocol always progresses: if the Sender 
sends a datum to the Receiver, then the Sender will eventually receive 
either an acknowledgement or an error message. The Sender responds to 
such a message, which secures that the protocol progresses. 
However, in the communication between the RC and the TV, data ele
ments may get lost. In order to ensure that the BRP progresses, we need 
to incorporate some notion of time. Namely, if the RC sends a datum to 
the TV and does not receive an acknowledgement within a certain period 
of time, then it is certain that the datum or its acknowledgement was 
lost, so that the datum has to be resent. Furthermore, if the TV does not 
receive a next datum within a certain period of time, then it can be sure 
that the RC has given up transmission of a data packet. 
There are a number of ways to add the factor time to process algebra 
(see Section 6.3 for an explicit method based on timed actions). Here we 
use two timer processes T1 and T2 that send time-out messages to the 
RC and the TV, respectively. If the RC sends a datum to the TV, then 
it implicitly sets the timer T1 ; if the RC receives an acknowledgement, 
then it implicitly resets T1 . Alternatively, T1 sends a time-out to the RC, 
to signal that the acknowledgement has been delayed for too long; in 
that case, the RC resends the datum. Likewise, the timer T2 can send a 
time-out to the TV, to signal that the next datum has been delayed so 
long that the RC must have given up transmission of the data packet. 

4. In the ABP, an acknowledgement from the Receiver could have been 
prompted by an error message. Therefore, the Sender required two types 
of acknowledgements (0 and 1), to distinguish acknowledgements for suc
cessful transfers from acknowledgements for error messages. 
In the BRP, data is never corrupted. Hence, when the RC receives an 
acknowledgement, it can be sure that the TV received the datum un
scathed. Therefore, only one kind of acknowledgement is needed. 

The BRP is depicted in Fig. 6.3. Note that the medium between the RC 
and the TV is represented by two separate entities K and L, which can pass 
on a datum or lose it at random. The dotted lines between these entities and 
the timer T1 designate that losing a datum or an acknowledgement triggers T1 

to send a time-out to the RC via channel G. Similarly, the dotted line between 
the RC and the timer T2 designates that if the RC gives up transmitting a 
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A D 

6.3. Bounded retransmission protocol 

data packet, then this is followed by a delay that is long for to 
send a time-out to the TV via channel H. 

Groote and van de Pol (110] specified the BRP in process algebra, and ver
ified that the protocol exhibits the required external behaviour. First, we give 
an informal description of the process algebra specification for the BRP, and 
<::.11.µuuu its required external behaviour. we the formal specifica
tion, and derive algebraically its actual external behaviour. Our specification 
is a simplification of the specification in where setting and resetting 
the timers is performed by explicit actions, error messages are more sophis
ticated, and special actions are needed in order to enforce synchronisation of 
the RC and the TV. 

Suppose the RC receives a data packet (di, ... ,dN) via channel A. Then 
the RC transmits the data elements d1 , ... , dN separately, where the last 
datum dN is supplied with a special label last. J:<urthermore, each datum is 
supplied with an alternating bit 0 or l: data elements d2k-1 are supplied with 
bit 0 while data elements d2k are supplied with bit 1. If the RC sends a. pa.ir 
( d;, b) into channel B for the first time, then it implicitly sets the timer 
and moreover it sets a counter at zero to keep track of the number of failed 
attempts to send datum di. Now there are two possibilities: 

The RC receives an acknowledgement ack via channel F. Then it sends 
out the next pair (di+ 1 , 1 - b), sets the timer Ti, and the counter 
the value zero. 

2. The RC receives a time-out from the timer via channel G. Then it 
sends out the pair (di, b) again, sets the timer T1 , and increases the value 
of the counter by one. 

Transmission of the data packet is either completed successfully, if the RC 
receives an acknowledgement from the TV that it received the last datum 

of the packet, or broken off unsuccessfully, if at some point the counter 
reaches its maximum value ma:r. In the first case, the RC sends the 
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message I OK into channel to inform the outside world that transmission of 
the data packet (di, ... , dN) was concluded successfully. In the second case, 
the RC sends the message lNoK into channel A, to inform the outside world 
that transmission of the data packet failed. 

If the TV receives a pair (di, b) via channel C for the first time 
can be judged from the bit b), then it sends datum di into channel D and 
acknowledgement ack into channel E. Now there are three possibilities: 

l. The TV receives the next pair (di+i, 1- b) via channel C. Then it sends 
di+1 into channel D and ack into channel E. 

2. The TV receives the pair (di, b) again. Then it only sends ack into channel 
E. 

3. The TV receives a time-out from the timer T2 via channel H. Then it 
sends the message INoK into channel to inform its corresponding 
partner in the outside world that it should ignore the previous messages, 
because transmission of the data packet was interrupted. 

This procedure is repeated until the TV may receive a message ( dN, b, last), in 
which case it sends both the datum dN and the message loK into channel D, 
to inform its corresponding partner in the outside world that this successfully 
concludes transmission of the data packet. 

K and L represent the non-deterministic behaviour of the medium be
tween the R.C and the TV. If K reads a message via channel B, then it may 
or may not pass on this message to the TV via channel C. In the latter case, 
the timer T1 will eventually send a time-out to the RC. Similarly, if L reads 
a message via channel E, then it may or may not pass on this message to 
the RC via channel F. In the latter case, the timer T1 will eventually send a 
time-out to the RC. 

This almost finishes the informal description of the BRP. However, there 
is one aspect of this protocol that has not yet been discussed, concerning 
error messages. This characteristic is explained using the specification of the 
required external behaviour, which is depicted in Fig. 6.4. The clockwise 
circle in this picture represents successful transfers of data elements (starting 
at the leftmost node), while the transitions that digress from this circle are 
error messages. 

There are two special cases with respect to error messages that are sent 
into channels, at the start and at the end of transmission of a data packet. 

L Suppose the first pair (d1 , 0) never reaches the TV, even after the maxi
mum number of tries. Then the RC sends a message INoK into channe.l 
A. However, there is no need for the TV to send such an error message 
into channel D. Namely, the TV did not send any element of the data 
packet into channel D, so it does not have to warn its corresponding 
partner in the outside world. 

2. The second special case is quite intricate. Suppose the RC attempted to 
send the final triple (dN, b, last) to the TV, but that it did not receive an 
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Fig. 6.4. External behaviour of the BRP 

SD 

\(i=2, ... ,N-
' 
' \ 

acknowledgement, even after the maximum number of tries. Then there 
are two possibilities: 
- Either the TV did receive dN. In that case the TV received the com

plete data packet, and it sent the concluding message I OK into channel 
D. 

- Or the TV did not receive dN. In that case the TV did not receive the 
complete data packet, and after a time-out from the timer it will 
send error message .lNoK into channel D. 

The RC does not know which of these two cases holds. So it sends a 
special error message .lnx into channel A, to express that it does not 
know whether transmission of the data packet has been successful. 

We proceed to present the recursive equations that specify the 
BRP in process algebra. In order to simplify the specification, we assume 
that the data packets that reach the RC via channel A have length 2: 2, and 
that max 2: 2. The recursive specification uses the following data parameters 
and functions. 

- d ranges over a finite data set .1, and f, ranges over the set A of lists 
of data of length 2: 2. head ( £) represents the first element of the list 
e, and ta'il(f) represents the remaining list: head(d1' ... ' .<l and 
tail(d1 , ... ,dN) g, (dz, ... ,dN). 

- b ranges over {O, 1}, while n ranges over {O, ... , max}, where ma.-r is the 
maximum number of attempts that the RC is allowed to undertake to 
transmit a datum to the TV. 
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- Finally, we have the acknowledgement ack, the time-out to, the aooe1rH111x 
last for the last datum of a data packet, and the messages I OK, 
I DK for the outside world. 

We start with the specification of the RC; its initial state is represented 
the recursion variable X: 

x 
Y(C,b,n) 
Y(d, b, n) 

(n < max) Z(f,b,n) 

= LtEA r A(£) · Y(C, 0, 0) 

= ss(head(C),b) · Z(f,b,n) 
= sB(d,b,last) · Z(d,b,n) 

= rF( ack) · Y(tail(.€), 1 - b, 0) 
+ rG(to) · Y(C, b,n + 1) 

Z(f, b, max) = rF( ack) · Y( tail(£), 1 - b, 0) 

(n < max) Z(d, b, n) 
+ ra(to). SA(/NOK). SH(to). x 
= rF(ack). SA(IoK). x 
+ ra(to) · Y(d, b, n + 1) 

Z(d, b, max) = rF(ack) · sA(I OK) · X 
+ ra(to) · sA(lvK) · sH(to) · X 

The intuition behind these recursive equations is as follows. Let l range over 
lists of data of length ;?: 1. 

o In state the RC waits until it receives a data packet e via channel 
after which it proceeds to Y(.C, 0, 0). The first zero represents the bit that 
is going to be attached to head ( £), while the second zero represents the 
counter. 

o In state Y ( l, b, n), the RC attempts to send the head of list l to the TV via 
channel B, with bit b attached to it. If l consists of a single datum, then 
moreover a label last is attached to this message. The counter n registers 
the number of unsuccessful attempts to send the head of l to the TV. 

o In state Z(l, b, n), the RC waits for either an acknowledgement via channel 
For a time-out via channel G. 
- Suppose the RC receives an acknowledgement from the TV. If l consists 

of two or more data elements, then it proceeds to send the head of tail(l) 
to the with bit 1 - b attached to it and the counter starting at zero. 
If l consists of a single datum, then it concludes successful transmission 
of the data packet by sending IoK into channel A, and proceeds to state 
x. 

- Suppose the RC receives a time-out from the timer 11. If n < max, 
then it sends the pair (head(l),b) to the TV again, with the counter 
increased by one. If n :::.: ma."C, then it concludes that transmission of the 
data packet was unsuccessful (if l consists of two or more elements) or 
may have been unsuccessful (if l consists of a single element), sending 

or lDK into channel respectively. This message is followed 
a delay, sufficiently long to let the timer T2 send a time-out to the TV 
via channel after which the RC proceeds to state X. 
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Next, we specify the TV; its root state is represented by the recursion 
variable V: 

V = LdE..1 rc(d,O) · so(d) · sE(ack) · 
+ LdELi(rc(d, 0, last)+ rc(d, 1, last))· SE(ack) · F 
+ r'H(to) · lf 

= rc(d,b) · so(d) · sE(ack) · - b) 
+ rc(d, b, last)· so(d) · sn(I01<) · sE(ack) · V 
+ rc(d, l - b) · sE(ack) · W(b) 
+ rH(to) · sn(JNoK) · ir 

The intuition behind these recursive equations is as follows. 

o In state the TV is waiting for the first element of a new data packet, 
with the bit 0 attached to it. If it receives such a message, then it sends 
the datum into channel sends an acknowledgement into channel and 
proceeds to state W(l). 
If the TV receives a message with last attached to it, then it recognises that 
it already received this datum before: it is the last datum of the data packet 
that it received previously. Hence, the TV only sends an acknowledgement 
into channel E, and remains in state V. 
Finally, the TV may receive a time-out from the timer T2 via channel H, 
which signals that the RC never received an acknowledgement for the last 
datum of the previous data packet, or that the failed to transfer a 
single datum of some new data packet. Then the TV remains in state V. 

o In state W(b), the TV has received some but not all data of a packet from 
the RC, and is waiting for a datum with the bit b attached to it. If it 
receives such a message, then it sends the datum into channel sends an 
acknowledgement into channel and proceeds to state -- b) to wait 
for a message with the bit 1 - b attached to it. If the TV receives a message 
with not only b but also last attached to it, then it concludes that the data 

has been transferred successfully. In that case it sends both the 
datum d and the message loK into channel D, sends an acknowledgement 
into channel E, and proceeds to state V. 
If the TV receives a message with the bit l -b attached to it, then it already 
received this datum before. Hence, it only sends an acknowledgement into 
channel E, and remains in state W(b). 
Finally, the TV may receive a time-out from the timer T2 via channel 
which signals that the RC has given up transmission of the data packet. 
Then the TV sends the error message INoK into channel D and proceeds 
to state V. 

we specify the mediums K and L: 

K = LbE{O,l} {ra(d, b) · (sc(d, b) + sc(to)) · K 
+ ra(d,b,last) · (sc(d,b,last) +sc(to)) · 

+sc ·L 
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The intuition behind these recursive equations is as follows. 

e If K receives a message from the RC via channel B, then either it passes 
on this message to the TV via channel C, or it loses the message. In the 
latter case, the subsequent delay triggers the timer T1 to send a time-out 
to the RC via channel G. 

e If L receives an acknowledgement from the TV via channel E, then either 
it passes on this acknowledgement to the RC via channel F, or it loses 
the acknowledgement. In the latter case, the subsequent delay triggers the 
timer T1 to send a time-out to the RC via channel G. 

Note that the recursive specification E for the BRP is guarded, and that 
it generates a regular process. In the remainder of this section, for notational 
convenience, process terms (YIE) are abbreviated to Y. The BRP is expressed 
by the process term 

where the set H consists of the read and send actions over the internal chan
nels B, C, E, F, G, and H, while the set I consists of the communication 
actions over these internal channels. 

The process term TJ(8H(VllXllKllL)) exhibits the required external be
haviour (see Fig. 6.4), intertwined with non-silent r-transitions. We proceed 
to sketch an algebraic derivation of this fact. CFAR does not need to be 
applied in this derivation, owing to the (l.bsence of r-loops. A detailed verifi
cation that the BRP exhibits its required external behaviour is given in (110]. 
Alternative verifications of the BRP can be found in [1, 78, 119]. 

The following equations can be derived from EAcP, commutativity of the 
merge, and RDP. For notational convenience, process terms are considered 
modulo associativity of the merge, and K'(d, b), K'(d, b, last), and L' abbrevi
ate (sc(d, b)+sa(to ))·K, (sc(d, b, last)+sa(to))·K, and (sF(ack)+sa (to))·L, 
respectively. The equation below captures the initial state. 

The equation below captures the state in which the RC sends the first datum 
of a packet, while the TV did not yet receive a datum of this packet. 

8H(VllY(I!, 0, n)llKllL) = 
ca(head(I!), 0) · 8H(VllZ(I!, 0, n)llK'(head(i), O)llL) 

The equation below captures the state in which the RC sends some, but not 
the last, datum of a packet, while the TV already received one or more data 
elements of this packet. 

Bn(W(b)llY(i, b', n)llKllL) = 
ca(head(i), b') · 8H(W(b)llZ(i, b', n)llK1(head(i), b')llL) 
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The two equations below capture the state in which the RC sends the last 
datum of a packet. The first equation deals with the case that the TV did not 
yet receive this datum, while the second equation deals with the case that 
the TV already received this datum. 

8H(W(b)llY(d, b, n)llKllL) = 
cs(d, b, last)· BH(W(b)llZ(d, b, n)llK'(d, b, last)JIL) 

8H(VllY(d, b, n)llKllL) = 
cs(d, b, last)· OH(VllZ(d, b, n)llK'(d, b, 

The two equations below capture the state in which medium K either passes 
on or loses the first datum of a packet, while the TV did not yet receive a 
datum of this packet. The second equation deals with the special case that 
the counter has reached its maximum value max. 

0, n)llK'(head(i), O)llL) = 
cc(head(i),O) · so(head(f)) · cE(ack) · 
+ ca(to) · OH(VllY(f, 0, n + l)llKllL) 

8H(VllZ(£, 0, max)llK'(head(£), O)llL) = 

(W(l) llZ(i, 0, n)llKllI/) 
(n < max) 

cc(head(i), 0) · sn (head(£)) · CE( ack) · 0, 
+ ca(to) · sA(JNoK) · cH(to) · 8H(VllXIJKllL) 

The four equations below capture the state in which medium K either passes 
on or loses a datum of a packet, while the TV already received some data 
elements of this packet, but not the datum handled K. The last two 
equations deal with the special case that K handles the last datum of a 
packet. Moreover, the second and fourth equation deal with the special case 
that the counter has reached its maximum value max. 

(W(b)llZ(£, b, n)llK'(head(R), b)llL) = 
cc (head( R), b) · so(head(£)) · cE( ack) · - b) b, 
+ ca(to) · 8H(W(b)llY(R, b, n + l)llKIJL) < 

8H(W(b)llZ(f, b, max)llK'(head(f), b)llL) = 
cc(head(i), b) · so(head(f)) · cE( ack) · 8H(W(l - b) llZ(i, b, max)llKJIL') 
+ ca(to) · sA(INoK) · CH(to) · so(INoK) · 

11 b, b, last) = 
cc(d, b, last)· so(d) · so(IoK) · cE(ack) · 8H(VllZ(d, b, n) 
+ ca(to) · BH(W(b)llY(f, b, n + l)llKllL) < ma:r) 

llZ(d, b, max)llK1(d, b, last) 
cc(d, b, last)· so(d) · sn(IoK) · b, 
+ cc(to) ·SA ) · CH(to) · so(INoK) · 8H(VllXllKllL) 
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The four equations below capture the state in which medium K either passes 
on or loses a datum of a packet, while the TV already received the datum 
handled by K. The last two equations deal with the special case that K 
handles the last datum of a packet. Moreover, the second and fourth equation 
deal with the special case that the counter has reached its maximum value 
max. 

8H(W(b)llZ(£, 1 - b, n)IJK'(head(i), 1 -- b)IJL) = 
cc(head(i), 1 - b) · cE(ack) · OH(W(b)IJZ(£, l ··- b, n)llKllL') 
+ ca(to) · 8H(W(b)llY(£, 1 - b, n + l)llKIJL) (n < 

8H(W(b)llZ(£, 1 - b, max)JIK'(head(f), 1 - b)JJL) = 
cc(head(f), 1 - b) · CE(ack) · OH(W(b)llZ(f, 1 - b, max) 
+ CG(to) . SA (INOK) . Ctt(to) . sn(/NoK) . 

8H(VllZ(d, b, n)JIK'(d, b, last)llL) = 
cc(d, b, last) · CE( ack) · 8u(VllZ(d, b, n)llKllL') 
+ea( to)· ou(VllY(d,b,n + l)llKllL) 

OH(VllZ(d, b, max)JIK'(d, b, last)llL) = 
cc(d, b, · cE(ack) · 8u(VllZ(d, b, max)llKllL') 
+ ca(to). SA(/DK). CH(to). 8u(VllXllKllL) 

(n < max) 

The four equations below capture the state in which medium L either passes 
on or loses an acknowledgement. The last two equations deal with the spe
cial case that the acknowledgement concerns the last datum of a packet. 
Moreover, the second and fourth equation deal with the special case that the 
counter has reached its maximum value max. 

8H(W(b)llZ(f, 1 - b,n)llKllL') = 
cp( ack) · 8H(W(b)llY( tail(£), b, 0) llKllL) 
+ CG(to) · 8H(W(b)IJY(f, 1- b,n + l)llKllL) 

8H(W(b)JIZ(£, 1 -- b, max)llKllL') = 
cp( ack) · 8H(W(b)JIY( tail(£), b, O)llKllL) 
+ ca(to). SA(/NoK). Ctt(to). sn(/NoK). 

8H(VllZ(d, b, n)llKllL') = 
CF(ack). SA(/oK). 8u(VllXllKllL) 
+ ca(to) · 8H(VllY(d,b,n + l)llKllL) 

llZ(d, b, max)llKllL') = 
cp(ack) · sA(IoK) · 8H(VllXllKllL) 
+ ca(to) ·SA ) · ctt(to) · 8H(VllXllKllL) 

< 

(n < max) 

After application of the abstraction TJ, communication actions 
over the internal channels and H are renamed into r, after 
which most of these actions can be removed using axiom BL some 
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of the r's are not truly silent, and the resulting equations capture the external 
behaviour in Fig. 6.4 intertwined with these non-silent r-transitions. 

Exercise 6.2.1. Give a detailed algebraic derivation of the external be
haviour of r1(8HWllXllKJIL)). 

Specification and Verification Techniques 

Over the last two decades, a large number of specifications and verifications 
of network protocols by means of process algebra have appeared in the liter
ature. Collections of such verifications can be found in [11, This section 
presents a brief overview of standard techniques that are used in these specifi
cations and verifications. For verifications in the specification language µCRL 

that use one or more of these techniques, see [56, 138, 180] 

Expansion. A basic technique in protocol verification is expansion [ 4 7] of the 
merge operator. That is, in order to compute the initial transitions of a pro
cess term t 1 II··· lltn, it is sufficient to compute the initial transitions of its 

"'""·~···"u ti, ... , tn. The verifications of the ABP and of the which 
were discussed in Sections 6.1 and mainly consisted of such expansions. 
Moreover, applications of expansion in PAP and ACP can be found in Exer-
cises 3.3.3 and respectively. 

Alphabet Axioms. Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop [21] introduced alphabet ax
ioms, to obtain the set of actions that a process term can These 
axioms allow for instance to eliminate redundant encapsulation and abstrac
tion operators. Namely, if a process term t cannot perform any actions from 
a set then one can derive OH(t) = t. Korver and Sellink formulated 
alphabet axioms in the presence of data parameters. 

Language Matching. Language matching was introduced van Wamel [193) 
as a method for reducing and labelling traces of actions that are not in a 
predefined set of traces, called a language. In general this language is defined 
to consist of the traces, and if a process term in the argument 
of an encapsulation operator behaves as expected, then language matching 
in combination with the alphabet axioms makes it to weed out all 
labelled traces. 

,,,..,.,.,,,,, ... ,,,,u:u and Milner propagated the notion of deter-
minacy in process algebra, which enhances the predictability of process be·· 
haviour. Let p ::::> q abbreviate that there exists a sequence of transitions 
p and let p q abbreviate that there exists a sequence of transi-
tions p q. A process p is determinate modulo branching bisimulation 
if it satisfies the following two conditions: 

1. if p q and p r, then q r; 
2. ifp::::>qandp::::>r,thenqfur. 
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Milner (155] restricted determinacy to a notion of confluence, because the lat
ter notion has better congruence properties. A process p is confluent modulo 
branching bisimulation if it is determinate and satisfies two extra conditions: 

3. if p ~ q and p J;, 'r with a t;. b, then q J;, q' and r ~ r 1 with q1 ±±.b r 1 ; 

4. if p ~ q and p ::::} r, then r ~ r' with q m r'. 

Confluence often enables one to substantially reduce the LTS under consid
eration by identifying states that are branching bisimilar. See [113, 155] for 
thorough discussions on and examples of the use of confluence in process 
algebra verifications. 

Value Passing. The specifications of the ABP and the BRP make use of value 
passing, meaning that atomic actions and recursion variables carry parame
ters to pass on data values. Value passing is a standard method in process 
algebra for including data types in protocol specifications. We mention two 
examples. 

Grid protocols [40] model concurrent systems in a grid-like architecture, 
based on the design of synchronous concurrent algorithms [185]. A grid pro
tocol consists of a number of data processing units with in- and outgoing 
ports, via which data is communicated between these units or with the en
vironment. Each unit has a state variable, the value of which is repeatedly 
updated on the basis of incoming data elements. Grid protocols can be used, 
among other things, for modelling hardware and for approximating solutions 
to differential equations. 

The ?T-cakulus [158] extends process algebra with explicit port names. 
The so-called mobile processes in the ?T-calculus are able to communicate 
port names via ports, thus allowing dynamic reconfiguration of topologi!'ls 
of linked ports. Typically, a term x(y).t sends and a term x(y).t reads port 
name y via port x, after which they proceed as t. (In both expressions, the x 
is free and the y is bound in the term t.) An elegant structural operational 
semantics for a subset of the full 7r-cakulus was given in [179]. See [157] for 
an introduction to the ?T-calculus. 

Invariants. An invariant [55] is a dependency relation on data objects in a 
process algebra specification that holds throughout the states of the process 
graph that belongs to this specification. This yields a characterisation of the 
states that are reachable from the root state. Invariants have been used in 
many process algebra verifications in which data play a prominent role, to 
facilitate the correctness proof. 

Linear Process Operators. The RSP principle (see Section 4.3) can be gener
alised to a setting with data parameters. The role of guarded linear recursive 
specifications (see Definition 5.2.1) is then passed on to so-called linear pro
cess operators, which are symbolic representations of process graphs with 
explicit data parameters. The principle CL-RSP [55] states that each linear 
process operator that does not induce infinite sequences of r-transitions has 
no more than one solution. 
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Cones and Focus Points. A focus point is a state from which there are no 
7-transitions. The cone of a focus point is the set of states that can reach 
the focus point by a series of r-transitions. Barring infinite sequences of r
transitions (which may be eliminated by CFAR), each state belongs to a cone. 
Groote and Springintveld [114) presented a general verification technique for 
linear process operators that do not induce infinite sequences of 7-transitions. 
Ideally, this technique enables one to identify the states in a cone with the 
focus point of this cone, using the following approach. Assume a process 
graph that belongs to a linear process operator, a process graph without r
transitions, and a mapping h from states in the first to states in the second 
process graph, which maps all the states in a cone to the same state. Groote 
and Springintveld [114] formulated straightforward criteria to ensure that 
states s and h( s) are branching bisimilar, so that each state s in the first 
process graph can be identified with the state h( s) in the second process 
graph. 

Conditions and Signals. Data parameters that are used in value-passing, or 
of which the values are determined by the environment, may influence the 
execution of processes. This can be modelled using conditions</; (see [13, 111]), 
which take as input data parameters, and present as output a boolean value 
true or false. The expression <P :-t t represents the behaviour of the process 
term t under condition </J, meaning that true :-t t behaves as t and false :-t 
t behaves as 6. Bergstra et al. [36, 49] showed how to deal with conditions 
in process algebra when their output domain is a five-valued logic including 
meaningless, divergence, and choice. 

Behaviour can often only get into a specific state if certain external condi
tions are satisfied. For example, a camp-fire can only be lit if it is not raining, 
or a train can only traverse a level crossing if its barriers are closed. Such 
external conditions can be captured by means of signals [13, 17], which enable 
one to eliminate inconsistent states from the process graph that belongs to a 
process term. 

Time. Time often plays an important role in system behaviour. One way to 
model time in process algebra is by the use of timers, which send time-out 
messages at random. An example of the use of such timers in process algebra 
was given in the BRP; see Section 6.2. 

If one wants to enforce that actions can only communicate if they are 
executed at the same moment in time, then time needs to be present as an 
explicit quantity. This time model depends on a number of design decisions. 
First, we discuss discrete versus dense (or real) time. 

1. Discrete time assumes that time evolves in discrete time steps. In between 
two time steps, a process behaves as in untimed process algebra. When a 
time step is made, the process comes to a halt and the value of the dock 
is increased by one, after which the process continues. Though discrete 
time does not simulate time as experienced in real life, it does resemble 
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the timing mechanisms that are used in computers. Baeten and Bergstra 
[16] introduced an extension of process algebra with discrete time, in 
which time is modelled by a unary operator Urei: the process term 
represents the behaviour of t delayed by one time step. 

2. Dense time assumes that time progresses continuously. Its practical use 
lies for example in modelling biological phenomena. Baeten and Bergstra 

(see also [92]) extended process algebra with dense time by supplying 
atomic actions with time stamps: the action a with as time stamp the 

real number r represents the action a that is executed at timer. 

Time stamps of timed actions can relate either to an absolute or to a 
relative clock. In absolute time, a timed action a(r) executes a at timer. For 

the process that executes action a at the start of every time unit 
can be described 

a(l) · a(2) · a(3) · 

or , where E consists of the following recursive for 
k E tN: 

= + 1). 

In relative time, a timed action executes a exactly r time units after 
the previous action was executed. For example, the process that executes 
action a at the start of every time unit can be described 

· a[l] · a[l] · · · · 

, where F consists of the recursive 

Y = a[l] · Y. 

We proceed to discuss the modelling of some special constants in process 
algebra with relative dense time. The timed deadlock behaves as follows. The 

.,..,,-w,,,,.,,,,t,, a deadlock at relative time r; that is, it can idle for 
r time units after the previous action was executed, and then it stuck. 
For example, the process term a[l] + 6[2] may get into a deadlock at time 2, 
if it idles beyond time 1 without executing the action a. On the other hand, 
the process term + 6[1] cannot get into a because it can idle 
beyond time 1 to execute the action a at time 2. 

The introduction of the silent step in time is more complicated. The in-
tuition behind bisimulation is that a r-transition is silent 
and if it does not lose possible behaviours. The same intuition in 
timed case gives rise to quite a different mathematical interpretation than in 
the untimed case. We give two in relative time. 

+ b) +a a+ b. 
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r[l] · ( a[l] + b[l]) + a[2] fu a[2] + b[2]. 

Not executing the r at time 1 in the process term on the left means a 
decision that the a, and not the b, will be executed at time 2. 

e In the untimed setting, ra + b fu a + rb. However, 

r[l] · a[l] + b[2] ±±.i, a[2] + r[l] · b[l]. 

In both process terms it is decided at time 1 whether the a or the b will 
be executed at time 2. 

Timed branching bisimulation equivalence was studied in [89, 133, 134]. 
In protocols that are studied in the literature, the use of time can be more 

complicated than was discussed here. For instance, each separate component 
of a concurrent process may have its own local clock, where these local clocks 
all refer (either precisely or roughly) to a global clock. Such protocols may 
require a more advanced time model. 

Probabilities. Probabilities can be of importance in applications of process 
algebra, because actions are not alway executed with the same probability. 
One can give weights to atomic actions, to express the chance that such an 
action is executed. For example, the process term (a, 0.25) + (b, 0. 75) has 
25% chance of executing action a, and 75% chance of executing action b. In 
general, in each state of a process, the probabilities of executing the possible 
actions in that state should add up to 1 (that is, to 100%), or in any case 
not exceed l. See [24, 187) for expositions on probabilistic process algebra, 
and [141] for a notion of probabilistic bisimulation. A process algebra with 
random clocks and stochastic time behaviour is described in [77]. 

6.4 Tools 

As the case-studies that are tackled using process algebra are becoming more 
and more complicated, tool support for the analysis of concurrent systems 
is becoming increasingly important. In recent years, a wide range of tool 
environments have been developed that are based on process algebra, modal 
and temporal logics (see Section B.6), and general proof techniques. Such tool 
environments comprise standard features that are familiar from the world of 
programming languages, such as a type-checker and a compiler. furthermore, 
they incorporate features that aim specifically at the analysis of process terms 
and finite-state process graphs. 

1. A graph generator produces the process graph that belongs to a process 
term. 

2. An equivalence checker verifies whether two states in a process graph are 
equivalent with respect to some process equivalence, such as bisimulation 
or rooted branching bisimulation. 
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3. A minimiser reduces the number of states in a process graph. Such a 
minimiser can identify states that are equivalent modulo some process 
equivalence, or apply so-called partial-order reduction to eliminate re
dundant states that are the result of interleaving unrelated events. 

4. A simulator runs a random trace in a process graph, to test it, for in
stance, on the presence of deadlocks. 

5. A term rewriter reduces process or data terms to normal form, with 
respect to some term rewriting system. 

6. A model checker verifies whether a state in a process graph satisfies a 
requirement formulated in some modal or temporal logic. 

7. A theorem prover is geared to automatically derive mathematical theo
rems from a set of assumptions and previously proven results. 

We proceed to present an (admittedly incomplete) overview of existing 
specification languages and tool environments that support the verification 
of concurrent systems. 

• LOTOS (Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications) [60] is a widely 
used specification language based on process algebra. It is combined with 
ACT ONE, being an algebraic specification language for data types. A 
number of tools have been based on LOTOS, some of which are discussed 
in some detail below. 

e CADP ( Cresar / Aldebaran Development Package) [88] is a French verifi
cation tool box for LOTOS specifications, which supports the use of data 
types specified in ACT ONE. Cresar generates the process graph belonging 
to a LOTOS specification, and supports simulation. Aldebaran performs 
equivalence checking and minimisation with respect to such process graphs 
modulo a range of process equivalences. XTL offers facilities for model 
checking formulas in modal and temporal logics such as HML and ACTL 
(see Section B.6). 

e XEludo [117] from Canada provides facilities for the simulation of LOTOS 
specifications, during which the user is prompted for data input when nec
essary. It supports model checking of CTL formulas via a stand alone tool 
LMC. 

e µCRL (Micro Common Representation Language) [112] is a Dutch specifi
cation language that targets the specification and manipulation of data in 
process verification. Its tool set, which is based on linear process operators, 
includes simulation and term rewriting facilities, and the generated process 
graphs are suitable as input to the CADP tool box. 

e PSF (Process Specification Formalism) [145] is a Dutch tool kit based on 
ACP, in which data can be specified using the modular approach propa-· 
gated in [39]. It supports equivalence checking, simulation, and term rewrit
ing. 

e The Concurrency Workbench Edinburgh (7 4] is a tool environment for the 
analysis of concurrent systems, based on CCS and timed CCS [160]. The 
Concurrency Workbencl1 North Carolina [75] has the same ancestor as its 
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sibling in Edinburgh, but is now under separate development. Several front
ends allow the analysis of specifications in untimed and timed CCS, CSP, 
and LOTOS. These tool environments incorporate equivalence checking 
and reduction with respect to a range of process equivalences, simulation, 
and model checking formulas in the modal µ-calculus. The Concurrency 
Factory [73] can be viewed as a next generation of the latter Concurrency 
Workbench. It supports basic data types, and minimises the process graph 
under consideration by partial-order reduction. 

® FC2Tools [61] is a French verification tool kit that can cope with graphical 
representations of automata and with CCS and LOTOS expressions. It 
supports equivalence checking, minimisation modulo process equivalences, 
and on-the-fly model checking. On-the-fly means that a formula is checked 
while the process graph is under construction. 

• Esterel [52] is a French synchronous reactive programming language, which 
supports the algebraic specification of data types, and has been supplied 
with a structural operational semantics (53). Xeve is a tool environment 
for the verification of Esterel programs, modelled as process graphs, which 
includes minimisation modulo process equivalences, and model checking 
LTL formulas. 

11 FDR (Failures-Divergence Refinement) is a commercial British tool envi
ronment, based on value-passing CSP. There is a simulator ProBE for CSP 
process expressions, it allows model checking, and has extensive debugging 
facilities. 

• The Australian hardware description and verification language XCircal 
is based on the process algebra Circal [148), featuring so-called 'multi
point' communication and a distinction between deterministic and non
deterministic alternative composition. The Circal System, an implementa
tion of XCircal that incorporates simulation, equivalence checking, and a 
notion of discrete time, is being used in the verification of digital hardware. 

• VERSA (Verification, Execution, and Rewrite System of ACSR) [69) from 
the USA is based on the dense-time process algebra ACSR [63) with 
resource-specific delays and priority arbitration. The tool set XVERSA 
supports simulation, term rewriting, equivalence checking, and model 
checking. 

® SMV (Symbolic Model Verifier) [147] is an automated model checker for 
CTL formulas from the USA. It was one of the first to represent process 
graphs by so-called binary decision diagrams [65], which provide a compact 
notation for boolean formulas. Owing to this representation, model check
ing has been performed with respect to process graphs consisting of more 
than 1020 states; see [72]. SMV also has a diagnostic facility that produces 
a counter-example when a CTL formula is found to be false. NuSMV [68] 
is a reimplementation and extension of SMV from Italy. 

e Spin [128], developed in the USA, allows simulation and model checking of 
LTL formulas. Model checking is performed on-the-fly and using partial-
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order reduction. Moreover, model checking can be done in a conventional 
exhaustive search through the process graph, or, when this graph is too 
large, with an efficient approximation method. supports the 
cation of basic data types. 

e XMC [176] is a model checker from the USA for value-passing to 
calculate the validity of formulas in the modal It has been 
implemented in logic programming, using SLD resolution and so-called 
tabled resolution. 

is a model checker for LTL formulas from the 
explicit state enumeration. While constructing the process under 
consideration, multiple construction of the same state is avoided. Symmetry 
properties of process graphs are used to further reduce the state space. 

mn1n£'1rt.» the use of basic data types. 
0 (COordinated SPecification ANalysis), checks on so-called 

language containment of w-automata, to see whether each trace of actions 
that can be performed the implementation can also be by 
the specification. It uses either explicit state enumeration or an 
based on binary decision diagrams. COSPAN supports some basic data 
types and provides an error-tracing facility. 

e STeP Temporal Prover) combines theorem tech-
with model checking of LTL formulas with respect to systems that 

ca.n be parametrised over infinite data domains. 
0 UPPAAL (Uppsala Aalborg) [34], named after the two sites where it was 

is a tool suite for the verification of dense-time which 
allows one to graphically specify networks of timed automata [5). UPPAAL 
can perform a reachability analysis, and it supports simulation and 
nostic error-trace reports. 

e Kronos [79] from France supports minimisation of timed automata modulo 
process equivalences, and model-checking formulas in TCTL which is 
a dense-time extension of CTL 

0 SGM Manipulators) [129] from Taiwan targets the reduction 
of timed automata, together with model checking of TCTL formulas. 

theorem provers are PVS Isabelle 
[62]. For more information and internet 
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Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop [19] proved that every computable process (see 
[165]) can be specified by means of a process term in with guarded 
recursion. Namely, it is possible to specify a Turing machine [188] in this 
algebra. In spite of the expressive power of ACP r with guarded recursion, 
it is important to realise that there is no need to restrict to this framework. 
Often a protocol can be specified more easily with the help of some auxiliary 
operator, to express a particular feature of the protocol in an elegant fashion. 
In this case, one must formulate transition rules for the new operator, check 
that they are within the formats for conservative extension and congruence, 
and come up with a sound axiomatisation, which ideally is also complete. 

In the next sections we present examples of auxiliary operators, which do 
not increase the expressivity of process algebra, but which have proven to be 
useful for the specification of system behaviour. 

1 Renaming 

It can be convenient to rename atomic actions. From a theoretical point of 
view, such a renaming construct is interesting because it allows one to derive 
CFAR from the more elegant (but weaker) axiom see [189]. 

The unary renaming operator PJ assumes a renaming function f: A-+ A. 
The process graph of a process term p f ( t) is obtained by renaming all labels 
a of transitions in the process graph oft into f (a). This general renaming 
concept was introduced by Milner [151]. The transition rules for renaming 
operators are as follows, where f is extended to AU { T} by defining f ( T) ~ T: 

x x' 

PJ P1(x) P1(x1) 

The variables x and x' range over process terms, while v ranges over AU { r}. 

Theorem 1,1.1. ACPr with gu,arded linear recursion and renaming opera
tors is a conservative extension of ACPr with guarded linear rec1trsion, 

Proof, The sources of the transition rules for the renaming operator contain 
the fresh function symbol p f. Since furthermore the transition rules of 
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with guarded linear recursion are source-dependent, the extension of this 
algebra with renaming operators is conservative; see Theorem B.5.1. D 

Theorem 1.1.2. Rooted branching bisimulation equivalence is a congruence 
with respect to ACPr with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators. 

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, the transition rules of ACP r with 
guarded linear recursion and the renaming operator can be brought into 
RBB cool format, by incorporating the successful termination predicate .j.. 
This implies that the rooted branching bisimulation equivalence induced by 
this TSS is a congruence; see Theorem B.4.1. D 

Table 7.1 presents axioms for the renaming operators. The variables x 
and y range over process terms, while v ranges over AU { r}. 

Tuble 7.1. Axioms for renaming 

RNl P1(v) = f(v) 
RN2 P1(0) = o 
RN3 PJ(X + y) = Pt(x) + Pt(Y) 
RN4 P1(x · y) = P1(x) · Pt(Y) 

Theorem 1.1.3. &AcPr + RDP,RSP,CFAR+ RNl-4 is sound for ACPr 
with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators, modulo rooted branch
ing bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since rooted branching bisimulation is both an equivalence and a con
gruence, we only need to check that ifs = t is an axiom and a a closed substi
tution that maps the variables ins and t to process terms, then a(s) ++ro a(t). 
Here, we only provide some intuition for soundness of the axioms in Table 
7.1: 

e RNl,2 are the defining equations for the renaming operator PJ= RNl says 
that it renames atomic actions a into f (a), while RN2 says that it leaves 
the deadlock & unchanged; 

e RN3,4 say that in P1(t), the labels of all transitions oft are renamed by 
means of the mapping f. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit rooted branch
ing bisimulation relations between the left- and right-hand sides of dosed 
instantiations of RNl-4. D 

Theorem 1.1.4. &AcPr + RDP, RSP, CFAR + RNl-4 is complete for ACPr 
with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators, modulo rooted branch
ing bisimulation equivalence. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that each process term t in with guarded 
linear recursion and renaming operators is provably equal to a process term 
(XIE) with E a guarded linear recursive specification. Namely, then the 
desired completeness result follows from the fact that if IE1) +-+,.b (Y1 
for guarded linear recursive specifications and , then IE1) = (Yi!E2) 
can be derived from t'AcP+Bl, 2+RDP, RSP; see the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. 

We apply structural induction with respect to process term t. In com
parison to the completeness proof of Theorem 5.6.2, the only new case 
(where RNl-4 are needed) is when t = P1(s). By induction we may as
sume that s = (X1 jE) with E a guarded linear recursive specification, so 
t = Pt( (X1 E consist of linear recursive equations 

+ b;1 + ... +- bil; 

for i E ... , The recursive specification F is defined to consist of the 
linear recursive equations 

for i E {l, ... , n}. Since Eis guarded, it follows that Fis also guarded. (This 
observation uses in an essential way that f(a) -;:j;_ r for a E 

RDP 
= P1(ail (X;1 IE) + · · · + a;k, (Xik; IE) + bil + · · · + ba,) 

n~-4 P1(aH) · PJ((XHIE)) + · · · + P1(a;k;) · P1((Xik;IE)) 
+ Pt(b;i) + · · · +- P.r(b;t;). 

Hence, replacing by P1((X;IE)) for i E {l, ... ,n} is a solution for F. So 
by RSP, P.r((X1IE)):::: (Y1!F). D 

Exercise 1.L:L Assume a renaming function f: A-+ A with ~ c and 
~c. Derive P.r IX =aX +bX)) = I from the axioms. 

Exercise 7.1.2, Assume renaming functions f A -+ A and g : A ··-~ A. 
Derive the equation Pgof(t) = p9 (PJ(t)) from the axioms for process terms t 
in with renaming. 

In Chapter 4 it was shown that one way to describe a process is by 
means of a linear recursive specification. Each state in the protocol is assigned 
its own recursion variable, and the linear recursive specification expresses the 
transitions between the different states. This section describes an alternative 
method to capture the states of a regular process, by means of a so-called 
state operator, introduced by Baeten and Bergstra [12, 15]. 
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Let S denote a finite set of states. We assume that the visible behaviour 
of an action a depends on the state in which it is executed, and that such an 
execution causes the transposition to a new state. This is expressed by two 
mappings: 

action : S x A -+ A 
effect : S x A -+ S. 

Intuitively, action( s, a) represents the visible behaviour of action a in state 
s, while effect( s, a) represents the state that results if action a is executed 
in state s. The state operator >-.(t) denotes process term t in state s. The 
transition rules for the state operator are as follows, where action and 
are extended to A U { r} by defining action ( s, r) g, T and effect ( s, T) ~ s: 

(x) 

The variables x and x 1 range over process terms, while v ranges over AU { r}. 

Theorem 1.2.L ACP1. with guarded linear recursion and the state operator 
is a conservative extension ACPr with guarded linear recursion. 

Proof. The sources of the transition rules for the state contain the 
fresh function symbol . Since furthermore the transition rules of with 
guarded linear recursion are source-dependent, the extension of this algebra 
with the state operator is conservative; see Theorem B.5. l. D 

Theo:rem 7.2.2. Rooted branching bisimulation is a congruence 
with respect to A CPr with g1tarded linear recursion and the state ,,.,,,,n,_,,,,, 

f':roof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, the transition rules of with 
guarded linear recursion and the state operator can be brought into RBB 
cool format, by incorporating the successful termination _j,.. This 

that the rooted branching bisimulation this 
TSS is a congruence; see Theorem B.4.1. O 

Table 7.2 presents axioms for the state operator. The variables x and y 
range over process terms, v ranges over AU , and s ranges over the set S 
of states. 

Theorem 1.2.3. £AcP, + 
with guarded linear recursion and the state operator. modulo rooted 11n1,,u·n'""' 

bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since rooted branching bisimulation is both an equivalence and a con
gruence, we only need to check that ifs = t is an axiom and (f a closed substi
tution that maps the variables ins and t to process terms, then (f(s) H,..b (f(t). 

we only provide some intuition for soundness of the axioms in Table 
7.2: 
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Table 7.2. Axioms for the state operator 

801 As(v) = action(s,v) 
so2 A..(o) = o 
803 >..(x + y) = A..(x) + A..(y) 
804 A8 (v · y) = action(s, v) · Aeffect(s,v)(Y) 

11 SOl,4 say that >..8 (t) can execute the visible behaviour action(s, a) of an 
initial a-transition oft in states; if the a-transition is a successful termina
tion, then the action(s, a)-transition is also a successful termination, while 
if the a-transition is not a successful termination, then the action(s, a)
transition results in the state effect(s, a); 

11 S02 says that >..0 (0) does not exhibit any behaviour; 
* S03 says that in a term As ( t + u), a choice for an initial transition from t 

or u is a choice for >..(t) or >.0 (u). 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of explicit rooted branch
ing bisimulation relations between the left- and right-hand sides of closed 
instantiations of SOl-4. D 

Theorem 1.2.4. EAcPT + RDP,RSP, CFAR+ 801-4 is complete for ACPr 
with guarded linear recursion and the state operator, modulo rooted branching 
bisimulation equivalence. 

P:roof, It suffices to prove that each process term t in ACP r with guarded 
linear recursion and the state operator is provably equal to a process term 
(XIE) with E a guarded linear recursive specification. Namely, then the 
desired completeness result follows from the fact that if (X1IE1) ++rb (Y1IE2) 
for guarded linear recursive specifications E1 and E2, then (X1 IE1} = (Y1 IE2} 
can be derived from EAcP+Bl, 2+RDP, RSP; see the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. 

We apply structural induction with respect to the size oft. In comparison 
to the completeness proof of Theorem 5.6.2, the only new case (where SOl-4 
are needed) is when t = A80 (u). By induction we may assume that u = (X1 IE} 
with E a guarded linear recursive specification, so t = >.00 ( (XilE) ). Let E 
consist of linear recursive equations 

xi = ail xil + ... + aik; xik; + bil + ... + bit, 

for i E { 1, . . . , n}. The recursive specification F is defined to consist of the 
linear recursive equations 

Y;(s) = action(s,ai1) · Yii(effect(s,a;i)) 
+ · · · + action(s,aik.) · Yik,(effect(s,au,J) 
+ action(s, bil) + · · · + action(s, buJ 

for i E {l, ... , n} and s E S. Since E is guarded, F is also guarded. (This 
observation uses in an essential way that action ( s, a) t;. r for a E A.) 
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,\_.((XilE)) 
RDP 

(ail (Xil IE) + · , · + aik; IE) + b;1 + · , · + 
SOl-4 , ( = action S, aii) · Aeffect(s,a;i) IE)) 

+ · · · + action(s,a;k,) · Aeffect(s,a;k,) IE)) 
+ action(s, ) + · · · + action(s, b;e;). 

replacing Yi by IE)) for ·i E . , . , n} and s E Sis a solution 
for F. So by RSP, ,\30 ((X1IE)) = (Y1(so)IF). D 

The following example of the use of the state nn1>r<>tor 

[12] (see also [28]). 

"""'"·"''.,,,·"' 7.2.1. Consider a light that can be switched on and off at two differ
ent called X and Y. Both switches can be in two different positions 
0 and 1, and the set of states is { (i, j) I i, j E {O, 1 }}, where (i, j) represents 
the state in which switch X is in position i and switch Y is in position j. 
The light is on if X and Y are in the same position 0 or l, and otherwise the 

is off. Initially, switch X is in position 0 and switch Y is in position 1, 
so the light is off. This situation is depicted in 7.1. 

7 .1. A light switch 

The set of atomic actions consists of a, b, on, and where a and b 
represent flipping the switches at locations X and respectively, and on 
and represent turning the light on and off. All communications between 
atomic actions result to 6. The recursive equations for the two switches are: 

X =aX 
= bY. 

In order to specify the system in 7.1 using a state operator, we need 
to define the mappings action and effect. These definitions are limited to the 
atomic actions a and b; the definitions for on and are not of 
because these atomic actions do not occur in the recursive 
and Y. Let i and j range over l}: 
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action((i,i),a) 4 off 
action((i, 1- i),a) 4 on 

action((i,i),b) 4off 
action((i, 1- i),b) 4 on 

effect((i,j},a) 4 (1- i,j) 

effect((i,j),b) 4 (i,1-j) 

The definition of action reflects that in a state (i, i) the light is on, so that 
an action a or b turns the light off; vice versa, in a state (i, 1 - i} the light is 
off, so that an action a or b turns the light on. The definition of effect reflects 
that in a state (i,j), action a flips the i, while action b flips the j. The initial 
situation of the system in Fig. 7.1 is captured by the process term 

A(o,1)((X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)). 

We abbreviate (X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY) to t, and proceed to show that 
A(o,i)(t) displays the expected external behaviour; i.e., A(o,i)(t) = on· off· 
A(o,i) (t). Since 'Y(a, b) =&,we can derive from £AcP +RDP, RSP the equation 
t =at+ bt (cf. the fifth equation in Exercise 4.3.3). Thus, 

>.(0,1) (t) 
= >.(o,1)(at+bt) 

S03 = A(o,1)(at) + A(o,1)(bt) 

sg4 action((O,1),a) · Aeffect((o,1),a)(t) + action((O, l),b) · Aeffect((o,1),o)(t) = on· A(1,1)(t) +on· A(o,o)(t). 

In a similar fashion we can derive three more equations: 

A(1,o) (t) = on· A(1,1) (t) + on· A(o,o) (t) 
A(1,1)(t) =off· A(o,1)(t) +off· A(1,o)(t) 
A(o,o)(t) =off· A(o,1)(t) +off· A(1,o)(t). 

Let the guarded linear recursive specification E be defined by 

Z1 = on · Zs + on · Z4 
Z2 = on · Zs + on · Z4 
Zs = off · Z1 + off · Z2 
Z4 = off· Z1 +off· Z2. 

According to the four derivations above, a solution for E is 

Z1 := A(o,1) (t) 
Z2 := A(1,o)(t) 
Z3 := >.(1,1}(t) 
Z4 := A(o,o}(t). 

So by RSP, 

A(o,1)(t) = (Z1IE). (7.1) 
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It is easy to see, using RDP and A3, that a second solution for E is 

:=(WI W=on·off ·W) 
Z2 := (W J W=on·off·W) 
Z3 := off· (W J W=on·off ·W) 
Z4 := off· (WI W=on·off ·W). 

So by RSP, 

(WI W=on·off·W) = (Z1IE). 

Equations (7.1) and (7.2) together yield A(o,i)(t) = 
using RDP it follows that 

Exercise 7.2.1. Prove that in Example 

(7.2) 

I W=on·off·W). So 

Exercise 7.2.2. Let A 4: {push, on, off} and S 4: {O, where intuitively 
state 0 represents that some machine is off, and state 1 that this same machine 
is on. Use the state operator to specify a button, such that pushing this 
button alternately turns the machine on and off. That is, define mappings 
action : S x A -+ A and effect : S x A -+ S such that 

· X)) = on · off · 

Derive the equation above from the axioms for the state operator, using your 
definitions for the mappings action and state. 

Exercise 1.2.3. Let A 4: {a,b,c}, and suppose it would be allowed to have 
an infinite set of states {sk I k E IN}. Give an example of action 
and state such that the process graph belonging to A80 ( (X I is not 
regular. 

Exercise 1.2.4. Consider a buffer that can be in two states: in state 1 the 
buffer is active so that it can read data from a finite, non-empty set while 
in state 0 the buffer is inactive. Initially, the buffer is inactive. The atomic 
action switch represents turning the switch of the buffer, on and off represent 

the buffer on and off, respectively, read(d) ford E ..1 represents that 
the buffer receives datum d, and lost represents that the buffer fails to receive 
such a datum. All communications between atomic actions result to 6. The 
recursive for the switch and for the active buffer are: 

X =switch· X 

Y = 2: read(d) · Y. 
dELl 

The mappings action and effect are defined as follows (the atomic actions on 
and off are omitted from these definitions, because they are not of interest): 



action(O, read(d)) ~lost 
action ( 1, read ( d)) ~ read ( d) 
action(O, switch) ~ on 
action(!, switch) 4 
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effect(O, read(d)) ~ 0 
effect(I, read(d)) g, 1 
effect(O, switch) g, 1 
effect(I, switch) ~ 0 

Lett abbreviate (X I X=switch · X)ll(Y I Y= I:dE.1 read(d) · Y). Prove that 
V := >.0 (t) and W :::::: J..1 (t) is a solution for the recursive specification 

V = lost · V + on · W 
W = off · V + LdE.1 read(d) · W. 

In system behaviour it is often the case that an action b is more urgent than 
some other action a. This means that action a is executed if it is not 
possible to execute action b at the same time. This situation can be modelled 
using the unary priority operator 8, introduced by Baeten, Bergstra, and 
Klop (18]. This operator assumes a partial order < on A U { r}, which is 
required to be anti-reflexive a < a never holds) and transitive (i.e., if 
a < band b < c, then a < c). the process of G(t) is obtained 
by eliminating all transitions s -"+ s' from the process graph of t for which 
there is a transition s ~ s 11 with a < b. This is captured by the following 
transition rules for the priority operator: 

x for v < w x~x' x ~ for v < w 

G(x) 8(x1) 

In these transition rules, the negative premise x ~ (see Section denotes 
that there does not exist a transition x ~ x" for any process term x 11 , and 
that the transition x ~ v does not hold either. 

Recall that the merge could only be axiomatised completely by the intro
duction of two auxiliary operators left merge and communication merge; see 
Section 3.2. Similarly, in order to completely axiomatise the priority opera
tor, we use an unless operator x<iy. Intuitively, the process graph of 
s <J t is obtained by eliminating all initial transitions s -"+ s1 from the process 
graph of s for which there is a transition t t' with a < b. This is captured 
by the following transition rules for the unless operator: 

x for v < w x for v < w 

x' 

The variables x, x 1, and y in the transition rules for the priority and unless 
operators range over process terms, while v and w range over AU { T}. 
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The TSS of with guarded linear recursion and the and 
unless operators is positive after reduction Definition 
be seen by giving a stratification for this TSS (see Definition 
consists of a weight function on transitions such that for each dosed substi-
tution instance of a transition rule, the positive are smaller or equal 
than the conclusion, and the negative premises are smaller than the 
conclusion; see Theorem B.2.L Since the TSS is positive after reduction, its 
generated LTS consists of the true transitions in its three-valued stable model 
(see Definition 

Exe:rdse 7.3.:L Give a stratification for the TSS of with 
linear recursion and the priority and unless operators. 

Theorem 1.3.L A with linear recursion and the priority and 
unless operators is a conservative extension with linear 
r·ecursion. 

Proof. The sources of the transition rules for the priority operator contain 
the fresh function symbol e' and the sources of the transition rules for the 
unless operator contain the fresh function symbol <J. Since furthermore the 
transition rules of with guarded linear recursion are source-dependent, 
the extension of this algebra with the and unless is conser-

see Theorem B.5.1. D 

In general, rooted branching bisimulation is not a congruence relation 
with with guarded linear recursion and the and 

an example. 

''·"''"''"'"'"' 7. 3.1. Let A £ {a, b, c}, and let the order on AU { r} consist 
of { b < c }. We have a( r(b + c) + b) tt,.b a(b + c), because the r in the process 
term at the left-hand side is truly silent. + c) + +-+rb 

+ b) and e(a(b + c)) ±±rb ac, so these two process terms are not rooted 
~··~ ..... ,., bisimilar, because the r in the first process term is not silent. 

Exercise '?".3.2. Explain why the second transition rule for the priority op
erator cannot be brought into RBB cool format. 

A solution to the problem with congruence, Vaandrager 
, is to give T priority over any atomic action in A. For instance, if in 

7.3.l r is given priority over any atomic action in then 

+ c) + arc ac e(a(b + 

Theorem 1,3.2. Let T have over any atomic action in A.. Then 
rooted branching bisirnulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to 
A with guarded linear recursion and the priority and unless operators. 
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The proof of Theorem 7.3.2 is omitted. An alternative solution to the 
problem with congruence, suggested by Bergstra and Ponse (see [194]), would 
be to adapt branching bisimulation equivalence to so-called t-equivalence, in 
which non-empty sequences of internal computations may be represented by 
one silent step: for k 2 1, arkb is i-equivalent to arb, but not to ab. 

In the remainder of this section, r has priority over any action in A. Table 
7.3 presents axioms for the priority and unless operators. The variables x, y, 
and z range over process terms, while v and w range over AU {r}. 

Table '7 .3. Axioms for priority and unless 

THl 
TH2 
TH3 
TH4 

Pl v </.. w 
P2 v < w 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
PS 

e(v) = v 
e(o) = o 

B(x+y) = 19(x)<iy+l9(y)<ix 
B(x · y) = B(x) · B(y) 

v<iw=v 
v<iw=O 
v<io=v 
o<iv=o 

(x+y)<iz = (x<iz)+(y<iz) 
(x·y)<iz = (x<1z)·y 

x<i(y+z) = (x<1y)<iz 
x <I (y . z) = x <l y 

Theorem 1.3.3. fAcP? + RDP, RSP, CFAR + THl-4 + Pl-8 is sound for 
ACPr with guarded linear recursion and the priority operator, modulo rooted 
branching bisimulation equivalence. 

Proof. Since rooted branching bisimulation is both an equivalence and a con
gruence, we only need to check that ifs = t is an axiom and a a closed substi
tution that maps the variables ins and t to process terms, then a(s) Hrb u(t). 
Here, we only provide some intuition for soundness of the axioms in Table 
7.3: 

e THl,2 say that the priority operator leaves atomic actions and the deadlock 
unchanged, because no behaviour is blocked in these terms; 

e TH3 says that in a term $(s + t), initial transitions from G(s) are blocked 
by initial transitions from t with higher priority, and initial transitions from 
e(t) are blocked by initial transitions from s with higher priority. 

@ TH4 says that a term $(s · t) first executes s and then t, and that both in 
s and in t transitions of a high priority block simultaneous transitions of a 
lower priority; 

e Pl,2 are the defining equations for the unless operator; they say that v<iw 
can only execute action v if v is not smaller than w; 
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e P3 says that the deadlock cannot block any while P4 says that 
& <1 v does not exhibit any behaviour; 

e P5 says that (s + t) <1 u can choose between initial transitions of s that are 
not blocked by initial transitions of u (i.e., s <J and initial transitions of 
t that are not blocked by initial transitions of u t <1 

0 say that in s <l t only initial transitions of s are blocked initial 
transitions of t; 

e P7 says that blocking initial transitions of s by initial transitions oft or u 
is the same as blocking initial transitions of s initial transitions oft and 
blocking the remaining initial transitions of s initial transitions of u. 

These intuitions can be made rigorous by means of ~ .. ,µ .. ~·· rooted branch-
bisimulation relations between the left·· and sides of closed 

instantiations of the axioms in Table 7.3. D 

Theo:rem 7.3.4. £AcPr +RDP, RSP, CF.AR+ THl-4 + Pl-8 is complete for 
ACPr with guarded linear recursion and the and nnless 
modulo rooted l:rranching bisimulation equivalence. 

P:roof. It is left to the reader to prove that each process term t is provably 
to a process term with E a guarded linear recursive 

(see Exercise 7 Then the desired result follows from the 
fact that if JE1 ) (Y1 JE2 ) for guarded linear recursive specifications E1 

IE1 ) = (Yi can be derived from RSP 

l]}xerdse 7.3.3. Let b < c, a 
+c)+b))=G(a(b+ 

Exe:rcise 7.3.4. Let b) ~ 

ll(YI 
from the axioms. 

.0 

< T, b < r, and r < T. Derive the 
from the axioms. 

a < c, and b < c. Derive 

Exercise 7.3.5. Let E be a linear 
a recursion variable in E. Prove that = 
linear recursive 

Exe:rdse 1.3.6. Give alternative axioms for the priority operator (without 
the of any auxiliary to obtain a sound and a.xiom
atization for ACP with linear recursion and the 

F.}xe:rcise 7.3.'i. The binary alt operator in Exercise 3.4.11 alternately ex
ecutes an action from its first and second that you 
answered Exercise 3.4.11, prove that your axioms for the alt operator to-
gether with lACPT + RSP, CFAR are complete for with guarded 
linear recursion and the alt modulo rooted bisimulation 
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This appendix presents the basic notions of algebraic specification, in which 
the meaning of terms over some signature is captured using equations. A 
thorough introduction to the principles of equational logic can be found in 
(66]. For an overview of algebraic specification of data, see [38, 143]. 

A.1 Signatures 

We start by defining the syntax, which consists of the terms over some alge
braic signature. 

Definition A.1.1 (Signature). A signature E consists of a finite set of 
function symbols (or operators) f,g, ... , where each function symbol f has 
an arity ar(f), being its number of arguments. 

A function symbol a, b, c, . . . of arity zero is called a constant, a function 
symbol of arity one is called unary, and a function symbol of arity two is 
called binary. 

We assume the presence of a countably infinite set of variables x, y, z, ... , 
disjoint from the signature. 

Definition A.1.2 (Term). Let E be a signature. The set lf(E) of (open) 
terms s, t, u, ... over E is defined as the least set satisfying: 

o each variable is in 1f ( .E); 
e if f EE and ti, ... ,tar(!) E lf(.E), then f(ti, ... ,tar(!)) E lf(.L'). 

A term is closed if it does not contain variables. The set of closed terms is 
denoted by T(E). 

We use 01 = 02 denotes that the objects o1 and o1 are syntactically 
the same. For notational convenience, terms a() are abbreviated to a. For 
unary function symbols f and natural numbers k, /1'· denotes k applications 
off: f 0 (t) = t and j1<+1 (t) = f(Jk(t)). Often, binary function symbols are 
represented using infix notation. For example, addition + is a binary function 
symbol that gives rise to terms s + t (denoting +(s, t)). 
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Exercise A.LI. Assume a binary function symbol f, a unary function sym
bol g, and a constant a. Describe the set of dosed terms over this signature. 

Definition A.L3 . Let E be a signature. A substitution 
is a mapping a from variables to the set lr(E) of open terms. A substitution 
extend.s to a mapping from open term.s to open terms: the term a(t) is obtained 

replacing occurrences of variables x in t by . A substitution a is dosed 
if u( x) E for all variables x. 

Exercise A.1.2. Let f be a binary function symbol and a and b constants. 
for the following cases whether there exists a substitution a such that: 

- a(f(.'E, y)):::: f(a, b); 
- a(f(x,x)):::.: f(a,b); 

z) and :::.: b; 

. An axiomatisation over a signature 
Eis a set the s = t with s, t E 

An a.,xiomatisation gives rise to an equality relation = on 

Definiti.o:n A.2.2 relatio:n). An axiomatisation over a signa-
em1,11rnm relation = on 1r(E) as follows. 

e (SuB::TITUT!ON) Ifs = t is an axiom and a a substitution, then rT(s) = 
a(t). 

The relation = is closed under and 

- t = t for all terms t; 
- ifs = t, then t = s; 

ifs = t and t = ·u, then s = u. 
e (CONTEXT) The relation = is clo.sed under contexts: if t = u and f is a 

function symbol with ar(f) > 0, then 

, ... ,Si-1,t,Si+l,···' ) = ) . 

Exercise A.2. . Let a, b, and c be constants, and f a function symbol of 
three. Consider the axiomatisation 

y,z) =~ x,y) 
f(x,y,z) = f(y,x,z) 
J(x,c, = x 

Derive the following three 

- f(b,c, = f(b,c,b); 
c,b)=b; 
c, c,b))=b. 

from the axiomatisation above: 
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Models 

Definition A,3.1 (Model). Assume an axiomatisation E over a 
E, which induces an equality relation =. A model £ consists a set Jvl 
together with a mapping rj; : -+ M. 

a (M, d,J) is sound for£ ifs= t implies ef;(s) = efi(t) s, t E 

a , <fa) is complete E if </>(s) = implies s = t 

Intuitively, the mapping </> establishes the interpretation of each closed term 
in the set 

Exercise A.3.1. Let the signature consist of a constant a and a unary func
tion symbol f. Say for the following four models whether are sound 
and/or complete for the axiomatisation {!(x) ::::: f(f(x))}: 

- M ~ , and cp(Jk(a)) ~ 0 fork E 

- M ~ , cj;(J2k(a)) ~ 0, and (a))~ 1 fork E 

- M ~ {O, cp(a) ~ 0, and (a)) ~ l for k E 

- M ~ !N, and efi(Jk(a)) ~ k fork E IN. 

the second clause in Definition A.2.2, the equality relation induced 
an axiomatisation is by default an equivalence relation. Therefore, it divides 
the set of dosed terms T(E) into equivalence classes, where dosed terms s 
and t are in the same equivalence class if and only if s = t. The expression 
[t] denotes the equivalence class that contains the dosed term t; that 
[s] and [t] denote the same equivalence class if and only if s = t. The set 

It E T(E)} together with the mapping cp(t) ~ [t] fort E is a sound 
and rnodel for the axiomatisation, called its .initial model. 

Example A.3.1. As a standard example, we specify the natural numbers with 
addition and multiplication. The signature consists of the constant 0, the 
unary successor function S, and the binary functions addition + and multi
plication ·. The equality relation on terms is specified by four axioms: 

1. x+O=x 
2. x + S(y) = S(x + y) 
3. x. 0 = 0 

y) + x 

The initial model for this axiomatisation consists of the distinct 
classes [O], [S(O)], [82 (0)], [S3 (0)], .... The first three equivalence classes, 
with some typical representatives of each of these classes, are depicted in 
Fig. A.I. 

Exercise A.3.2. Derive the equation S(S(S(O))) +S(O) = S(S(O)) · 
(i.e., 3 + 1 = 2 · 2) from the axiomatisation of the natural numbers. 
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-0 S(O) S(S(O)) 

0 · S(O) S(O) · S(O) S(O) · S(S(O)) 

o+o 0 + S(O) S(O) + S(O) 

0 + (0 + O) (0 + S(O)) + 0 (S(O) + S(O)) · S(O) 
S(O) · 0 S(O) · (S(O) · S(O)) S(S(O)) · S(O) 

S(S(O)) · 0 (S(S(O)) · 0) + S(O) (S(O) · 0) + S(S(O)) 
(S(O) · 0) + 0 S(O) + 0 (S(O) + 0) + S(O) 
(S(O) + 0) · 0 (0 + S(O)) · S(O) S(S(O)) + 0 

------- ·~~ ~-/ 
A.1. Initial model for the natural numbers 

Exercise A.3.3. Let a and b be constants and f a unary function symbol. 
Give the initial models for the following five axiomatisations and signatures: 

= f(x)} over {a,b,f}; 
- {x:::::: f(x)} over {a,!}; 
- the empty axiomatisation 0 over 
- {x = f(f(x))} over {a,!}; 
- {x = f(f(x))} over{!}. 

Assume an axiomatisation over some signature. The function symbols 
in the signature are well-defined on the equivalence classes in the initial 
model for the axiomatisation. Namely, if Si = t; for i E {l, ... , ar(f)}, 
then closure of the equality relation under transitivity and contexts en
sures that f(si, ... ,Bar(!)) = f(t1, ... ,tar(!))· So the equivalence class 
[f(t1, ... , tar(f)H is uniquely determined by the equivalence classes (ti], 

Hence, we can define 

... ' ' ... ' 

Exen::ise A.3A. Show that S([O]) + and [S(S(O))] the 
same object in the initial model for the axiomatisation over the natural num
bers. 

Saying that an axiomatisation is w-complete means that an equation be
tween open terms can be derived from the axiomatisation if all its dosed 
instantiations can be derived from the a:xiomatisation. 

Definition A.3,2 . An axiomaf;isation [ over a 
signature E is w-complete if an equation s = t with s, t E lf ( E) can be derived 
from E if cr(s) = cr(t) can be derived from E for all closed substitutions a. 
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We note that the axiomatisation of the natural numbers in Example A.~tl 
is not w-complete. For instance, the equation x + y = y + x holds under all 
closed substitution instances, but this equation cannot be derived from the 
four axioms in Example A.3.L Namely, none of these axioms apply to x + y 
or y + x. 

Exercise A.3.5. Say for each of the five axiomatisations in Exercise A.3.3 
whether it is w-complete. l<or each axiomatisation that is not w-complete, 
present an equation between open terms that cannot be derived from the 
axiomatisation, while all its closed instantiations can be derived from the 
axiomatisation. 

AA Term Rewriting 

A term rewriting system consists of rewrite rules s --+ t with s and t open 
terms, where sis not a single variable and t does not contain fresh variables. 
Intuitively, a rewrite rule is a directed equations = t that can only be applied 
from left to right. An up-to-date overview of term rewriting is given in [8]. 

Definition AA.I , Assume a signature E. A 
rewrite rule is an expressions·-+ t with s, t E lf(E), where: 

1. the left-hand side s is not a single variable; 
2. all variables that occur at the right-hand side t also ocrnr in the left-hand 

side s. 

A term system (TRS) is a finite set of rewrite rules. 

A TRS induces a binary rewrite relation ·-+ * on terms, similar to the way 
that an axiomatisation induces an equality relation on terms; see Definition 
A.2.2. The only distinction is that the rewrite relation is not closed under 
symmetry, because rewrite rules are directed from left to right. 

Defi:nition AA.2 (Rewrite :relation), A TRS over a signafore E induces 
a one-step rewrite relation --~ on lf(E) as follows. 

w (SUBSTITUTION) If s --+ t is a rewrite rule and a a substitution, then 
-+ 

w (CONTEXT) The relation --+ is closed under contexts: if t ··} v. and J is a 
function symbol with ar(J) > 0, then 

, ... , Si-1, t, Si+l, .. · , ) --+ ) . 

The rewrite relation ··+ * is the reflexive transitive closure of the one-step 
rewrite relation --+: 

- ifs -+ t, then s --+* t; 
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- t -+* t; 
- ifs-+* t and t --}* ·u, then s -+* u. 

1. As an of a we direct the four 
natural numbers (see Example from left to right: 

l. x+O-+x 
2. x + -+ 
3. x. 0 --+ 0 
4. 3; • S(y) -+ + :r 

this we can prove for instance that 
the following sequence of rewrite steps. In each rewrite step, the subterm 

that is reduced is underlined. 

S(O) · S(S(O)). (§(q) · S(O)) + 
U:S'(O). 0) + S(O)) + S(O) 

(0 + S(O)) + 
~ S(Q ;-0)-·+ S(O) 

Exercise AA.I. Derive the 
axiomatisation in Example A.3.L 

+ from the 

Term rewriting can be applied to and compute whether two terms 
can be an axiomatisation. we a direction to each of the 

so that they constitute a TRS. Next, we can try to find a derivation 
for an equation s = t as follows. Suppose s and t reduce to the same term u: 
s -> s 1 -+ · · · -+ sk -+ u and t -t· t 1 -> · · · -t te -+ u. This a derivation 
of s = t;, owing to the fact that the rewrite rules are directed versions of the 
axioms: s = s1 = · · · = sk = u = f:e == · · · = ti = t 

each reduction of a term means of a TRS leads to 
which cannot be reduced any further. 

Definition A.4.3 

Definition AAA 

. A term is called a normal form for a 
the rewrite ndes . 

. A TRS is 
duce infinite reductions to -+ ti -t t2 --t · · · . 

Note that the two restrictions on rewrite rules as formulated in Definition 
A.4.1, the left-hand side is not a single variable and the right-hand side does 
not contain fresh variables, are essential for termination. Preferably a rewrite 
relation reduces each term to a normal that if s -+ t 1 and 
s-+ t 2 , then both ti and t2 have the same normal form. 
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Definition A.4.5 (Weak confluence). A TRS is weakly confluent if for 
each pair of one-step reductions s -+ ti and s -+ t2 there is a term u such 
that ti -+* u and tz -+* u. 

The next lemma from Newman [161] states that termination and weak 
confluence together are sufficient to guarantee unique normal forms. 

Theorem A.4.1 (Newman's lemma). If a TRS is terminating and weakly 
confluent, then it reduces each term to a unique normal form. 

Assuming an axiomatisation, we explained previously that one can try 
to derive an equation s = t by giving a direction to each of the axioms, to 
obtain a TRS, and attempting to reduce s and t to the same term. If the 
resulting TRS is terminating and weakly confluent, then this procedure to 
try and equates and t is guaranteed to return a derivation ifs= t. Namely, 
s = t means that there exists a derivation s = t1 = h = · · · = tk = t in which 
each equation is the result of an application of an axiom inside a context. 
Then either t; -+ ti+l or ti+1 -+ ti for i E {l, ... , k - l}. Since the TRS is 
terminating and weakly confluent, Newman's lemma implies that t; and ti+1 

reduce to the same unique normal form for i E {l, ... , k - 1 }. So s :::: t1 and 
t = tk reduce to the same unique normal form. 

Example A.4.2. The TRS for the natural numbers in Example A.4.1 is ter
minating. In order to prove this fact, we give an inductive definition of a 
weight function that maps each term to a natural number. 

weight(x) ~ 1 
weight(O) ~ 2 

weight(S(t)) ~ weight(t) + 1 
weight(s + t) ~ weight(s) + weight(t) 2 

weight(s · t) ~ weight(s) 2 · weight(t) 2 • 

It is left to the reader to verify that ifs -+ t then weight(s) > weight(t). 
Since each sequence of strictly decreasing natural numbers is finite, it follows 
that the TRS is terminating. 

It is not hard to see that dosed terms s + t and s · t are never normal 
forms, so closed normal forms are of the form Sk(O) fork E IN. 

Exercise A.4.2. Prove for the TRS for the natural numbers in Example 
A.4.1 and for the weight function in Example A.4.2 that if s -t t then 
weight(s) > weight(t). 
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Exercise A.4.3. Prove that closed terms of the form s + t or s · t are not 
normal forms for the TRS for the natural numbers in Example A.4.L 

Exercise AAA. Suppose the definition of the function in Example 
A.4.2 would be adapted by putting weight(O) ~ 1. Give dosed terms s and t 
such that s -* t but s and t have the same weight. 

Rewriting Modulo AC. Many axiomatisations from the literature give rise 
to non-terminating TRSs, which is often due to the fact that include 
commutativity and associativity axioms. 

Definition AA.6 (Commutativity and , Assume an ax
iomatisation [. A binary function symbol f is commutative if£ contains an 
axiom 

f (x, Y) = f (y, 

and associative if E contains an axiom 

f(f(x, y), z) = f(x, f(y, z)). 

If the for commutativity and associativity of a function 
symbol f are turned into rewrite rules, then the resulting TRS is not termi
nating. For example, if a and b are constants, then the directed version of the 
commutativity axiom induces the infinite reduction 

f (a, b) ·-+ f(b, a) -* f(a, b) -* · · · . 

This can be resolved by applying term modulo equa
tions (see [170]). That is, we use the equations for commutativity and asso

of f to obtain an equivalence relation =AC on terms: two terms are 
equivalent modulo AC off if and only if can be equated the asso-

and commutativity axioms for f. When turning the axiomatisation 
into a TRS, by giving a direction to the axioms, we exclude the equations 
for and associativity off. Finally, the desired rewrite relation 
modulo AC off is obtained considering terms modulo =Ac, so that each 
term actually represents an equivalence class of terms modulo AC of f. This 
means that s -+ t if the TRS induces a one-step reduction s1 --+ t' where 
s =Ac s' and t =Ac t 1• 

Note that it would not be sufficient to work only modulo commutativity 
of f, because associativity would still rise to infinite reductions such as: 

b), c) -> f(b,c)) =c a) -* f (b, a)) =c · · . 

Exe:rdse A.4.5. Let the TRS for the natural numbers in Example A.4.1 be 
-~····--to terms modulo AC of the+. Reduce the term + to its 
normal form in two rewrite 
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Knuth-Bendix Completion. Axiomatisations can give rise to TRSs that are 
not weakly confluent. It can be attempted to remedy this imperfection by 
applying Knuth-Bendix completion [135], which determines overlaps in left
hand sides of rewrite rules, and introduces extra rewrite rules to join the 
resulting right-hand sides (the so-called critical pairs). A pair of terms s and 
t is said to be convergent if there exists a term u such that s -+"' u and t -+ * u. 
Knuth-Bendix completion means searching for non-convergent critical pairs, 
and adding extra rewrite rules in order to make such critical pairs convergent. 

Example A .. { 3. Let a and b be constants, and f a unary function symbol. 
Consider the TRS that consists of the following two rewrite rules: 

a-+ b 
/(a) -+ b 

The first rewrite rule induces f(a) -+ f(b), while the second rewrite rule 
induces f(a) -+ b. The critical pair f (b) and b is not convergent. This pair 
can be made convergent by adding an extra rewrite rule to the TRS: 

f (b) -+ b 

(Note that the reverse rewrite rule, b -+ f (b), would produce a non
terminating TRS.) The resulting TRS is weakly confluent and terminating. 

Exerdse A,4.6. Let a be a constant, g and h unary function symbols, and 
f a binary function symbol. Consider the TRS that consists of the following 
two rewrite rules: 

g(f(h(x),x))-+ h(x) 
f(x,a)-+ x 

Determine the non-convergent critical pairs, and apply Knuth-Bendix com
pletion to obtain a TRS that is weakly confluent and terminating. 

See [94] for an application of Knuth-Bendix completion in the realm of 
process algebra with iteration operators. The significance of making critical 
pairs convergent is expressed by the following theorem, due to Huet [130]. 

Theorem A.4.2. A TRS is weakly confluent if and only if all its critical 
pairs are convergent. 





This inttoduces the basics of structural 
which defines a labelled transition system over a term 
overview of structural semantics is 

1 

We assume a non-empty set S of states, together with a 
set of transition labels A and a finite set of u"''-"''"'"''"' 

De:llnitio:n B~Ll t:ransl.tion 
a, with a E or a (s, with P a 

non-empty 

a 
where s, s1 E S. A 

labelled transition (LTS) is a (possibly set transitions. An 
LTS is 
transitions. 

'~'""'"''·"F. if each its states has many 

For convenience of notation, a transition ( s, a, s1 ) is usually denoted ass s'; 
it expresses that the state s can evolve into the state s1 the execution of 
action a. Moreover, a transition (s, P) is usually denoted as it expresses 
that predicate P holds in the state s. 

In this the states of an LTS are always the dosed terms 
tion A. E (see Definition In other 
tions are t' and tP with t, t1 E 
structure of dosed terms over a signature, such transitions can be derived 

means of inductive proof rules, where the validity of a number of tran
sitions (the premises) may imply the validity of some other transition 
conclusion). 

Definition RL2 
p is an expression of the form If-, with JI a set expressions t -.:'+ t' and 
tP with t, e E called the (positive) p, and 7r an 
t t' or tP with t, t 1 E called l:he conclusion p. The side 

7r is called the source p. A transition rule is closed if it does not contain 
any variables. 

A transition 
sition rules. 

is a set tran-
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We want to give meaning to TSSs; that is, each TSS is to generate an 
LTS. For this purpose we use the notion of a proof of a dosed transition rule 
from a TSS. 

Definl.tion B. 1.3 . A proof from a TSS T a closed transition 
rule !fr consists of an upwardly branching tree in which all upward paths are 
finite, where the nodes of the tree are la.belled by transitions s·uch that: 

0 the root has label 7r; 

e if some node has label £, and K is the set labels nodes above 
this node, then 

1. either K is the empty set and C E H, 
2. or !:j- is a closed substitution instance of a transition rule in T. 

Defi.:nitio:n B.1.4 (Generated LTS). We define that the LTS generated 
by a TSS T consists of the transitions 7r such that ~ can be proved from T. 

For notational convenience, the premises of a transition rule are not always 
presented using proper set notation. 

Example B.1.1. Let the signature consist of a constant a and a unary function 
symbol f. The TSS 

xP 

aP f(x)P 

generates the LTS {Ji"(a)P J k E IN}. The proof of 

aP e 

+ 

+ 
Jk(a)P e 

for k E IN is 

Exercise B.1.L Let the signature consist of constants a and band a unary 
function symbol f. Give the LTSs that are generated the TSSs: 

xP 
© 

f(x)P 

xP bQ 
0 -

aP f(x)P bQ 
aP bQ 

0 

bQ aP 

aP 
0 -

aP bQ aP 
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B.2 The Meaning of Negative Premises 

Sometimes it is useful to allow negative premises of the form i or hP in 
transition rules. Intuitively, a closed substitution instance cr of such a 
premise is valid if a(t) t' does not hold for any closed term t', or if O"(t)P 
does not hold, respectively. 

It is not always clear which LTS is generated by a TSS that contains 
transition rules with negative premises. For example, the transition rule 

a-,p 

aP 

expresses that aP holds if aP does not hold. On the one hand this excludes 
the possibility that aP does not hold, but on the other hand it does not 
establish a firm for aP. Therefore, on the basis of the transition rule 
above it is unknown whether the transition aP holds. 

Three- Valued Stable Models. The three-valued stable introduced 
Baeten, Bergstra, Klop, and Weijland [23] in term rewriting and by Przy
musinski [175) in logic programming, can be used to give meaning to TSSs 
with premises. A three-valued stable model partitions the collection 
of transitions into three disjoint sets: the set C of transitions that are true, 
the set F of transitions that are false, and the set U of transitions for which it 
is unknown whether or not they are true. Such a partitioning is determined 

the pair U). 
We want to extend Definition B.1.3 for a proof of a closed transition rule 

from a TSS to the setting with negative premises. Therefore, from now on we 
allow the proof tree in Definition B .1 .3 to contain expressions t and hP 
as labels of its nodes, where t is a closed term. 

Definition B.2.1. A set N expressions t ~ and hP (where t ranges over 
closed terms, a over and P over predicates) holds for a set S transitions, 
denoted by S F 
1. for each t ~ E N we have that t -'.'t t' f/_ S all t1 E T(E); 
2. each hP EN we have that tP r./. S. 

Definition R2.2 (Three-valued stable . A pair (C, U) of disjoint 
sets transitions is a three-valued stable model for a TSS T if it 
the following two requirements: 

1. a transition n is in C if and only if T proves a closed transition rule !:L 
7f 

where N contains only negative premises and C U U F N; 
2. a transition n is in C U U if and only if T proves a closed transition rule 

1;f- where N contains only negative and C F N. 
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Example B.2.1. Let the signature consist of constants a and b. The TSS 

a-..P b-.Q 

bQ aP 

has the following three-valued stable models: 

{aP, bQ}); 
- ({aP},0); 
- ({bQ},0). 

Exercise ·B.2.1. Let the signature consist of constants a and b. Give the 
three-valued stable models for the following TSSs: 

a•P 
® 

a-..P 
® 

aP 
a-.P 

® 

aP aP 
aP a-,P b-..Q 

® 

aP bQ aP 

x-..P a-·Q X•Q b·P 
@ ---- "--·--------

xQ xP 

Least Three- Valued Stable Models. Each TSS T allows a least three-valued 
stable model (C, U), in the sense that the sets C and Fare both minimal and 
the set U is maximal. This least three-valued stable model coincides with 
the so-called well-founded model [97] (see [175]). The construction of the 
least three·· valued stable model for a TSS uses the notion of ordinal numbers 
a, (3, /, ... , which form an ordered set that extends the natural numbers. 

Definition B.2.3 (Ordinal number). The ordinal numbers are defined 
inductively by: 

1. 0 is the smallest ordinal number; 
2. each ordinal number a has a successor a + 1; 
3. each sequence of ordinal numbers a < o: + 1 < a + 2 < ·· · · is 

a limit ordinal ,.\. 

A limit ordinal does not have a direct predecessor. The first ordinal numbers 
a.re the natural numbers 0 < 1 < 2 < · · ·, which give rise to the limit ordinal 
w. The successors of this limit ordinal give rise to a sequence of ordinal 
numbers w < w + 1 < w + 2 < · · ·, resulting in the limit ordinal 2w, etcetera. 
Similar to standard induction on the natural numbers, one can apply ordinal 
induction over the set of ordinal numbers. That is, to prove that a property 
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holds for all ordinal numbers a, it suffices to prove that if P13 holds for 
all ordinal numbers /3 < 'Y, then P-y holds. 

The least three··· valued stable model for a TSS T can be constructed as fol
lows. First we define a sequence (Ca:, Ua:) of pairs of disjoint sets of transitions 
for ordinal numbers a, using ordinal induction. 

• Co = 0 and U0 contains all transitions. 
o For ordinal numbers a, (Ca:+i, Ua:+i) is constructed from (Ca:, Ua:} as follows. 

A transition 7r is in Ca:H if and only if T proves a closed transition rule 1*
where N contains only negative premises and Ca: U Ua: I= N. 
A transition 7r is in Ca+l U Ua:+i if and only if T proves a closed transition 
rule 1*- where N contains only negative premises and Ca I= N. 

• :For limit ordinals a we define Ca:= Uf3<a:C,e and Ua = n,e<a:Ul'I. 

The construction of Ca: and Ua for ordinal numbers a is such that if a ~ /3 
then Ca ~ C,e and Ua: 2 U,e. So the Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem 
ensures that there is an ordinal number 'Y such that c, is maximal and U" is 
minimal; in other words, C-y+1 and U'Y+l coincide with c, and U", respectively. 
From this observation, together with the construction of C1. and U-y, it follows 
that (C-y, U-y) is a three-valued stable model for T. Furthermore, if (C1 , U1) is 
some three-valued stable model for T, then it follows by ordinal induction 
that U1 <;;; Ua for all ordinal numbers a, so in particular U1 ~ 
(C", U-y) is the least three-valued stable model for T. 

E.Tample B.2.2. fi'or the TSS in Example B.2.1, 

a•P 

bQ aP 

we have that Ca is 0 for a 2 0, U0 is {aP,aQ,bP,bQ}, and Ua is {aP,bQ} for 
a ~ L So its least three-valued stable model is (0, { aP, bQ} }. 

Exercise B.'.;3,2. For each TSS in Exercise construct the sequence of 
pairs (Ca, Ua:) for ordinal numbers a, and conclude from these pairs what is 
the least three-valued stable model. 

Positive after Reduction. Bol and Groote [59] introduced the notion of TSS 
that is positive after reduction; the definition below stems from [103]. 

Definition B.2.4. after , A TSS is positive after re
duction if its least three-valued stable model does not contain unknown tran
sitions. 

If a TSS is after reduction, then it allows one three-valued 
stable model, which by default is its least one; see (103]. We define that the 
LTS generated by a TSS T that is positive after reduction consists of the 
transitions that are true in the three-valued stable mode of T. A TSS that 
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does not contain transition rules with negative premises is always positive 
after reduction, and the LTS that such a TSS generates according to Defini
tion B.1.4 coincides with the set of true transitions in its three-valued stable 
model; see [103]. 

Exercise B.2.3. Say for each of the TSSs in Exercise B.2.1 whether it is 
positive after reduction. 

Stratifications. A useful tool for showing that a TSS is positive after reduction 
is the notion of a stratification [108, 17 4]. Basically, a TSS is stratified if there 
exists a weight function on transitions such that for each closed substitution 
and for each transition rule, the substitution instances of the positive premises 
are smaller than or equal to the substitution instance of the conclusion, and 
the substitution instances of the negative premises are strictly smaller than 
the substitution instance of the conclusion. 

Definition B.2.5 (Stratification). A stratification for a TSS is a weight 
function </> which maps transitions to ordinal numbers, such that for each 
transition rule p with conclusion 7r and for each closed substitution a: 

1. for positive premises t ~ t' and tP of p, </J(a(t) ~ a(t')) ::; </J(a(7r)) and 
</J(a(t)P) ::::; </J(a(7r)), respectively; 

2. for negative premises t ~ and t-iP of p, </J(a(t) ~ t') < </>(a(7r)) for all 
closed terms t' and </J(a(t)P) < </J(a(7r)), respectively. 

The following result stems from (59]. 

Theorem B.2.1. If a TSS allows a stratification, then it is positive after 
reduction. 

Exercise B.2.4. Say for each of the TSSs in Exercise B.2.1 whether it allows 
a stratification. 

Exercise B.2.5. Give a counter-example to show that the reverse of The
orem B.2.1 does not hold: a TSS that is positive after reduction may not 
always allow a stratification. 

Exercise B.2.6. Let the signature consist of a constant a and a unary func
tion symbol f. Moreover, let P and Q be predicates. Give a stratification for 
the TSS 

x-.P x-.P 

xQ f(x)P 

Give its three-valued stable model. 
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B.3 Bisimulation as a Congruence 

A process graph, or process for short, is an LTS that starts its execution (i.e., 
evolving from state to state) in a designated root state. 

Definition B.3.1 (Process graph), A process (graph) p is an LTS in 
which one state s is elected to be the root. If the LTS contains a transi
tion s ~ s', then p ~ p' where p' has root state s'. Moreover, if the LTS 
contains a transition sP, then pP. 

* A process Po is finite if there are only finitely many sequences Po ~ P1 ~ 
···~Pk· 

* A process Po is regular if there are only finitely many processes Pk such 
that Po ~ P1 ~ · · · ~ Pk· 

Exercise B.3.1. Give processes that satisfy the following requirements, re
spectively: 

- finite and regular; 
- neither finite nor regular; 
- regular but not finite. 

A wide range of semantic equivalences have been developed to distin
guish process graphs. Classic process equivalences are trace equivalence and 
simulation equivalence. More recently conceived process equivalences include 
ready equivalence [46, 162], failure equivalence [64, 46], ready trace equiv
alence [20, 173], failure trace equivalence [169], ready simulation [58, 141], 
and testing equivalences [80, 120]. See [99] for an overview and comparison 
of existing process equivalences. 

This text focuses on bisimulation equivalence [30, 153, 166], which is finer 
than any of the process equivalences mentioned above; that is, if two processes 
are equivalent with respect to bisimulation, then they are also equivalent 
modulo any of the aforementioned equivalences. Bisimulation equivalence not 
only requires that two processes can execute the same strings of transitions, 
but also that they have the same branching structure. See Section 2.3 for 
an exposition on why bisimulation makes a sensible equivalence relation to 
distinguish process behaviour in a setting with concurrency. 

Definition B.3.2 (Bisimufa.Ho:n). A bisimulation relation l3 is a binary 
relation on processes such that: 

1. if p l3 q and p ~ p1 , then q ~ q1 with p1 B q1 ; 

2. if p B q and q ~ q1 , then p ~ p1 with p1 l3 q1 ; 

3. ifpl3q andpP, thenqP; 
4. ifpBqandqP,thenpP. 

Two processes p and q are bisimilar, denoted by p ++ q, if there is a bisimu
lation relation B such that p l3 q. 
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It is not hard to check that H is an equivalence relation : 

o ±± is reflexive, i.e., p H p; 
o H. is symmetric, i.e., if pH q then q H p; 
o H is transitive, i.e., if pH q and q .tl. r, then p ±:!::. r. 

Hence, ±±. divides the collection of processes into equivalence classes. 

Example B.3.1. The following two processes, with root states s0 and s4, re
spectively, are bisimilar: 

a b b 
{so -t s1, s1-+ s2, s1 -+ s3} 

b b 
{s4 85, 84 Su, 85 -> S7, 86-+ S7}. 

A bisimulation relation between these two processes is defined so 13 s4, 
s1 B s5, s1 B St;, s2 B s7, and s3 B s7. This bisimulation relation can be depicted 
as follows: 

so- - - - - - - -· .......... -84 

°'t a/\a 
s1 - - - - - - - - - - S,J- - s5 

Exercise B.3.2. Give a bisimulation relation between the processes { s0 

so, s0 .!:+ s1, s1 .!'.~ s0, s1 _') si} and {s 4 s, s .!:+ s}, with root states so and 
s, respectively. Prove that this relation is indeed a bisimulation relation. 

Kanellakis and Smolka [132] presented an efficient algorithm to decide 
whether two regular processes (see Definition B.3.1) are bisimilar. and 
Tarjan [164] presented an alternative algorithm with an even better worst
case time complexity. In contrast with other process equivalences, bisimula
tion equivalence is decidable for normed processes, in which from each state 
there is a finite sequence of transitions that leads to successful 
see [22, 67, 123, 124]. 

In the remainder of this section we assume a term algebra over some 
signature. 

Definition B.i.U.t . Let E be a signature. An equivalence re-
lation l3 on T(E) is a congruence if for each f E E, 

if S; J3t; i E ... , ar(f)}, then , ... ,sar(f))B J.,,.' 

is an essential property for bisimulation over a 
term algebra, in order to be able to give an axiomatisation that is sound and 
c.v1u1.1''"'""' modulo s = t if and only if s H t Definition 
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A.3.1). Namely, the equality relation over a term algebra as induced by an 
axiomatisation is by default closed under contexts; see Definition A.2.2. 

Bisimulation equivalence with respect to the LTS generated by a TSS is 
not necessarily a congruence. Groote and Vaandrager [116] introduced a syn
tactic format for TSSs, which was extended with negative premises [108] and 
predicates [26, 192] to obtain the so-called pa.nth format. If a TSS is positive 
after reduction and in pa.nth format, then the bisimulation equivalence that 
it induces is guaranteed to be a congruence. 

Definition B.3.4 . A transit-ion rule p is in panth format 
if it satisfies the following three restrictions: 

1. for each positive premise t ~ t' of p, the right-hand side t' is a 
variable; 

2. the source of p contains no more than one function symbol; and 
3. there are no multiple occurrences of the same variable at the right-hand 

sides of positive premises and in the source of p. 

A TSS is said to be in panth format if it consists of panth mles only. 

Theorem B.3.L If a TSS is positive after reduction and in panth format, 
then the bisimnlation equivalence that it induces is a congruence. 

Proof, See [59, 

We give an example to show that the restriction in Theorem B.3.1 to 
TSSs that are positive after reduction is essential. In particular, it cannot 
be relaxed to TSSs that have exactly one (not necessarily least) three-valued 
stable model that does not contain unknown transitions. The example is 
derived from Example 8.12 in [59]. 

Example B.3.2. Let the signature consist of constants a and band a unary 
function symbol f. Consider the following TSS in panth format: 

aP bP 

xP f(x)-.Q1 f(a)•Q2 

f(x)Q2 

xP f(x)-.Qz f(b)-.Q1 

f (x)Q1 

Its least three-valued stable model contains as true transitions aP and bP, 
and as unknown transitions f(a)Q 1 , f(a)Q2, f(b)Q 1 , and f(b)Q2 (cf. the 
fourth TSS in Exercise B.2.1). So the TSS is not positive after reduction. 

The TSS has a second three-valued stable model, in which aP, bP, f (a)Q 1 , 

and f (b)(J2 are the true transitions, and the set of unknown transitions is 
empty. We have a tt band f (a) ft f (b) with respect to the latter three-valued 
stable model. So the induced bisimulation equivalence is not a congruence. 

Exercise B.3,3, Verify that the TSS in Exercise B.2.6 is in panth format. 
Show that the bisimulation equivalence induced by this TSS is a congruence. 
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Exe:rdse B,3,4. Let the signature consist of constants a and b, a unary 
function symbol f, and a binary function symbol g. Show that bisimulation 
equivalence as induced by each of the TSSs below is not a congruence. Which 
syntactic requirements of the panth format do these TSSs violate? 

@ 

f(a)P 

x··,P 
® -·----

g(x,x)P 

x y 
® 

f(y)P 

c 
x -ta 

@ 

f(x)P 

Xz 
® 

y 

g(xi, x2)P 

In order to abstract away from internal actions, Milner (151] introduced a spe
cial transition label T, called the silent step. A number of equivalence notions 
have been developed to distinguish processes that incorporate silent steps, 
such as delay equivalence [152], '!]-equivalence and observation ""'""''
lence [155]. See [100] for an overview and comparison of process 
in the presence of the silent step. 

This text focuses on branching bisimulation equivalence [105], which is 
finer than any of the process equivalences mentioned above. Intuitively, 
branching bisimulation equivalence allows us to abstract away from a r
transition if its execution does not lose any possible behaviour. See Section 
5.1 and [102] for expositions on why rooted branching bisimulation makes a 
sensible equivalence relation to abstract away from internal computations. 

Definition B~4,l A bisimulation 
relation 13 is a binary relation on the collection processes such that: 

J. if p 13 q and p p1 , then 
- either a::::: T and p1 l'3 q; 
- or there is a sequ,ence of or more) r-transitions q 

such that p J3 and q0 q' with p1 13 q1 ; 

2. if p !3 q and q q', then 
- either a ::::: T and p J3 q1 ; 

- or there is a sequence of or more) T-transitions p T 

-+ Po 
such that Po B q and p0 p' W'ith p' B q'. 
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"1. if p/3 q and pP, then there is a sequence of (zero or more) 1--transitions 
q · · · -2+ Qo such that p l3 Qo and qoP; 

4. if p J3 q and then there is a sequence (zero or more) r-transitiorw 
p _::.> · · · -2+ Po such that Po J3 q and poP. 

Two processes p and q are branching bisimilar, denoted 
is a branching bisimulation relation J3 such that p B q. 

p q, if there 

The relation ±4 is an equivalence on the collection of processes; see 
[32]. Groote and Vaandrager [115] presented an efficient algorithm to decide 
whether two regular processes are branching bisimilar. 

Example B.4.1. The following two processes, with root states so and s2, re
are branching bisimilar: 

A branching bisimulation relation between these two processes is defined by: 
so 13 s2 , so B s4, s1 B s3, and s1 f3 s5. This branching bisimulation relation can 
be depicted as follows: 

Exercise B.4.L Say for each of the following four 
root states s0 and s2 , respectively, whether are 

In each case, either give a branching bisimulation relation or ex11J1a.m 

processes are not bisimilar. 
the 

A rootedness condition, originating from [155], is imposed on top of 
branching bisimulation, in order to make it a congruence with to 
a fundamental which joins process graphs at their root states 
Section 5.1). 

A rooted branch-
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1. ifpl3q andp~p1 , thenq~q1 withp1 ++bq1 ; 

2. if p B q and q q1, then p ~ p1 with p1 q'; 
3. ifpl3q andpP, thenqP; 
4. ifpBq andqP, thenpP. 

Two processes p and q are rooted branching bisimilar, denoted by p .i±.rb q, if 
there is a rooted branching bisimulation relation l3 such that p I3 q. 

Since branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, it is not hard to 
see that rooted branching bisimilarity is also an equivalence relation. 
++ rb divides the collection of processes into equivalence classes. 

E:xe:rdse B.4.2. Show that the processes { s0 

s4, s3 82} and {ss 4 s1;, s6 87, s5 4 
respectively, are rooted branching bisimilar. 

with root states s0 and 85 1 

Exercise BA.3. Say for each of the pairs of processes in Exercise B.4.1 
whether they are rooted branching bisimilar. 

If a TSS is positive after reduction and in RBB cool format [57, 90], then 
the rooted bisimulation equivalence that it induces is guaranteed to 
be a congruence. We proceed to present the RBB cool which 
two definitions. 

Definition B.4.3 . A transition rule contains lookahead if a 
variable occurs at the left-hand side of a and at the side 
of a premise of this rule. 

Definition B.4.4 . A patience rule for the i-th argument 
a function symbol f is a panth rule the 

r 
Xi-+ Y 

' ... ' f(x1, ... ,X;-1,Y,Xi+l,···, 

Definition R4.5 cool A TSS T is in RBB cool 
if the requirements are fulfilled. 

1. T consists of panth rules that do not contain lookahead. 
2. Suppose a function symbol f occv,rs at the right-hand side of the concfo

sion of some transition ride in T. Let p E T be a non-patience rule with 
source f(x1, ... ,Xar(!))· Then for i E , ... ,ar(f)}, Xi ocwrs in no 
more than one premise of p, where this premise is of the form or 
x; y with a'/=. 1. Moreover, if there is such a premise in p, then there 
is a patience rule the i-th argument off in T. 

Theorem If a TSS is positive reduction and in RBB cool 
then the rooted branching bisimulation equivalence that it induces is a 

congruence. 
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Proof. See [57, 90]. 

The following counter-example and exercise show the need for the restric
tions of the RBB cool format on top of the panth format. 

Example B.4.2. Let the signature consist of constants a, b, c, and d, together 
with a unary function symbol f. Consider the following TSS in panth format: 

a a--> c b~d dP 

x~y yP 

f(x)P 

It is not hard to see that a H,.b b. However, f(a) i±rb f(b), because f(b)P 
holds while f (a)P does not hold. So the rooted branching bisimulation equiv
alence induced by the TSS above is not a congruence. 

The TSS does not contain negative premises, so by default it is positive 
after reduction. Theorem B.4.1 implies that the TSS cannot be in 
RBB cool format. Note that the fifth transition rule violates the RHB cool 
restriction that the transition rules must not contain lookahead. 

Exercise BAA. Let the signature consist of constants a, b, c, d, and e, 
together with a unary function f. Show for each of the 
TSSs in format that a b but f(a) Which RBB cool 
restrictions do these respective TSSs violate? 

:r xP 
@ 

a c b d c d dP f(x) 

x y x-iP 
0 

a c b d c d dP f (x) f (y) f(x)P 
0 

a c b d cP c e eQ e c dP 

x y xP xQ 
-·--

f (x) f (y) f(::i.:)P 

Exe:rdse B,4J5. Suppose the first TSS in Exercise B.4.4 is extended with 
the rule ( x~y ( for the argument of f. Prove that the 

f x)-+f y) 
TSS is in RBB cool format. Verify that f (a) ±.±rb 

Let a. TSS over some signature E0 be extended with a TSS T1 over some 
signature E1 . We want the resulting TSS To EB over the signature EB E1 

to be a conservative extension of that the transition rules in 
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do not affect the transitions of closed terms over In order to be able to 
combine To and , it is assumed in the remainder of this section that the 
function symbols in the intersection of their signatures have the same arity 
in both signatures. 

Definition B.5.1 Let and be TSSs over 
signatures E 0 and E 1 , respectively. The TSS T0 EB T1 is a conservative exten
sion of T0 if the LTSs generated by and T0 EB contain exactly the same 
transitions t ~ f and tP with t E T(Eo). 

Exerdse B.5.:L Let a and b be constants. Say for each of the pairs 
of TSSs 10 and T1 over the signatures {a} and {a, b}, respectively, whether 
T0 EB is a conservative extension of T0 • In cases where the extension is not 
conservative, give a transition of a that holds with respect to EB but not 
with respect to 

@ 0 and 
aP 

@ and 
xP bQ 

@ and 
aP 

@ and 
xP 

@ and 0 
x y 

e 0 and 
bQ xP 

We proceed to a format for TSSs from 
which ensures that an extended TSS is conservative over the 
The definition is crucial in the formulation of this format. 

Definition B.5,2 , The 
in a transition rule p are defined inductfoely as follows: 

e all variables in the source p are 
e if t t 1 is a p and all variables in t are then 

all variables in t 1 are source-dependent. 

A transition ru.le is source-dependent if all its var·iables are. A TSS i:s sonrce
aP.:rwic1.m~ru if all its rules are. 

for each transition rule in the consecutive TSSs in 
Exercise B.5.l whether it is 
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Definition BJ'i.3 . Let T0 and T1 be TSSs over signatures 
and L'1 , respectively. A term in lf(L'0 EB L'i) is said to be fresh if it contains a 
function symbol from L'1 \L'0 . Similarly, a tmnsition label or predicate symbol 
in is fresh if it does not occur in T0 . 

Exerdse BJ>.3. Say for each transition rule in the consecutive TSSs in 
Exercise B.5.1 whether its source is fresh. 

Theorem B.5.1. Let and T1 be TSSs over signatures E 0 and , respec-
tively, where T0 and To EB are posit·ive after reduction. Under the 
conditions, EB is a conservative extension of To. 

1. To is source-dependent. 
2. For each p E Tl, 

0 either the source of p is fresh, 
0 or p has a premise the form t -:+ t' or where 

- t E i(L'o); 
- all variables in t occur in the source of p; and 
--· t', a, or P is fresh. 

Proo[ See 

Exercise B.5A. Which of the extensions of TSSs in Exercise B.5.1 
the restrictions of Theorem B.5.1? 

Exe:rdse BJU). Let the signature consist of a constant a and a unary func-
tion symbol f. that the TSS 

x y 

a a f(x) ~ f(y) 

is source-dependent. What is the LTS generated by this TSS? 
Extend the signature with the constant b, and the TSS with the transition 

rule 

b b 

has the fresh constant b as its What is the LTS e:n"c''""c"·' 
the extended TSS? that the extension is conservative. 

A of so-called modal logics (see 1131]) have been developed to express 
properties of I:TSs. Modal logic aims to formulate properties of states, and 
to states that satisfy the same properties. Typically, one wants to 
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determine whether a certain predicate holds in state s, or whether there is a 
transition s ~ s' such that a certain formula holds in state s'. It can moreover 
be desirable to express temporal properties, such as that a certain formula will 
eventually hold, after zero or more transitions, or that a certain formula will 
never hold. Two states can be distinguished by a modal logic if they do not 
satisfy the same formulas over this logic. The computation whether a state 
in an LTS satisfies a modal formula is referred to as model checking. Efficient 
model-checking algorithms have been developed for a range of modal logics. 
Section 6.4 mentions several tools that have benefited from this algorithmic 
development. We proceed to present brief descriptions of some modal and 
temporal logics; see [84, 182] for surveys of these topics. 

In the remainder of this section, the unary negation operator -. and the 
binary conjunction operator /\ from boolean logic have their usual meanings: 
a formula -.<J> is true if and only if </> is false, and a formula </> /\ </>' is true if 
and only if both </> and </>' are true. Standard operators such as the binary dis
junction operator V and the binary implication operator -t can be expressed 
using only -. and /\: </> V </>' is true if and only if -.(-.</> /\ -.<f>') is true, and 
</> -+ <f/ is true if and only if -i( </> /\ -.<f>') is true. 

As before, A denotes a finite set of transition labels, and we assume a 
finite set of predicates on states, including a special predicate that holds in 
all states. 

Hennessy-Milner Logic. Hennessy-Milner logic (HML) [121], extended with 
predicates, is a modal logic of which the syntax is defined by the following 
BNF grammar [9]: 

</> ::= P I -.<1> I </> /\ <!>' I (a)</> 

where a ranges over A and P over the set of predicates. Intuitively, a formula 
(a)</> expresses that there is an a-transition from the current state to a state 
where the formula </> holds. 

Assume an LTS. The states s in this LTS that satisfy an HML formula 
</>, denoted by s I= </>, are defined inductively as follows: 

s I= P if sP 
s I= •</> if s ~ </> 
s I= </> /\ <fl if s f= </> and s I= <// 
s I= (a)<f; if there is a state s' with s ~ s' and s1 I= <f; 

Exe:rd.se B.6.1. Let A ~ {a,b,c}. Give an HML formula that holds for 

state so in the LTS {so ~ si, s1 ~ s2, s1 4 s2, s2P}, but not for state s3 

in the LTS {s3 ~ s4, s3 ~ s5, s4 ~ s6, S5 4 s6, s6P}. 

The following theorem from [121] states that HML distinguishes regular 
processes (see Definition B.3.1) up to bisimulation equivalence. 
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Theo:re:m B.6.1. Two regular processes p and q are bisimilar if and only if 
their root states satisfy exactly the same HML formulas. 

By adapting the meaning of formulas (a)ef/ and Pin HML, one can obtain 
a modal logic that distinguishes regular processes up to branching bisimula
tion equivalence; see [82]. 

We proceed to discuss some existing temporal logics. The modal µ-· 
calculus [139] extends HML with least and greatest fixed-point operators 
vZ.cp and µZ.ef>, to express temporal properties. Hennessy and Stirling [122] 
added a relativised past tense operator to HML, to upgrade it to a temporal 
logic. 

Computation Tree Logic. Computation tree logic (CTL*) [86] is a temporal 
logic to express properties of unlabelled transition systems. ACTL* [81] is 
an extension of CTL* to LTSs; its syntax is defined by the following BNF 
grammar: 

where a ranges over A and P over the set of predicates. Intuitively, </> U </>1 

denotes that there is a sequence of transitions from the current state that 
only visits states in which </> holds, until it visits a state in which ef>1 holds. 
Furthermore, E <P expresses that there is a sequence of transitions from the 
current state, which cannot be extended to a longer sequence, such that the 
sequence only visits states in which </> holds. 

Assume an LTS. A full path is either an infinite sequence of transitions 
so ~ s1 s2 ~~ · · ·, or a finite sequence of transitions so ~ · · · sg 

where there is no transition se ~ s. The states s0 in this LTS that satisfy an 
ACTL * formula </>, denoted by s0 F </>, are defined inductively as follows: 

so F P if soP 
so F= if so~ <P 
so F </> /\ <P' if so I= cf> and so F <// 
s0 ~-= (a)ef> if there is a state s1 with s0 s1 and s1 f: rjJ 

so F </>Ur// if there is a path so ~ · · · a~1 se with Sk F </> for 
k E {O, ... ,£ - l} and Sf F c/;>1 

so F E <f; if there is a full path, in s0 , such that s I= <f; for all 
states s on this full path 

Model checking of ACTL* formulas is PSPACE-complete 187, 181]. In 
order to obtain a fragment of ACTL * on which model checking is 1coc>Hcne, 

~ve make a distinction between so-called state and path formulas: 

e each predicate P is a state formula; 
e if <b and q/ are state formulas, then <f; /\ <fa' is a state formula; 
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e if <P is a state or path formula, then --.<j; is a state or formula, respec-
tively; 

0 if 4i is a state formula, then (a)ef; is a path formula; 
o if c/; and c/;1 are state then <f; U <f/ is a 
0 if 4i is a path formula, then E c/; is a state formula. 

ACTL (70, 81] consists of the set of state formulas that are thus defined. 
An efficient model-checking algorithm exists for ACTL [71, which is 
linear both in the size of the LTS and in the size of the formula. ACTL is 
usually referred to as a branching-time temporal logic, because the operator 
E 4i constitutes an explicit quantification over full paths. 

Linear Temporal Logic. Linear temporal logic (LTL) [172), here presented 
with transition labels, is defined by the following BNF grammar: 

<P ::= .PI -.ef; I c/JA<// I (a)<fi I </JU<//. 

The model-checking algorithm for LTL is linear in the size of the LTS, 
but exponential in the size of the formula. From a practical point of view this 
exponential complexity need not be problematic, because in general the size 
of a formula is small with respect to the size of the LTS against which it is 
checked. r;rr, is referred to as a .linear-time temporal logic, because formulas 
are interpreted over linear sequences of states. See [85] for a comparison of 
branching-time and linear-time temporal logics. 



2.1.1 a· (b+c) and (a· b) +(a· c). 

2.2.1 ((a+b)·(a+c))·d..'.:) (a+c)·d, ((a+b)-(a+c))·d.!+ (a+c)·d, (a+c)·d d, 
(a+c)·d d,andd.:!t 

2.3.1 
- yes: (b + c)a + ba +ea B ba +ea and a Ba; 
- no; 
- yes: (a+a)(be)+(ab)(c+e) B (a(b+b))(e+e), be B (b+b)(c+e), b(c+c) B (b+b)(c+c), 

c Be + c, and c + c B c + c. 
2.3.3 Base case: a 4 -./, while aa cannot terminate successfully by the execution 

of an a-transition. Hence, a it aa. 
Inductive case: ak+l 4 ak is the only transition of a"+1, while ak+i is 
the only transition of ak+2 • By induction, ak and ak+I cannot be related by a 
bisimulation relation. Hence, ak+l it ak+2 

2.4.1 The crux of this exercise is to show that A21 and A3 together prove AL 
A3 A2 1 A21 x + y = (x + y) + (x + y) = y + ((x + y) + x) = y + (y + (x + x)) 

A21 A3 ((x+x)+y)+y (x+(y+x))+y = (y+x)+(y+x)=y+x. 
2.4.3 Let s + t B t + s and v B v for all basic process terms v. It is easy to see that 

s + t ..'.'+ w or s + t 4 -./ if and only if t + s 4 w or t + s ·~ -./, respectively. 
Let ( s + t )u l3 su + tu and v B v for all basic process terms v. It is easy to see 
that (s + t)u 4 w or (s + t)u ..'.:>-./if and only if su +tu 4 w or su +tu 4 
respectively. 
Let (vt)uB v(tu) and v B v for all basic process terms v. ff v v 1 , then (vt)u 4 
(v't)u corresponds to v(tu) -':r v'(tu); if v 4 -./,then (vt)u tu corresponds to 
v(tu) tu. 

2.4.5 (ab)c-+ a(bc), while both (ab)c and a(bc) have weight 8. 
2.4.6 
- The rewrite rules for BPA reduce ((a+a)(b+ b))(c+c) to the normal form a(bc). 
- The rewrite rules for BPA reduce both (a+a)(bc)+(ab)(c+c) and (a(b+b))(c+c) 

to the normal form a(bc). 
- The rewrite rules for BPA reduce ((a+b)c+ac)dto the normal form a(cd)+b(cd), 

and (b + a)(cd) to the normal form b(cd) + a(cd). These two normal forms are 
equivalent modulo AC of the+. 

3.3.2 (a+b)Jic ++ (a+b)c+c(a+b)+1(a, c)+1(b, c) is not bisimilar with ++ 
ac +ea+ 1(a, c) +be+ cb + 1(b, c). 
alL(b + c) ++ a(b + c) is not bisimilar with a!Lb + allc ±±. ab + ac. 
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3.3.6 all((b + c)d) ~ all((b + c)d) + ((b + c)d)lla + al((b + ~ all((b + c)d) + 
( (b + c)d) li.a + aj(bd + cd) c~io all ((b + c)d) + ((b + c)d) Ila+ ai(bd) + aj(cd) c~6 

all ((b + c)d) + ( (b + c)d) Ila+ 1(a, b)d + 1(a, c)d c~7 all ( (b + + ((b+ c)d) Ila+ 

(bd)ia + (cd)la c~g all((b + c)d) + ((b + c)d)lla + + cd)Ja all + c)d) + 
((b + c)d)lla + ((b + c)d)ia ~1 ((b + c)d)ila. 

3.3.7 Sketch: First prove that sit = tls holds for basic terms s a:nd t, 
induction with respect to their sizes. Next, observe each process term in 
PAP is provably equal to a basic process term. 

silt~ (silt+ tll..s) +sit~ (tlls +silt)+ sit= (tlls +silt)+ tis tijs. 
3.3.8 alLb H ab is not bisimilar with blla H ba. 

(allb) lie H a(bc + cb + 1(b, c)) is not bi;lmilar with all (bile)++. a(bc). 

3.4.2 O{a} (ac); 
b 

a{a}((a + b)c)-+ a{a}(c) 

((a+ b)c) ~ 8{c}(c) and B{c}((a + b)c) ..!'.> D{c}(c); 

((ablil(ba)) 4 a{a,b}(blia) J. 
3.4.5 yes; no; yes; yes; no. 

3.4.7 Let 1(a,b) ~c. Then 
A3 Al,2 A3 - A6 

3.4.9 b = s + t = (s + t) + (s + t) = s + (s + (t + t)) = s + (s + t) = s + o c.::: s. 

3.4.10 
- 8lla 1;41 <Sil.a+ aiU +&la LM2 •1:2CMl 2 ba + aJ + 8 A~ 7 a5. 

O{a,b}((ab)jj(ba)) O{a,b}((ab)ll(ba) + (ba)U.(ab) + (ab)l(ba)) 

LM 3±:CMB O{a,b}(a(bll(ba)) + b(ail(ab)) + c(blla)) 

oD{a,b}(bll(ba)) + oo{a,b}(all(ab)) + c8{a,b} 

A~? CO{a,b}(blla) 
Ml 

CO{a,b}(bU.a + alLb + bla) 
LM2,CM5 

= CO{a,bj(ba + ab + c) 
01 ·24•5 c(il'o{a,b}(a) + bo{a,b}(b) + c) 
A~7 cc. 

·· send(d), read(d), and comm(d) are abbreviated to s(d), r(d), and c(d), respec
tively, ford E {O, 1}, and H denotes {s(O), s(l), r(O), r(l)}. 

Ml 
(s(O) + s(l))IJ(r(O) + r(l)) 

( s(O) + s(l)) ll (r(O) + r(l)) + (r(O) + 
+ (s(O) + s(l))l(r(O) + r(l)) 

ll.. + 

LM 4.gM9 ,IO s(O)ll(r(O) + r(l}) + s(l)lL(r(O) + r(l)) + r(O)ll(s(O) + 
+ r(l)lL(s(O) + s(l)) + s(O)jr(O) + s(O)lr(l) + s(l)lr(O) 
+ s(l)lr(l) 

LMZ-'--CMs s(O)(r(O) + r(l)) + s(l)(r(O) + r(l)) + r(O)(s(O) + s(l)) 

A6 
+ r(l)(s(O) + s(l)) + c(O) +Ii+ b + c(l) 

s(O)(r(O) + r(l)) + s(l)(r(O) + r(l)) + r(O)(s(O) + s(l)) 
+ r(l)(s(O) + s(l)) + c(O) + c(l). 
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Hence. 

3.4.11 

BH((s(O) + s(l))ii(r(O) + r(l))) 
= 8H(s(O)(r(O) + r(l)) + s(l)(r(O) + + + 

+ r(l)(s(O) + s(l)) + c(O) + c(l)) 
01 ·~ 4 • 5 68H(r(0) + r(l)) + 68H(r(0) + r(l)) + b8H(s(O) + 

+ 88H(s(O) + s(l)) + c(O) + c(l) 
A!?c 7 c(O) + c(l). 

ALT! alt(a,x)=a·x 
ALT2 alt(6,x) = 6 
ALT3 alt(a · x,y) =='a· alt(y,x) 
ALT4 alt(x + y, z) = alt(x, z) + alt(y, z) 

The first axiom says that if the left-hand sides of alt(s, t) terminates successfully 
by the execution of a, then alt(s, t) executes a after which it results to t. 
The second axiom says that if the left-hand sides of alt(s, t) cannot execute any 
actions, then alt(s, t) cannot execute any actions. 
The third axiom says that if the left-hand sides of alt(s, t) executes a to evolve 
into s', then alt(s,t) executes a to evolve into alt(t,s'). 
The fourth axiom says that if the left-hand sides of alt(s, t) can execute actions 
a; to evolve into B;, then alt(s, t) can execute the a; to evolve into alt(t, s;). 
Direct the axioms for alt from left to right, and add them to the TRS for ACP. An 
appropriate weight function shows that the resulting TRS is terminating modulo 
AC of the+. One can show that normal forms do not contain occurrences of alt. 
Let the process terms s and tin ACP extended with alt be bisimilar. Then one 
can apply the rewrite rules to remove all occurrences of II, ll.., I, Bn, and alt from 
s and t, to obtain normal forms n and n', respectively, in BPA extended with b. 
Since the axioms are sound, n and n' are bisimilar. This implies n =Ac n', so 
.9 = n =Ac n' = t. 

4.1.1 Let 1(a,a) 4oand1(a,b) 4 o. Then aaa· · · and (a+b)(a+b)(a+b) · · · are 
two non-bisimilar solutions. 

4.1.2 
- { X =aY, Y =bX} is already in the desired form. 
- The right-hand side of Y =aX is already in the desired form. The right-hand side 

of X =Y is brought into the desired form by replacing Y by the right-hand side 
aX of its recursive equation. 

- The right-hand side of X=(a+b)ll..X is brought into the desired form by 
cations of axioms LM2,4: ( a+b) ll. X = aX +bX. 

4.1.3 Z =bZ is already in the desired form. 
Y =Z +a is brought into the desired form by replacing Z by the side 
bZ of its recursive equation. 

is brought into the desired form by replacing Y and Z by bZ +a and bZ, 
respectively, and manipulating the resulting term (bZ + a)il(bZ) by the axioms: 
(bZ+a)ll(bZ) = (bZ+a)ll(bZ)+(bZ)ll..(bZ+a)+(bZ+a)i(bZ) = (bZ)ll(bZ)+ 
all.. (bZ) + (bZ)ll.. (bZ +a)+ (bZ)j(bZ) + al(bZ) =~" b(Zll(bZ)) + a(bZ) + b(Zil(bZ + 
a))+ c(ZllZ) + cZ. 
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4.2.1 

4.2.2 

----··-----

(-v
V-+ 

b(XIE) ~ (XIE) ( x ~ J, 
xy-+ y 

v := b) 

v := b, x := b, y :=(XIE)) 

~ (XJE) 
b(XIE) 4 y 

( (YIE) -~ y , v := b, y := 

(X I ..:!:+ b ~ v'; 
(XIX=YX,Y=bY) ~ IX=YX,Y:::::bY){XI 

(YI X=YX, Y=bY)(X I X=Y x, Y=bY) ~ 
(YI X=YX, Y=bY)(X I X=YX, Y=bY); 

(X I X=aXb) bk..:!:+ (X I X=aXb) bk+1 fork E tN; 
J X =aXb+c) bk ..:!:+ {X IX =aXb+c) bk+ 1 for k E IN, 

(X I X =aXb+c) 4 .J, 
(X IX =aXb+c) bk+! 4 bk+ 1 for k E IN. 

4.2.3 Let Sk,l represent the state in which there are k zeros and l ones in the bag 
(so the root state is so,o). Let Sk,l B (· · · (((XIE)1lout(di))llout(d2)IJ · · · )liout(dn) 
if the sequence d1 · · · dn of elements in {O, 1} contains k zeros and f ones. 

4.2.4 Assume recursion variables Xk,t for k, l E rN. Intuitively, Xk,l represents the 
state in which there are k zeros and f, ones in the bag. This is captured by the 
following recursive equations, where k and f range over IN: 

Xo,o 
Xo,t+i 
Xk+l,O 

= in(O)X1,o + in(l)Xo,1 
:::::: in(O).X1,e+1 + in(l)Xo,t+2 + out(l)Xo,t 
= in(O)Xk-1-2,0 + in(l)Xk+1,1 + out(O)Xk,o 
= in(O)Xk+2,H1 + in(l)XH1,t+2 + out(O)X1<,t+1 + 

4.3.l Since t = t, RSP yields t = (X J X=X) for all process terms t. 

4.3.2 E i:1 {X = aX}. (XJE)tlb ..:!:+ (XIE)llb ~(XIE), while (XIE)b .±±(XIE). 

4.3.3 
J X =aX +b) R£P a(X IX =aX +b) +b. So the desired equation follows by RSP. 

IX =aX) R£P a(X I So the desired equation follows by RSP. 
RDP RDP 

- (Z I = a(Z J Z=aZ} = aa(Z I Z=aZ). By RSP, 

(Z I Z=aZ) = (X I X=aaX). 

(Z I a(ZI aa(ZI 
RDP 

(Z I Z=aZ) =(YI Y=aaaY}. 

R£?,P (a+ 

~ a(Z\ +b(ZI 

RgP a(Z I Z=(a+b)Z) + b(a + b)(Z I Z=(a+b)Z}. 
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So by RSP, (Z I Z=(a+b)Z) = (X IX =aX +b(a+b)X). 
Likewise it can be derived that (Z I Z=(a+b)Z) =(YI Y=bY +a(a+b)Y). 
By CAcP, RDP, and commutativity of the merge, 

(X I X::.~caX}ll(Y I Y=bY) =(a+ b + 1(a,b))({X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)). 

So by RSP, (XIX=aX)ll(YIY=bY) = (ZIZ=(a+b+1(a,b))Z). 
- By RDP and A4, 

(X I X=aX+b)(Y I Y=(a+b)Y) 
= a(X I X=aX+b)(Y I Y=(a+b)Y) + b(Y I Y=(a+b)Y) 

and by RDP, (YI Y=(a+b)Y) :::::0 (a+ b)(Y I Y=(a+b)Y). 
So by RSP, (X IX=aX+b}(Y I Y=(a+b)Y) = (V IV=aV+bW, W=(a+b)W). 
Furthermore, by RDP and A4, 

(Z I Z=(a+b)Z} = a{Z I Z=(a+b)Z) + b{Z I Z=(a+b)Z), 

and by RDP, (Z I Z=(a+b)Z) = (a+ b)(Z I Z=(a+b)Z). 
So by RSP, {Z I Z=(a+b)Z) =(VI V=aV+bW, W=(a+b)W). 

- (X I X=aX) b R£P a(X I X=aX)b, so by RSP (X I X=aX) b = (X I X=aX). 
- By the previous item, (X IX ~=aX) = (X IX =aX) b RJ?,P a(X I X =aX) b. 

Hence, by RSP, (X IX =aX) = (Y I Y =aYb). 
4.3.4 Let E consist of the recursive equations X1 = a(X2b + c), X2 = cX2 + 

and X3 = a(X1 + X3)X2. It is easy to see that E is guarded. So RSP yields 
t, = (X;IE) for i E {1, 2, 3}. 

4.3.5 Since ti = at2 and t2 = at1, substituting t1 for Y1 and t2 for Y2 is a solution 
for E 4 {Y1=aY2, Y2=aYi}. So by RSP, t1 = (Y1IE}. 
RDP yields (X I X=aX) = a(X I X=aX), so substituting (X I X:~:aX) for Yi and 
Y2 is a solution for {Y1=aY2, Y2=aYi}. Hence, by RSP, (X I X=aX) = (Y1IE). 

4.4.1 I X=aX+bY, Y=cX + aY}. 
4.5.3 Apply induction on n. The case n:::: 0 is trivial; let n > 0. 

If 1rn(s) 'If, then 1Tn+1(s) ~ V· Since 1Tn+1(s) H 1rn+i(t), this implies 
1rn+1(t) -'.4 V· Since n > 0, 1rn(t) V· Likewise, 1rn(t) -'.4 v implies 1rn(s) 
If 1r n ( s) -'.4 1rn-l ( s'), then 1Tn+1 ( s) ~ 1f n ( s'). Since 1rn+l ( 8) H 1r n+l ( t), this 
implies n·n+1(t) ..':> 1rn(t') with 7rn(s') .:t± 1rn(t'). Then 1Tn(t) 1rn-1(t1 ), and 
by induction 7rn-1(s1 ) H 1Tn-1(t'). Likewise, 7rn(t) ~ 1rn-1(t') _; 
1rn-1(s') with 1rn-1(t') H 1Tn-1(s1). 

4.5.4 Sn ~ {n, n + 1, n + 2, ... } for n E IN. 

4.5.5 Consider the process graphs {s ~ s', s' _; s'} U {s Sn, sn+1 -'.4 Sn In E IN} 
and {s ~Sn, Sn+i ~Sn In E IN}, with root states sands, respectively. sands 
are bisimila.r up to any finite depth, but s has an infinite trace of a-transitions 
(s s' -'.4 s' ..':> · · ·) while s has no such trace. So s and 8 are not bisimilar. 

4.5.6 We derive for k, n E by induction on n: 

7rn((X I X=aXb+b}bk) = 7rn((Y I Y:=:aZb+b, Z=aYb+b)bk) 
7rn((X I X=aXb+b)b") = 1rn((Z J Y=aZb+b, Z=aYb+b}bk) 

(The desired equality then follows by AIP, taking k:::: 0.) 
The base case n = 0 is trivial. Using induction one can derive: 
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7rn+i((X I X=aXb+b}bk) 
RD~A4 7rn+i(a(X I X=aXb+b}bk+ 1 + bk+l) 

PFg-3 a7rn( (X I X=aXb+b}bk+l) + 1rn+i(bk+l) 

= arr,.({Z I Y=aZb+b, Z=aYb+b)bk+ 1 ) + 1rn+l (b"+l) 

PFg-3 7rn+l (a(Z I Y =aZb+b, Z=aYb+b)bk+ 1 + bk+1 ) 

RDP,A4 (( I ) k) = 'll'n+i Y Y=aZb+b, Z=aYb+b b . 

Likewise one can derive 

11'n+1((X I X=aXb+b)bk) = 7rn+1((Z J Y=aZb+b, Z=aYb+b)b"). 

5.1.1 a Bi ar, .J B1 r, and .J B1 .J proves a .±±i, ar; 
a B2 ra, a B2 a, and .J B2 .J proves a .±±i, ra. 
ar Bs ra, ar 83 a, r Ba .J, and .J 83 .J proves ar Hb ra. 

5.1.2 r(r(a + b) + b) +a Ba+ b, r(a + b) +bBa + b, a+ bBa + b, and .JB .J. 
5.1.4 not branching bisimilar; bisimilar; branching bisimilar but not rooted branch

ing bisimilar; rooted branching bisimilar but not bisimilar; not branching bisim
ilar. 

5.2.l 

(X IX =aY +rY, Y =bX +r X) ..; (YI X =aY +rY, Y =bX +r X} 
..; (XIX=aY+rY,Y=bX+rX). 

For each c EA, a solution for {X=aY+rY,Y=bX+rX} is to substitute (a+ 
r)(Z I Z=aZ+bZ+cZ) for X and (b+r)(Z I Z=aZ+bZ+cZ) for Y. For different 
atomic actions c, the solutions above are not rooted branching bisimilar. 

5.2.2 

x.j.. 

x+y.j.. 

y .j.. 

x +y .j.. 

y4y' 

x+y 4 y' 

x -I- y.j.. 
x ·y .J_ 

x.j. y4y1 

x·y4y1 

x4x1 

v I x·y-+x ·y 

x.j. y..t. x4x1 

xllY i xllY 4 x'llY 

x4x' 

xll.y 4 x'llY 

y 4 y' x 4 x' y ~ y' 

xllY 4 xllY' xlly 'Y(4w) x'llY' 

x 4 x' y ~ y' 

xly 'Y(4w) x'lly' 

ti( (XdE}, .. · , (XnlE}) i ti( (X1 IE), ... , (XnlE}) 4 Y 
(XilE) -I- (X•IE} 4 y 
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5.3.2 (X I X=aX) and (YI Y=bY). 
5.3.3 

a(rb + b) a(r(b + b) + b) ~ a(b + b) ab. 

a(r(b + c) + b) ~ a(b + c) ~ a(c + b) ~ a(r(c + b) + c) a(r(b + c) + c). 
Since ea.eh process term in ACP,. can be reduced to a normal form in BP A 
extended with (j and r, it may be assumed that sis a normal form L; a;s;+ E1 bJ, 
where the Si are normal forms. The desired equation can be proved structural 
induction with respect to the size of the normal form s. By induction we have 
ai(s;ll(rt)) = a;(s;JJt). 

So 

a(sl!(rt)) = a((L; a;s; + LJ bJ)Jj(rt)) 
= a(r(tjjs) + L; a;(sdJ(rt)) + E 1 bjrt) 
= a(r(tjjs) + L; a;(s;jjt) + LJ bj't) 
= a(r(sllt + tlls) +silt) 
=a( silt+ tlls) 
= a(sJJt). 

JX=aY, 

a(Y J X =a.Y, Y =r X) 
R£P ar(X J X=aY, Y=rX} 

~ a(X IX =aY, Y =r X). 

== (ZI 

I Z=(a+b)Z} R£P (a+ b)(a + b)(Z I Z=(a+b)Z) 

(a+ b)(r(a + b) + b)(Z I 
RD~,M (a+ b)(r + b)(Z J Z=(a+b)Z). 

Hence, substituting (Z I Z=(a+b)Z) for X and (r + b)(Z I Z=(a+b)Z) for Y is a 
solution for {X=(a+b)Y, Y=(r+b)X}. So by RSP, 

(Z I Z=(a+b)Z) = (X I X=(a+b)Y, Y=(r+b)X). 

5.3.4 r ++rb rr, but 7r1(r) =rand 7r1(rr) = ro are not rooted branching bisimilar. 
7rn+I occurs at the right-·hand side of the conclusion of the transition rule for 
7rn+2· Furthermore, in the transition rule for 7rn+1, the argument x of the source 
7rn+1 (x) is the left-hand side of the premise. Since there is no patience rule for 
the argument of 7rn+1, this combination violates the RBB cool format .. 

5.3.5 Let a range over A (so a f:. r). 

x x ----
'if n+l 1T n (x') 

PRl + y) = 11"n(x) + 1Tn(Y) 
PR2 1rn+1(a · x) =a· 7rn(x) 
PR3 7ro(a · x) = o 
PR4 nn(o) = 6 
PR.5 7rn(r) = r 
PR.6 · x) = r · 1Tn(x) 
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5.4.1 a~ .j implies aa ~a, and b ~ J implies bb ~ b; 
1(a, b) := c, so (aa)ll(bb) ~ allb; 
c ~{a, b}, so 8{a,b}((aa)ll(bb)) ~ V{a,b}(allb); 

c E {c}, SO T{c}(8{a,b}((aa)ll(bb))) 4 T{c}(O{a,b}(allb)). 
5.4.2 The process graph of T{a} ( (X IX =aX)) consists of the transition 

T{a}((X I X=aX)) 4 T{a}((X I X=aX)). 

Hence, r{a} ( (X IX =aX)) B 8 is a branching bisimula.tion relation. 

5.4.4 T{a}(8{a}(a)) +-+,.0 O while Cl{a}ha}(a)) +-+,.b r. 
5.4.5 No. A counter-example is t1 := ac and t2 = re. 

5.4.6 

T{b}((X I Y=bX}) RgP T{b}(ab(Y I Y=bX)) 

TI~2 ' 5 arr{b}((X IX =aY, Y =bX)) 
Bl = ar{b}((X I X=aY, Y=bX)). 

So by RSP, 7{b}((X I X:..-:.caY, Y=bX)) = (Z I Z=aZ) . 
.5.6.l 
- T{a}((X I X=aX)) 4 T{a}((X I X=aX)), while ro 4 8. So it suffices to prove 

that T{a}((X I X=aX)) ±±i, o. This is shown by the following branching bisimu
lation relation B: T{a} ( {X IX =aX)) Bo. 

- T{a}((X I X=aX+b)) T{a}((X I X=aX+b)) and T{a}((X I 

while b+rb band b+rb ~ J. So it suffices to prove that T{a}((X I 
±±i, b. This is shown by the following branching bisimulation relation B: 
T{a}((X I X=aX+b)) Bb and .j 13 J. 

- TT{a.}((X I X=aY+b, Y=aX+c)) 4 T{a}((X I X=aX+b, Y=aX+c)), while r(b+ 
c) 2} b +c. So it suffices to prove that r{a} ( (X IX =aX +b, Y =aX +c)) ±±i, b +c. 
This is shown by the following branching bisimulation relation B: 
T{a}((X I X=aX+b, Y=aX+c)) B b + c, T{a}((Y I X=aX+b, Y=a.X+c)) B b + c, 
and .jB .j . 

.5.5.3 
- {X} is a cluster for {a} in E 1 4 {X=aX + b}, with exit b, so 

T{a}((XIE1)) RDP,J'IM TT{a}((XIE1)) + b C~R TT{a}(b) +b. 

Z} is a duster for {a} in E 2 4 {Y=aZ+b, Z=aY}, with exit b, so 

T{a} ((YjE2)) RDP,J'll- 5 TT{ a} ( (ZIE2)) + b C~R TT{ a} (b} +b. 

Hence, T{a}((XIE1)) = T'T{a}(b) + b = T{a}((YIE2)). 

Y} is a cluster for {a} in E1 4 {X=aY, Y=aX+bX}, with exit bX, so 

T{a}((XjE1)) RDP_+J'1 2' 5 TT{a}((YJE1)) C~R TT{a}(b(XIE1)). 

Moreover, 

So substituting T{a}((XIE1)) for V and r{a} for W is a solution for 

E2 4 {V=rW, W=bV}. Hence, by RSP, r{a}((XJE1)) = (V!E2). 
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- {X, Y} is a duster for {a} in E 4 {X=aY+b, Y=aX+c}, with exits band c, so 

T{a}({XIE)) RDP::J'll- 5 TT{a}((YIE)) + b C~R r(b + c) +b. 

- {X, Y} is a cluster for {a} in E 4 {X=aY +bY, Y=aX +cX}, with exits bY and 
cX, so 

rr{a}((XIE)) C~R H{a}(b(YIE) + c(XIE)) 

r(br{a} ( (YIE)) + CT{a} ({XIE))). 

Applications of CFAR and TH,5 give 

br{a}((YIE}) = b(br{a}((YjE)) + CT{a}((XIE})) 
CT{a}((XIE}) = c(br{a}({YIE)) + CT{a}((XIE))). 

So substituting br{a}( (YjE)) +er{ a} ( (XjE)) for Z is a solution for 
Then RSP yields br{a}((YIE}) + CT{a}((XIE)) = (Z I Z=bZ+cZ). 

H{a}((XjE)) = r{Z I Z=bZ+cZ). 

6.1.2 RollSo r~~d) RoJITdo c:sJtl QilJUdo co4..1..) RollS1 rAJ:;'l RoJITd'l · 
So n(8n(RollSo)) r~dl.;__;.'AJ:;'l ri(aH(RollTd'J)). 

7.1.1 

PJ((X IX=aX+bX)) 
RDP P1(a(X I X=aX+bX) + b(X I X:::"aX+bX)) 
RN~3 • 4 cp1((X I X=aX+bX}) + cp1((X I X=aX+bX}) 

cpr((X I X=aX+bX)). 

So by RSP, PJ((X I X=aX+bX)) =(YI Y=cY). 
7.1.2 Sketch: First prove that p901(t) = p9(p1(t)) holds for process terms a and t 

in BPA extended with 5 and r, by induction with respect to the size oft. 
observe that each process term in ACP,. with renaming is provably equal to a 
process term in BPA extended with Ii and r. 

702.2 

action(O, push) 4 on 
action(l, push) ~ off 

effect(O, push) 4 1 

effect(l, push) 4 0 

.Ao((X I X=push·X)) RgP >..o(push. · (X I X=push·X)) 
5£4 on· >..1((XIX=push·X)) 
RDP 
= on· >..1 (push· (X IX =push<X:)) 

S04 = on· off· >..o( {X IX o-=push·X) ). 

7.2.3 Let state(sk,c) 4 Sk+l fork E !N. Moreover, let 

action(ao,c) action(a1,c) action(s2,c) ... 

be a non-repetitive sequence of a's and b's. Then >..0 
regulai process graph. 

has a non-
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7.2.4 t = switch · t +Ede a read(d) · t can be derived from EAcP, RDP, and com
mutativity of the merge. So 

SOl-4 A3 ( ) >.o(t) = on · >.1 (t) + Ede..1 lost· >.o(t) = lost · >.o(t) + on· >.1 t 
SOI-4 

>.1 (t) = off · >.o(t) + Ede..1 reo.d(d) · A.1 (t). 

7.3.1 The weight of a transition t .!:t t' or t .!:t vis the number of occurrences of 
priority and unless operators in t. 

7.3.2 e occurs at the right-hand side of the conclusion of the second transition 
rule for the priority operator. Furthermore, in the second transition rule for the 
priority operator, the argument x of the source e(x) is the left-hand side of the 
negative. premises. This combination violates the RBB cool format. 

7.3.3 e(a(b + c)) T~4 e(a)e(b + c) TJ,P ae(b + c) T~S a(e(b) <l C + e(c) <lb) TJ:P 

Pl,2 A6 
a(b<1c+c<1b) = a(o+c) = ac. 

e(a(r(b+c) +b)) T~4 e(a)e(r(b+c) +b) Ti;g,a a(e(r(b+c)) <1b+e(b) <l (r(b+ 

c))) Tl,g"4 a((e(r)e(b + c)) <1 b + b <1 (r(b + c))) TH1,£,Ps a((r(B(b) <1 c + B(c) <1 
THl P2 A6 Pl 2 A6 P6 

b)) <lb+ b <l r) ::d a((r(b <l c + c <lb)) <I b + o) !:::::: • a((r(o + c)) <! b) :::!::: 

a((r<1b)c) ~ a(rc) A~Bl ac. 

7.3.4 

8{a,b}((X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)) 
= 8{a,b}(a(X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY) + b(Y I Y=bY)li(X I X=aX) 

+ c(X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)) 
= CO{a,b}({X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)) 

8((X I X=aX)li(Y I Y=bY)) 
= 8(a(X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY) + b(Y I Y=bY)ll(X I X=aX) 

+ c(X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)) 
= c8((XIX=aX)ll(YIY=bY)). 

So by RSP, 

a{a,b}((X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY))::;:: (Z I Z=cZ) 
= B((X I X=aX)ll(Y I Y=bY)). 

7.3.5 Let the guarded linear recursive specification Ebe defined by 

for i E {1, ... , n}. Let Ki and Lj consist of the indices a E {1, ... , k;} and {3 E 
{l, ... , l;} for which ai<> and b;13 are maximal in { a;1, ... , a;1o,, b;1, ... , ba, }, with 
respect to the partial order on atomic actions. The linear recursive specification 
F is defined to consist of 

Y; = L ai<>lia + L b;13 
a EK; /3EL; 

for i E { 1, . . . , n}. Since E is guarded, it follows that F is also guarded. 

e((X;IE)) 
RJi?:P e(a;1 (X;1 IE) + ... + llik; (Xik; IE) + b;1 + ... + ba,) 

THl-4,Pl-8 'I;""' = ,L.;aEK; a;aB({X;alE)) + E/3EL; b;13. 
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Hence, replacing Yi by 8((XdE)) for i E {l, ... ,n} is a solution for F. So by 
RSP, 8((X1IE)) = (Y1IF). 

7.3.6 The following axioms originate from [35): 

(1) e(v) = v 
(2) 8(0) = 0 
(3) 8(v · x + v · y + z) = 8(v · x + z) + 8(v · y + z) 
(4) e(v. x + v + z) = e(v. x + z) + e(v + z) 
(5) 8(v·x+w·y+z)=8(w·y+z) 
(6) 8(v. x + w + z) = e(w + z) 
(7) 8(v+w·y+z)=8(w·y+z) 
(8) 8(v+w+z)=8(w+z) 
(9) ec~:::::-:1 Vi . X; + Ej=l Wj) = E:-:1 v; . e(x;) + E.i=l Wj 

In axioms (5)-(8), v < w. In axiom (9), v1, ... , Vm, w1, ... , Wn are distinct atomic 
actions and. pairwise incomparable. 

7.3.7 It suffices to prove that each process term t in ACP,. with guarded linear 
recursion and. the alt operator is provably equal to a process term (XIE} with E 
a guarded. linear recursive specification. Namely, then the desired completeness 
result follows from the fact that if (X1IE1) ++rb (YdE2) for guarded. linear re
cursive specifications E1 and. E2, then (X1IE1) = (YdE2) can be derived. from 
£AcP + Bl, 2 + RDP, RSP; see the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. 
Apply structural induction with respect to the size of t. In comparison to the 
completeness proof of Theorem 5.6.2, the only new case (where the axioms ALTl-
4 for alt from the solution to Exercise 3.4.11 are needed) is when t::: alt(81, 82). 
By induction it may be assumed that 81 = (X1IE1) and 82 = (YdE2) with E1 
and E2 guarded linear recursive specifications, sot= alt((XdE1), (Y1IE2)). Let 
E1 consist of 

X; = anXil + · · · + a;.1:, X;k, + b;1 + · · · + bu, 

for i E {l, ... , M}, and E2 of 

Yj = Cjl Yj1 + · · · + Cjm; YJm; + dj1 + · · · + djn; 

for j E {l, ... , N}, where the recursion variables X; and Yj are all distinct. The 
recursive specification F is defined to consist of E 1 and E2 together with 

v/ = a;1 wj1 + ... + a;k; wr· + b;1Yj + ... + b;t,Yj 

Wi-c·Vj 1 + +c· V1m'+d·X·+ +d· X· j - J 1 i · · · Jm; i J 1 i · • • Jn; i 

for i E {l, ... , M} and j E {1, ... , N}. Since E1 and E 2 are guarded, it follows 
that F is also guarded. 

alt((X;IE1), (YjlE2)) 
RgP alt(a;1 (X;1 IE1) + · · · + a;k, {Xik; IE1) + b;1 + · · · + ba,, (Yj IE2)) 

ALTl-4 = a;1 alt((YjlE2), (X;1 IE1)) + · · · + a;k, alt((YJIE2), (X11c, IE1)) 
+ b;i(YjlE2) + ... + b;t, (Yj IE2) 

alt((Yj IE2), (XdE1)) 
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Hence, replacing V,i by alt((X;IE1}, (YjlE2)), by alt((}jlE2), (XdE1}), X; by 
(X;IE1), and }j by {YjlE2) for i E {l,." , M{ and j E {l, ... , N} is a solution 
for F. So by RSP, alt((Xi!E1), (YilE2)) = (V1 IF). 

A.1.1 Some typical closed terms: a, f (a, a), g(a), f (f (a, a), f (a, a)), f (f (a, 
f(g(a), f(a, a)), f(g(a),g(a)), g(f(a, a)), g(g(a)), f(g(f(a, a)), g(g(a))), ... 

A.1.2 
- a(x):::: a and a(y)::::: b; 

no; 
- a(x):::: b, a(y):::: b, and a(z):::: b; 
- no. 

A.2.1 
- f(b, c, a) = b = I (b, c, b); 
- f(a,c,b) = f(c,a,b) = f(b,c,a) = b; 
- f(c,c,f(c,c,b)) = f(c,c,f(b,c,c)) = f(c,c,b) = J(b,c,c) =b. 
A.3.1 sound, not complete; neither sound nor complete; sound and com-

plete, not sound. 

A.3.2 S(S(S(O))) + S(O) = S(S(S(S(O))) + O) = S(S(S(S(O)))). 
S(S(O))·S(S(O)) = (S(S(O))·S(O))+S(S(O)) == (S(S(O))·O+S(S(O)))+S(S(O)) = 
(0 + S(S(O))) + S(S(O)) = S(O + S(O)) + S(S(O)) = S(S(O + 0)) + S(S(O)) = 
S(S(O)) + S(S(O)) = S(S(S(O)) + S(O)) = S(S(S(S(O)) + 0)) = S(S(S(S(O)))). 

A.3.3 
- {[a], [b]}; 
- {[a)}; 
- {[Jk 
- {[a], 
- 0. 
A.3.4 

A.3.5 yes; no (e.g., x = 

A.4.1 8(0) + S(O) ~ S(S(O) + 0) ~ S(S(O)). Now use "''"'"..u!J""' A.4.1. 
A.4.2 (SUBSTITUTION) 

weight(s + 0) 4 weight(s) + weight(0) 2 > weight(s); 
weight(s + S(t)) 4 weight(s) + weight(S(t)) 2 = + > 
weight(s) + weighi(t) 2 + l = weight(s + t) + 1 4 
weight(s · O) 4 weight(s) 2 · weight(0) 2 > weight(O); 
weight(s · 4 wezght(s) 2 · weight(S(t)) 2 = + > 
weight(s) 2 · weight(t) 2 + weight(s) 2 4 · t) + 
(CONTEXT) 
If weight(t) > weight(t'), then clearly weight(S(t)) > weight(S(t')), 
t) > weight(s + t'), weight(t + s) > weight(t' + s), weight(s · t) > 
and weight (t s) > weight ( t' · 

A.4.3 Apply structural induction with respect to the size of t. If t is of the form 
u + u' or u · u', then by induction t is not a normal form, so s + t and s · t are 
not normal forms. So it can be assumed that t :::: Sk(O) for some k E iN. Since 
s + 0 -+ s and s + -+ for f. E tN, s + t is not a normal form. 
Moreover, since s · 0 --> 0 and s · -+ (s · + s for f E s · t is not a 
normal form. 
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A.4.5 S(O) + S(S(O)) =Ac S(S(O)) + S(O) ~ S(S(S(O)) + 0) ~ S(S(S(O))). 
A.4.6 Add the rewrite rule g(h(a)) -t h(a). 
B.1.1 0; {fk(a)P I k E IN}; 0; {aP,bQ}. 
B.2.1 ({bQ}, 0); 

(0, {aP}); 
({aP}, 0); 
(0,{aP,bQ}), ({aP},0), and ({bQ},0); 
(0,{aP,aQ,bP,bQ}} and ({aP,bQ},0). 

B.2.2 
Co and C1 are 0, while Ca is {bQ} for a: 2:: 2; Uo is { aP, aQ, bP, bQ}, U1 is {bQ}, 
and u,, is 0 for a: > 2. 
The least three-valued stable model is ({bQ},0). 
C"' is 0 for a ?:'. O; Uo is { aP, aQ, bP, bQ} and Ua is { aP} for a ?:: 1. 
The least three-valued stable model is (0, { aP}). 
Co is 0 and Ca is {aP} for a?:: l; Uo is {aP,aQ,bP,bQ} and Ua is 0 for a:::_:: 1. 
The least three-valued stable model is ({aP},0). 
Ca is 0 for a? O; Uo is {aP,aQ,bP,bQ} and Ua is {aP,bQ} for a: 2:: 1. 
The least three-valued stable model is (0, {aP,bQ}). 
Ca is 0 for a 2:: O; Ua is {aP,aQ,bP,bQ} for a?:'. 0. 
The least three-valued stable model is (0, {aP, aQ, bP, bQ} ). 

B.2.3 yes; no; yes; no; no. 

B.2.4 yes; no; no; no; no. 

B.2.5 The third TSS in Exercise B.2.1. 
B.2.6 Fork E IN, define the weight of transitions fk(a)P to be k and the of 

transitions fk(a)Q to be k + l. This constitutes a stratification. 
In the three-valued stable model for the TSS, the true transitions are (a)P 
and for k E there are no unknown transitions. 

B.3.1 In all three processes, let so represent the root state: 
- {so}; 
- {Bk Sk·H I k E 
·· {so -':i. so}. 

B.3.2 so B s and s1 B s. 
B.3.3 if and if k ~f. is even, for k, f. E fN. Hence, s H t 

B.3.4 
- a H b but i± f(b): f(a)P holds while f(b)P does not hold. 

The transition rule is not panth because its source contains two function 
- a a and a H b, but g(a, a) b): holds while 

The transition rule is not because its source contains two occurrences of 
the variable :i::. 

- a H b but f(a) i±f(b): f(a)P holds while f(b)P does not hold. 
The second transition rule is not because the variable y occurs both in the 
source and as the right-hand side of the uren1w•e. 

• a +-t b but f(a) f(b): holds does not hold. 
The second not the side of the 
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- a Ha and a±±. b, but g(a,a) f± g(a,b): g(a,a)P holds while g(a,b)P does not 
hold. 
The second transition rule is not panth because the variable y occurs as the 
right-hand side of both premises. 

B.4.1 
- yes: so B s2; 
- yes: so B s2 and s1 B s2; 
- no; 

yes: s0Bs2, so8s3, and 81Bs4. 

B.4.2 It suffices to show that the two processes with root states 81 and 86, re
spectively, are branching bisimilar. This follows from the branching bisimulation 
relation B defined by s1 B BG, 82 !3 81, 83 B 86, and s4 B 87. 

B.4.:3 no; no; no; yes. 
B.4.4 

f(b) follows from the fact that f(d)P holds while f(c)P does not hold. 
occurs at the right-hand side of the conclusion of the fifth rule. In the sixth 

rule, the argument of the source f (x) occurs as the left-hand side of the premise. 
Since there is no rule for the argument of f, this combination violates 
the RBB cool format. 

·· f(a) frrb f(b) follows from the fact that f(c)P holds while f(d)P does not hold. 
f occurs at the right-hand side of the conclusion of the fifth rule. In the sixth 
rule the argument of the source f (x) occurs as the left-hand side of the negative 
premise. This combination violates the RBB cool format. 

- f(a) t±,.0 f(b) follows from the fact that f(d)P holds while f(c)P and f(e)P do 
not hold. 
f occurs at the right-hand side of the conclusion of the ninth rule. In the tenth 
rule the argument of the source f ( x) occurs as the left-hand side of the two 
""'"''"""· This combination violates the RBB cool format. 

B.5.1 no (aP); yes; no (aP); yes; no (a b); yes. 
B.5.2 -i yes; no; yes; no; -· 
B.5.3 no; yes; yes; yes; -i yes and no. 
B.5.4 no; yes; no; yes; no; yes. 
B.5.5 The variables x and yin the second transition rule are both source-dependent: 

x occurs in the source, so it is source-dependent; hence, the x y ensures 
that y is source-dependent. 
The original TSS generates {fk(a) fk(a) I k E tN}. 
The extended TSS generates (a) 4 I k E IN}U 4 I k E tN}. 

B.6.1 (a)({b)P /\ (c}P). 
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